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IITOROBUCTION
One course frequently overlooked in the high school 
mathematics curriculum is probability and statistics. Al­
though many textbook series incorporate one or two chapters 
which touch briefly on the subject, few pursue it beyond the 
topics of combinatorics and the fundamentals of probability 
measures. Yet, the study of probability and statistics has 
certain advantages over the material normally taught in 
secondary mathematics, and, because of these advantages, it 
offers the students opportunities not afforded by other 
topics.
First, the ideas involved in probability and statis­
tics are ones with which students can readily identify. 
Batting averages, weather predictions, Neilsen ratings, odds 
on elections, and a multitude of surveys are all part of 
every day life. On a more elementary level, certainly every 
high school student has, at some time, flipped a coin, thrown 
a pair of dice, or dealt a hand of cards.
From a mathematical viewpoint, the elementary theory 
of probability and statistics can be developed to appeal even 
to students with limited mathematical experience. A knowl­
edge of basic algebra and of functions is sufficient back­
ground for most of the material covered in a finite setting. 
In addition, this course furnisher the teacher with an ideal 
opportunity in which to develop an axiomatic system and to
vi
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emphasize the abstract nature of mathematics.
From an educational viewpoint, there are a variety of 
occasions in which a teacher can encourage classroom partici­
pation through experiments. The course also provides ample 
opportunity for independent study, and for individual experi­
mentation since many of the experiments require no elaborate 
laboratory equipment. In addition, with a little effort and 
imagination, a teacher can present the material in such a 
way that most students discover that mathematics can be fun.
Perhaps the greatest advantage of a course in proba­
bility and statistics is that it is one area of mathematics 
in which a teacher can easily answer the question "What is it 
good for?" Although the simplicity of dice, coin, and card 
games makes the use of such experiments attractive, the 
scope of probability and statistics reaches beyond these 
examples into many disciplines- The physical and biological 
sciences, education, psychology, and business are particular 
areas where the concepts and methods of probability and sta­
tistics can be employed to solve elementary, yet important, 
practical problems. Such problems can be adapted to the 
high school level with little difficulty. Because of this 
wide application, probability and statistics, possibly more 
than any other area commonly taught in secondary mathematics, 
can bridge the gap between applied and theoretical mathematics 
In selecting and presenting textbook materials for a 
probability and statistics course, a teacher has several 
approaches to choose from. One approach is to glimpse at
vii
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the overall relationship of probability and statistics to 
daily life, touching only briefly on the mathematics involved. 
Probability; The Science of Chance by Arthur G. Eazzell and 
K. G. 0. Watts, for example, cites many everyday examples of 
the lack of certainty in life and in the physical world. It 
emphasizes long-run frequencies and estimations based on 
sampling as they influence predictions. Although the authors 
attempt to stress the usefulness of the subject, there is 
insufficient mathematical development for them to cite con­
crete examples to substantiate their claim. Consequently, 
the language is too elementary and the ideas are too shallow 
to be especially useful in the classroom,
A much more complete book using the same approach is 
How to Take a Chance by Darrell Huff and Irving Geis, In 
demonstrating the prominence of probability and statistics 
in an informal style, the authors manage to include enough 
of the ideas of probability models, relative frequencies, 
expected value, standard deviation and sampling to explain 
problems in medicine, science, business, and government.
They also present an excellent chapter on subjective proba­
bility and how the human element affects conclusions,
A third book using this approach is Pathways to 
Probability by Amy C, King and Cecil B, Head, In this book, 
the authors contend that little attention is paid to how 
probability theory evolved and, therefore, present an exten­
sive survey of the historical development of the subject.
viii
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Although the emphasis is on the accomplishments of the men 
who contributed to the field, they intersperse nearly all of 
the elementary concepts and many practical applications- 
Thus, the book is actually a probability text, cleverly dis­
guised. Even though the language is somewhat juvenile and 
the biographies slightly incomplete, the book is an excel­
lent source of supplementary material for any mathematics 
course-
A second approach adopted by writers in preparing 
probability and statistics textbooks is the experimentation 
approach. Here the student is asked to perform a variety of 
experiments and, on the basis of the results, discover, or 
at least accept, the underlying principles.
One series of books using this approach is the 
Unified Modern Mathematics sequence produced by the Teachers' 
College at Columbia University. The format is one of per­
forming an experiement, drawing a conclusion, and formula­
ting a theorem- Since much of the material deals with pro­
cedures for obtaining, plotting, and interpreting data, the 
authors easily illustrate the connection between probability 
and statistics- Although the ideas of expected value, vari­
ance, and standard deviation are included, they are not 
developed formally enough for the student to apply them in 
general to problems in larious fields- In the discussion of 
permutations and combinations, the material is more formal­
ized with a complete, but rather lengthy, discussion. Although 
the series might be suitable for younger students, junior
ix
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high, school age, for example, it leaves an older student with 
only intuitive notions and very little concrete material with 
which to work.
Another series of this nature is Introduction to 
Probability. Parts 1 and 2, prepared by the School Mathematics 
Study Group. These books, aimed at the junior high school 
level, are designed for independent study and are programmed 
textbooks. Consequently, although there is some precision in 
the definitions and theorems, too much time is devoted to 
reaching that precision. Much of the experimentation is done 
with the usual examples of dice, coins, and cards; the exer­
cises, however, do include problems from science, social 
science, industry, and sports. Because of the nature of the 
book, the order of the material is awkward, and the lack of 
formalized notation causes developments to be longer than 
necessary. Again, the student leaves the course with only 
an intuitive notion of the concepts involved.
Edmund 0. Berkeley, in Probability and Statistics —
An Introduction through Experiments, handles the experimen­
tation approach exceptionally well. Perhaps the reason that 
this book is more appealing is that the author reaches and 
formalizes his conclusions rapidly so that the student knows 
precisely where he has been and where he is going. Besides 
using coins and dice, he provides important scientific exam­
ples plus a few entertaining ones. These include problems 
about the World Series and about cryptograms . In addition, 
Berkeley braves the world of infinite sample spaces by
X
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presenting the uniform and normal distributions, two topics 
most authors avoid.
An excellent book written in the experimental vein is 
Introductory Probability and Statistical Inference for Secondary 
Schools, prepared by the College Entrance Examination Board. 
Although it was written as an experimental course and, conse­
quently, lacks polish, it interweaves both the theoretical and 
empirical aspects of probability and statistics. The exam­
ples are pertinent ; the mathematics is formalized; the 
connection and distinction between probability and statistics 
are well established.
The third popular approach to writing a textbook in 
probability and statistics is to develop the mathematical 
theory. Most textbooks for high school juniors and seniors 
include chapters on the subject written in this style. Much 
of the emphasis is on combinations and permutations with 
some discussion of the binomial distribution, leaving the 
student with the impression that probability theory deals 
only with these topics. Despite the prevalence of examples 
from several disciplines, most examples and exercises in 
these books center around coin, dice, and card games. The 
mention of statistical procedures is rare, and the idea of 
infinite sample spaces is almost totally neglected. Although 
these last two topics are difficult to present on an elemen­
tary level, the student should, at least, be made aware of 
their significance.
One book writ :;en in a theoretical framework is
xi
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A Probability Rrimer. by Margaret Willerding. Although writ­
ten for students with no background in algebra, the material 
is readable by any level of high school student. The dis­
cussions are tidy, and the language is appropriate for the 
age group. Unfortunately, Miss Willerding concentrates too 
much on gambling examples, and her section on random vari­
ables is weak. Other than these two points, the book would 
be most acceptable as a high school textbook.
Meyer Dwass, in First Steps in Probability, also 
employs the theoretical approach. Although no material on 
statistics as such is inchded, references to empirical 
situations and to the frequency interpretation of proba­
bility are common. The book encompasses a wide range of 
material, some of which requires a knowledge of sequences 
and limits, two topics not normally covered by the junior 
level mathematics. Dwass also covers two items not typi­
cally found in such texts : indicator random variables and
their applications to set theory and to the binomial distri­
bution, and distributions defined on countable sample spaces. 
Generally, the book is quite appropriate for high school 
students, particularly for seniors.
Especially suitable for this age group is Probability 
and Statistics for Everyman by Irving Adler. Adler empha­
sizes that probability theory stems from an abstract model 
and develops it along this line. His organization and presen­
tation of materials is exceptionally clear and concise, and
xii
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he considers examples and exercises pertaining to many fields. 
Although he pays special attention to the binomial distribu­
tion, he also discusses the Poisson and normal distributions. 
In the chapter on sampling procedures, indicator random vari­
ables are introduced, although the title is never used. Be­
sides sampling, the book also includes some work in statisti­
cal inference. Perhaps the biggest hole in the writing is 
in the presentation of the Poisson distribution. There, the 
wording is too vague and the development too mysterious to 
have the proper impact. Basically, however, the book is 
one of the most precise and comprehensive books available 
for high school students.
Although not written for this age group, four other 
books deserve mention as excellent sources of supplementary 
material. Discrete Probability, by R. A. Gangolli and Donald 
Ylvisaker, stresses the theoretical development of probability 
theory in a countable setting. Basic Concepts of Probability 
and Statistics  ̂by J. L. Hodges, Jr., and E. L. Lehman, con­
tains many examples demonstiating the practical applications 
of the material. Elementary Probability for the Biological 
Sciences, by James E. Mosimann, and Mathematics for the 
Social and Behavioral Sciences, by Bernard R. Gilbaum and 
James G. March, provide additional examples in their re­
spective fields.
Each of the three approaches to writing textbooks 
on probability and statistics has, of course, advantages and 
disadvantages. The approach of looking at probability in
xiii
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daily life enhances the students' overall appreciation for 
the material and for mathematics In general» This approach, 
however, tends to be incomplete, and the real influence of 
the subject on other fields is hard for the students to 
sense» In the experimental appi^oach, the students can work 
independently at their own speed and have the opportunity to 
learn by discovery and to participate in classroom activities. 
In addition, this approach clearly illustrates the connec­
tion between probability and statistics. Unfortunately, 
unless ample time is available, the course work moves too 
slowly. Also, the conclusions reached through this approach 
tend to be imprecise and, again, the real impact on other 
disciplines is difficult to establish. The mathematical 
approach places the concepts of probability on a solid 
foundation, allowing the students the opportunity to develop 
an abstract system. Once they have grasped the fundamentals 
in a mathematical setting, they can apply them to more practi­
cal situations. On the other hand, the "definition - theorem" 
approach can easily become too theoretical and, in the pro­
cess, bore the students.
The material that follows is intended as a six-week 
course for high school juniors in a college-preparatory 
curriculum. Although written basically from a theoretical 
standpoint, it attempts to incorporate some of the merits 
of each of the other two approaches.
XIV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTUITIVE NOTIONS
"In the long rim, all life depends on probability."
Charles Sanders Peirce 
(See Note 1.)
During the seventeenth century, Samuel Pepys, an 
English politician, wrote to Isaac Newton to ask which of 
three events is most likely: that a person get
a) at least 1 six when 6 dice are rolled,
b) at least 2 sixes when 12 dice are rolled, 
or c) at least 5 sixes when 18 dice are rolled. 
(Hosteller, 19: 6, 33-35)'
Although we will not have the mechanics to solve this 
problem until later, we can consider one important facet of 
its solution now: if a fair die is tossed, what is the
probability that the "6" will fall face up? Intuition sug­
gests that the answer is To test your intuition, toss a
die 60 times and record how many times a 6 occurs. The fol­
lowing is a table of results from 25 such experiments:
Experiment : Toss a die 60 times to determine the probability
of a 6 occurring on a given toss. Each square represents the 
number of 6's in 6 tosses; thus, each column represents the 
results of 60 tosses, or one experiment.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
K[umber of 6's occurring
dumberoftosses 6 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 P P 0 1 1 1 P p 0 P P 0 0 1 2
12 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 5 1 1 2 1 0 0
18 1 0 2 1 ? ? 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 5 p 0 1
24 0 1 1 p 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 p p 0 I p 0 I 1 1 1 0 1 1
50 1 1 P 0 1 0 0 0 1 p 2 0 p 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 2 0
56 2 0 0 5 5 1 0 1 5 2 1 1 5 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
42 0 1 1 1 0 Z 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 5 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 1
48 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 1 2 c
54 1 p p 1 1 0 2 1 5 0 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 5 2 2 0 2 2 c
60 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 5 0 5 1 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 1Total/60
tosses 8 10 11n 12 7 7 9 16 8 15 7 10 9 1015 9 11121615 n 9 7 8Total/500tosses 52 47 51 61 48
Table 1*1
When the experiment was done the first time, a 6 
occurred 8 times* (Most likely your answer was different.) 
If the probability of a 5 occurring is actually would you 
have expected ten 6's?
Suppose we consider the entire table, which repre­
sents the results of 1500 tosses, to see what conclusions 
might be drawn:
l) In 60 tosses you do not always obtain ten 6's, 
or, more simply, in 6 tosses you are not guaranteed exactly 
one 6.
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5
2) Out of the 250 groups of 6 tosses each, 74 re­
sulted in zero 6's, 104 in one 6, 61 in two 6's, 11 in three 
6's, and no groups resulted in four, five or six 6's- The 
most common result, then, was one 6 in 6 tosses, which is 
what you would expect if the probability actually is
5) In column one, 8 of the 60 tosses resulted in a
Q6; in other words, ^  of the tosses yielded a 6. From that 
experiment, then, a plausible value for f, the probability
of a 6 ooooxring, is f = tiLes = #5 ^hree
decimal places, .133* Since ^ ^ .167, we might conclude that 
our prediction of f = ^ is erroneous.
4) If we consider each of the 25 columns as repre­
senting the outcomes of 25 individual experiments, there are 
9 different values of f, where f = g e #   vÈsses"
rj n Cvalues vary from ^  = .113 to = .267, and in only 3 of 
the 25 experiments is f exactly
5) If, however, we group several experiments, f does 
not fluctuate so radically. (Again, f = ) 
Suppose, for example, group 1 consists of the first 5 experi­
ments, group 2 of the second 5 experiments, and so forth. 
Thus, each group contains data from 300 tosses. If f^ is the.j™value of f calculated for the i—  group (here i = 1, 2, 3, 4 
or 5), then
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
= |§5 = '^73 f/|. = = -205
^2 “ &  = -^57 £5 = ^  = -160 .
^5 = I55 ■ '̂ '7°
6) Finally, when the number of tosses grows large, f 
does not differ appreciably from For example, after 500 
tosses f = -̂ 0̂  = -175; after 600 tosses f = = .165; after
900 tosses f = = -167; after 1500 tosses f = “ *175-
Although these conclusions were drawn in the course 
of answering a specific question, many of the concepts in­
volved are typical of those found throughout the realm of 
probability and statistics. As we saw in the above discus­
sion, we cannot predict with certainty what will happen on a 
single trial of an experiment- In the process of repetition, 
however, we begin to discover patterns- It is these emerg­
ing patterns that prompt the use of the frequency interpre­
tation of probability-
Essentially, this interpretation is a statement about 
what happens when an experiment is repeated many times- Sup­
pose that you repeat an experiment n times, and that of these
n repetitions, t of them produce a certain outcome- The 
relative frequency, f, of that outcome is defined to be 
f = ^. The frequency interpretation asserts that, as n in­
creases indefinitely, f will become very close to some value, 
p, which we shall call the probability of that outcome- In
our problem, this means that, in the long run, f = ^ =
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
S e r  of toLes approximate p, the probability of a 6
occurring on any given toss.
A slightly different wording of the frequency inter­
pretation of probability explains what we observed in 4 and 
5 above. Suppose we perform n experiments and calculate the 
relative frequency, f, of a certain outcome. If we perform 
another n such experiments and again calculate f, we will 
generally obtain a different value for f. If we continue 
this process, however, for large n . these different values 
will tend to cluster about a certain value, p, the proba­
bility of that outcome. In our experimentation, we found 
that when n = 60, the values of f varied from .113 to .267* 
When n was increased to 500, however, the values of f varied 
between .157 and .203* In other words, they were tending to 
cluster about
Unfortunately, in spite of being appealing and appro­
priate, this interpretation places us in an uncomfortable 
position. Obviously, we cannot increase the number of repe­
titions "indefinitely," and it is doubtful that everyone 
could agree on what is "large.” For example, in our problem, 
one person may feel that 300 is large and say p = .173 while 
another would prefer 900, which makes p = .167; yet another 
might insist on 3000 trials before determining p. Even if 
we could agree on a stopping point, it would be impractical, 
or, in some cases, impossible, to perform the experiment so 
many times.
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By now, you have possibly realized that another under­
lying cause of our uneasiness in accepting the frequency 
interpretation of probability is that we are dealing with 
an empirical situation* We have performed an experiment, 
recorded, organized, and analyzed the data, and attempted 
to draw a conclusion based on this data* In other words, we 
have done a problem in statistics. Consequently, we have 
found ourselves unable to assign an exact value to any proba­
bility based on observations from a real experiment*
Before we can proceed, then, we must eliminate this 
inability to assign an exact value to p. One way to accom­
plish this is to use as a basis for evaluation a conceptual 
experiment, about which we can make definite statements, 
rather than a real experiment* We must develop an abstract 
system, just as we did in other areas of mathematics, keep­
ing in mind, of course, that to be useful, it must apply to 
reality. Therefore, we begin our study of probability, just 
as we began previous studies, by defining terms and by accep­
ting axioms.
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CHAEDER 2
PROBABILITY SPACES
"Pure mathematics never studies reality. It studies 
only abstract models of reality."
Irving Adler
Sample Spaces and Events
In using an axiomatic approach to the study of proba­
bility, it is important to remember that the mathematics is 
an idealized representation of the physical world —  that we 
are dealing with a conceptual experiment. The set of all 
possible outcomes of such an experiment is called a sample 
space, usually denoted by 0, and the elements of the sample 
space, i.e., the possible outcomes, are called sample points. 
Although we will consider, on occasion, some infinite sample 
spaces, most of our discussion will be confined to sample 
spaces with a finite number of sample points. In the latter
case, if n has n elements, oUg,--- , will represent
the sample points.
Example 1 A coin is tossed twice. If H denotes a head, 
and T denotes a tail, then = C(H, H), (H, T), (T, H), (T,t )} 
is one sample space for the experiment. The sample point 
Wg = (H, T) indicates that the result of the first toss was 
a head, and that the result of the second was a tail. If 
we are interested only in the number of heads, an appropriate
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8
sample space is (Ig = f2, 1, 0}, where each element represents 
the number of heads in two tosses. This example demonstrates 
that a sample space is not necessarily unique but depends upon 
what question we wish to study.
Example 2 A factory produces 100 items daily which are 
inspected and classified as acceptable or defective. Inspec­
tion is done as follows : one item is selected at random and
is inspected. If it is acceptable, no more inspecting is 
done. If the first item is defective, however, a second item 
is inspected. For this inspection procedure O = {first 
acceptable, first defective and second acceptable, both 
defective} is a suitable sample space.
Example 3 A coin is tossed until a head appears. The sample 
points are = H, Wg = TH, = TTH, = TTTH, and so on, 
where represents the outcome that the first head appears 
on the i-^ toss.
Example 4 An outdoor thermometer registers temperatures 
between -70°F. and 1$0°F. The outcome of interest is the 
temperature at a given time. Although, in reality, you can­
not obtain an exact reading, the sample space of the concep­
tual experiment is the set of all real numbers between -70 
and 150.
Examples 1 and 2 have finite sample spaces, and the 
sample space in Example 5 has a countably infinite number of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
possible outcomes, that is, the elements of the sample space 
can be put into a one - one correspondence with the set of 
positive integers» A countable set is one that is either 
finite or countably infinite. Therefore, the sample spaces 
in 1, 2, and 5 are all countable; the sample space in 4 is 
infinite but not countable. Unless otherwise specified, we 
will be discussing finite sample spaces only throughout the 
rest of the material.
Example 5 The Distributive Education Club takes a survey 
among Sentinel High School students in which several students 
are asked if they own a transistor radio and if they own a 
pair of skis. A suitable sample space is 
= owns radio and skis 
(«2 = owns radio but not skis
0)̂ = owns skis but not radio 
= owns neither.
Suppose you are interested only in those sample points which 
indicate ownership of at least one of the items. That set is 
represented by A = Ctŵ , uug, Thus A c Q and is called an
event.
Formally, an event is any subset of the sample space. 
On a trial of an experiment, the event E occurs iff the out­
come of that trial is an element of E. In Example 5» the 
event E "person interviewed owns skis" will occur if the 
outcome is or i.e., E = o)̂ }. If B = ( *  then
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
10
B is the event “person interviewed owns neither a transistor 
radio nor a pair of skis."
B, as described above, is a simple event. an event 
consisting of exactly one element of 0. A compound event is 
any event which can be expressed as the uniop of distinct 
simple events. For example, A =  U fuug) U
From the definition, the statement "The event E 
occurs" means that the trial results in an outcome repre­
sented by a sample point in E. Conversely, "The event E does 
not occur" means that the result is represented by a sample 
point not in E. This sample point, then, must be in the sub­
set of 0 containing all the elements of n which are not in E. 
This set is called the complement of E and is denoted by E*.
In Example A and B are complements since A = 0)2»
and B = {u)̂ 3. Notice also that A U B = {cû , («2, ^
and A n B = 0 .  In general, E U E ’ = Q and E n E' = 0 ,  since 
every element of Q belongs to exactly one of E and E ’.
There are a variety of other relationships that hold 
between events of C besides those relating complements. If E 
and F are events with E c F, then every sample point of E is 
also a sample point of F. Consequently, if E c F and E occurs, 
then F must also occur. In addition, if G and H are events, 
then G U H and G n H are also events of Q. The element uu is 
in G U H iff w is in at least one of G and H. In other words, 
the occurrence of G U H is equivalent to the occurrence of at 
least one of G and H. Similarly, the occurrence of G n H is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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equivalent to the occurrence of both G and H.
These last two relationships can be extended to k
events, Eg, — -,E^. For simplicity, we write E^ U Eg U —
k k
U Ej^ as and E^ n Eg n  fl E^as I f
tu e then tu is in at least one of the E^’s. Con­
versely, if u) is in at least one of the E^'s, then
k k(u e Consequently, the occurrence of is equiva­
lent to the occurrence of at least one of the E^*s. Simi-
Iclarly, the occurrence of is equivalent to the occur­
rence of all of the E^'s.
One other concept important to the study of events is 
that of mutually exclusive events. If E and F are any two 
events of ù and if E fl F = 0, then E and P are called 
disjoint. In general, Ê ,̂ Eg, -— , Eĵ. are called mutually 
exclusive if Ej n E_. = 0 for any pair E^ and E^ with i / ,1,X J X J
i.e., whenever E. and E. are distinct events. For instance,X  J
in the experiment described by Example 5» let E^ = (tû },
Eg = f(Ug, tû }, and B = Then E^, Eg and B are mutually
exclusive since E^ (1 Eg = 0, E^ fl B = 0, and Eg fl B = 0. On 
the other hand, A = uug, cû ], E^ = f , and B = are
not mutually exclusive since AnE^={cu^3?^0*
Exercises 2.1
1. One red die and one black die are thrown. An outcome is 
denoted by an ordered pair where the first coordinate is the
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number on the black die. List the elements of the sample 
space.
2. List each of the following events of 0, where Q is the 
sample space in Exercise 1:
a) The red die shows a prime, and the black shows 
an even number.
b) The sum of the two numbers exceeds 8.
c) The sum is one.
d) The two dice show the same number, or the sum
is 10.
e) The sum is even, and the black die shows an odd 
number.
5* For each of the sample spaces described in Example 1, 
determine the number of distinct events.
4. In a college chemistry class, Sam, an undergraduate 
student, receives one of the traditional grades of A, B, C, 
33, or F, but Eoy, a graduate student on a pass-fail system 
receives either a P or an F. The outcomes of interest are 
the ordered pairs of grades for Sam and Roy, respectively.
a) Write out the sample space.
b) List each of the following events:
1) At least one student fails.
2) Exactly one student fails.
3) At most one student fails.
c) Find the complement of each of the events in part 
b, and describe in words what each is.
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5* Let n be a sample space, and let A, B, and C be events of 
Ü. Use unions, intersections, and complements to express the 
following events in terms of A, B, and C.
Example A occursj or if not, then neither B nor C 
C occurs : A U (B'00 *)•
a) A occurs, but neither B nor G occurs.
b) At least one event occurs.
c) None of the events occurs.
d) Exactly, two events occur.
e) Exactly one event occurs, and A does not occur.
f) What is the relationship between the event in part
b and the one in part c?
6. Let O =  ̂ 3, E^ — f 3, E ^ — f $ uug, 3 5
E^ = [#2* ^3* ^4.5» “ Cu)^3.
a) Find ^Ei^i i=l^i'
b) Find and < ifi E..1 — U. X X ^ X  X
c) Are E^, Eg, E^, and E^ mutually exclusive? Support 
your answer.
d) Find two pairs of disjoint events.
Probability Measures
In the last section, we developed the notions of 
sample space and event as they apply to the possible out­
comes of a conceptual experiment. We have yet to assign 
values to the probabilities of such events. In making this
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assignment, we must keep in mind that the theoretical develop­
ment, to he useful, should be related to reality.
In assigning probabilities to events of a finite sample 
space, we are actually defining a function P which attaches 
to each event E a certain numerical value P(E). Although
there are several axiomatic systems available (just as there
were in previous studies), we will accept the following axioms 
regarding P:
1) P(E) > 0 for each event E of Q.
2) P(0) = 1.
3) If E^, Eg, -— , E^ are mutually exclusive, then
+ P(Eg) + ----+ P(\).
The fiinction P is a probability measure, and P(E) is the 
probability of E. (See Note 2.)
There are many ways to define probability measures 
on a given sample space. When used as a model for a real 
experiment, however, one measure may seem more reasonable 
than another. For instance, for fig Example 1, Section
2.1, one possible measure is P(2 heads) = P(l head)
= P(no heads) = (Although sections are not numbered,
Section 2.1, for example, refers to the first division of 
Chapter 2.) Another assignment is P(2 heads) = P(l head)
= P(no heads) = The latter probability measure 
arises from inspection of to determine the ways in which 
each of these three events can occur. Both probability
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measures satisfy the axioms, however, so either is suitable 
theoretically4 although most people would use the second as 
the appropriate model of reality.
There are several important properties which follow 
from the above axioms. In proving these theorems, we will 
work with a given probability space, i.e., a given sample 
space n, equipped with a fixed probability measure, P, on 
the events of Q.
Theorem 2.1 If E is any event in Ü, then
P(E’) = 1 - P(E).
Proof; E and E' are disjoint, so by Axiom 3,
P(EUE') = P(E) + P(E'). But E U E '  = Q, so P(EUE') = P(Q)
= 1 (Artiom 2)o Therefore, P(EUE') = P(E) + P(E') = 1 and 
P(E') = 1 - P(E),
Since Q* = {lulcu e Cl and w i  0} = 0, 0 is the comple­
ment of n. From the above theorem, P(0) = 1 - P ( n ) = l - 1  
= 0. Because P(0) = 0, 0 is often called the impossible 
event. On the other hand. Cl is called the certain Cor sure) 
event since, on any trial of the experiment, the outcome must 
be an element of Q; thus, Ü is certain to occur.
The next theorem is highly important to probability 
theory because it, together with the axioms, assures us that 
every probability is between 0 and 1 (inclusive). (See 
Exercise 1.)
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Theorem 2,2 If E and F are events of Q and E c p,
then P(E) < P(F).
ProofÎ Since E c F, F consists of all elements of E
plus those elements of E* that are also in F, i.e.,
F E U ( E ' n F ) .  Also, since no element of E is in E * , no 
element of E is in E ’ fl F .  Thus, E and E ' n F are disjoint, 
so Axiom 5 implies that P(f ) = P [E  U ( E ' f l F ) ]  = P(e ) + P ( E ' f lF ) .  
By Axiom 1, 0 < P ( E ’ n F ) ,  so P (E )  <  P (E )  + P ( E 'n F )  = P ( F ) .
Suppose, for a moment, that Q has at least 20 ele­
ments and that E = [wg, u)̂ , ^20^’ ® can also be written as
the union of the simple events Cm^3, (wgg}. Since
f ̂ 2 3 ^ f 3 = 0 ,  f tUg 3 n f ̂ 20 ̂ " 0 $ and C 3 fl C 2q 3 = 0 ,
these eveints are mutually exclusive. Therefore, by Axiom 5,
p (e ) = p(((«23 u fu) 3̂ u (wgQ3) = p CCiü23) + P(fw^3) + PC{t«2o3)*
Similarly, we can compute the probability of any event from
the probabilities of the simple events of Q. The general 
case follows;
Theorem 2.3 If E is the union of k simple events
of a sample space Q, then P(E) is the
sum of the probabilities of these k 
events.
Proof; Let E ^ 1^1 ^®i^ where each 0^ represents
one of the k tu's whose union is E . fO. 3 n {© -3 = 0 whenever^ u
i j, i.e., whenever ©• and 0. are distinct. Thus,^ o
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{©2^’ ---* are mutually exclusive- Prom Axiom 5,
k
P(E) = = P(C©i}) + PCfGg)) +  + P({Qjj.})- There­
fore ̂ P(E) is the sum of the probabilities of the k simple 
events whose union is E-
This theorem allows us to compute the probability of
any compound event merely by summing the probabilities of the
simple events which compose it. In other words, in order to
specify a probability measure, P, on the events of 0, we
need only specify the probabilities of the simple events.
For example, if 0 has n elements, Wg» —— , and if
P(fm^}) = Pĵ  for i = 1, 2 , -- , n, then we can calculate
P(E) in terms of the p̂ '̂s. Of course, in specifying the
nvalue of each p̂ ,̂ we must have > 0 and, since = 0,
Pi + ?2  Pn P(f }) + PCfwg}) + ----+ P(ftt)̂ })
= JP(n) = 1.
The use of another conventional symbol will help
simplify the notation of the preceding discussion. In general, 
n
i-l^i <3.esignates the sum of n terms, a^ + a2 + —  + a^, and 
k.E.b. represents the sum b. + + -----+ b,,. Here n > 11=0 1 ^ j 0+1 k —
and k > Ô, and the subscripts are consecutive non-negative
n
integers- In the material above, ~ Pf ^2  Pn’
kand P(E) = P(fO^}) + PCfOg]) +  + P({0ĵ 3) = iS^P(f©i3). A
few more examples of the use of this notation, called the 
sigma notation, are given below.
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b) = a + 15 + 24 + 35 + ^  = 150.
a) ni£i i =
c) 7 2
■
d) y m - m=0 m ■
n i 
iSl 2^e)
1 -14. 0 ^ 1 ^ 2 ^ 3 ^ 4  11r - - T + 2  + 3 + ? +  5 ' ^ ^ " ï n '  1 1  1
2 + 2^ + 2^ + --- + 2^ = 2 + VT"
+ + —  + TT".
Because of the generalized associative and commutative 
properties, rearrangements and regroupings of terms are possi­
ble when using the sigma notation for a finite sum. For 
example, suppose pĵ  = is defined as follows:
^1 ^ è ’ ^2 " 5 ’ P3 è* ^4 " è ’ P5 l5'
Then = I + i + |  + |+|j = (1 + 1 + 1) + (1 + Ijj). In
5other words, we can evaluate ^-iP^ by first summing those
Pĵ 's where Pĵ  = ^ and adding this value to the sum of the
Pĵ 's where p̂  ̂/ In order to use the sigma notation to
represent this second process, we need to extend the nota-
5tion slightly. Instead of will write Z
Pi= Ü
+ E , p ., where the first represents the sum of the p.*s
where Pĵ  = ^ and the second the sum where p̂  ̂/ Regard­
less of which notation we use, however, we obtain the same
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value for the sum.
The generalized distributive property also holds when
using the sigma notation for a finite sum. Consider, for 
5example, ^Pi» «̂̂ bere p^ is defined as above. Then 
iSl ^P± = + 3(§) + 3(§) + 5(|^)
5 
5
== ^ iSl Pi*
5 5The relationship 3p^ = 3 ^g^ p^ is merely a specific
nexample of the relationship that holds in general: ^g^ câ  ̂
n
= c^g^ (See Exercise 2.)
Example 2 In the survey described in Example 5, Section
2.1, suppose 20 q6 of the students interviewed replied that
they own both a radio and skis, 25 Q̂ o own a radio but not
skis, 35 q/o own skis but not a radio, and 20 q6 own neither.
A reasonable probability measure for this would be p^ = .20,
P2 = .25, p^ = .35» and p̂ĵ = .20. Thus, P(students owns at
least one item) = P(f(û , u)̂ , uû }) = p^ +, Pg + P3 = .80.
Also, P(student owns exactly one item) == ]?([(tu,), t»̂ }) = pg 
+ p^ = .60. Notice, too, that since the events "student
owns at least one item" and "student owns neither" are com­
plements, p^ = 1 - P(student owns at least one item) = 1 - 
• 80 — .20.
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Example 3 Suppose a family has 4 children. If h stands f6r 
boy and g for girl, the following outcomes represent the possi­
ble orders in which the children were born:
bbbb bgbb gbbb ggbb
bbbg bgbg gbbg ggbg
bbgb bggb gbgb gggb
bbgg bggg gbgg SSSS
Suppose that all of these orders have the same probability;
then the probability of each is From this assumption, we
can calculate the following probabilities :
a) P(all children are the same sex) = P(Cbbbb, gggg})
2 1 = ÎÜ = ÏÏ'
b) P(at least 1 boy) = 1 - P(no boys) = 1 - PCfgggg}) 
= 1 ” ÎÜ * Î5-
c) P(exactly 1 boy) = P([bggg, gbgg, ggbg, gggb))
4 1
== ÎLêî = Ti'
d) P(at most 1 boy) = P(no boys) + P(exactly 1 boy)
1 ^ 4  5= IS = 16'
e) P(at least 2 boys) = P(exactly 2 boys) +
P(exactly ? boys) + P(exactly 4 boys) = ^  ^
^ 1  11 IS = IS'
Notice, also, that "at most 1 boy" and "at least 2 boys" are
complements. Thus, an easy way to answer part e is P(at least
2 boys) = 1 — P(at most 1 boy) = 1 —
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Example 4 In a group of 1000 people, 850 have Eh positive 
blood, 450 have type "0” blood, and 580 have both. Suppose one 
person is selected at random, i.e., so that all people have the 
same probability of being chosen- Thus, P(selecting any given 
person) = ■ĵ qo" Under these assumptions, the following are 
true:
a) P(he has Eh negative blood) = 1 - P(he has Eh 
positive blood) = 1 -
b) Since 450 people have type "0" blood and only 580 
have both Eh positive and type "0" blood, 70 
people have type "O” and Eh negative blood.
Therefore, P(his blood is ”0” and Eh negative)
_ 70 2—
~  1000 “  100'
Let E be the event "his blood type is ' 0 ' "  and P be the event 
"he has Eh negative blood." Then P (E nP ) = ^gg from part b. 
Since E f! P means that both E and P occur, (EDP) ' means that 
at least one of E and P does not occur. But this last state­
ment is the same as saying that E ’ ü P ' occurs. Therefore,
(E n P ) ' = E ' UP'. Consequently, the event "his blood type 
is not 'O’ or else he has Eh positive blood" is the comple­
ment of "his blood type is 'O' and Eh negative." Prom this 
we can conclude that P(his blood type is not "0" or else is 
Eh positive) = 1 - ^gg = poO'
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Exercises 2.2
1. If E 5 n, prove 0 < P(E) < 1.
2. Use the generalized commutative, associative, and distri­
butive laws to prove the following:
n n n
i'
n nb) cSĵ  = c a^, where c is a constant.
3* In Exercise 2, Section 2.1, assume that simple events
have equal probabilities. Find the probability of each of
the events in that problem.
4. Evaluate
6a) k ( k - 2 ) .
3 . n
n:l(^ + '
nc) ĵ Ẑ  c. (Hint: Use 2b.)
5* Steve is batting in a ball game with nobody on base.
Suppose the probability measure is as follows:
P(striking out) = .22 
p(getting a base on balls) = .15 
P(getting a single) = .16 
P(getting an extra base hit) = .06 
P(flying out) = .16 
P(grounding out) = .21 
P(being hit by pitch) = .01 
P(being safe on an error) = .03.
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Find the probability of Steve’s
a) getting at least to first base safely.
b) getting a hit.
c) being put out.
6. Are any of P^, Pg, and P^ probability measures on Q = 
Cuĵ , Wg, If not, why?
Event ^1 ^2 ^5
0 _ _ _____ _ 0 0 0
1 1 1
14 14 14
f(«̂ } 1? i 18
1 1 54
I 1
{u)2» «J3} i 1 1
0 1 1 1
7. In a psychology experiment, a rat is put at the entrance 
to a T-mase, ^rom which he runs either right, E, or left, L. 
(See diagram.) The experiment is performed 3 times.
a) List the possible paths __ ___
for the rat to follow (LRL,  ̂
for example)-
b) Assume that all such paths 
have the same probability.
R
Entrance
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What is the probability of each?
c) If food is always placed at R, what is the proba­
bility that the rat will choose a path that will 
lead him to food at least 2 of the 5 times?
Equally Likely Measures
In Examples 3 and 4, Section 2.2, we assigned the same
probability to each simple event of the sample space. This
type of assignment is called the equally likely probability
measure. Suppose that ü = uUg, , and that the
probabilities of the simple events are all equal, i.e.,
n nP(Cu)ĵ 3) = = p for each i. Then = ĵ Ẑ p = p + p +
  + p = np. Since ^i^P^ = 1, np = 1, and P = ^ “ ^i
i = 1, 2 ,  -, n. Hence, if we are using an equally likely
probability measure, the probability of any simple event is 
— . We can then find the probabilities of compound events. 
Suppose E Ç n and E contains k sample points. Then P(E) 
is the sum of the probabilities of i:he k simple events
determined by those k sample points. Since the probability
1 k 1of each of these k simple events is — , P(E) = n “ n'
To compute the probability of any event, then, we need only
count how many sample points there are in it and divide by
the number of sample points in fi.
The equally likely measure is an appropriate choice
for many experimental situations. One common use is found
in random sampling. If, in the course of an experiment.
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choices are made in such a way that each choice is as likely 
as any other, we call the selection process random sampling, 
and we say that the selection is made at random<. Thus, if 
one item is selected at random from n possible choices, then 
the probability of selecting any particular one is The 
following examples illustrate this and other uses of the 
equally likely measure- (See Note 5»)
Example 1 A population consists of 100 pine trees, 17 of 
which are diseased. If 1 tree is selected at random the 
probability that it is healthy is 1 -
Example 2 In a history quiz, there are two multiple choice
questions- Question 1 has three possible answers, a, b, c, 
and question 2 has five choices. A, B, C, D, and E. If the 
first coordinate of an ordered pair represents your answer to 
question 1 and the second coordinate your answer to question 
2, there are 15 possible pairs of answers that you can give: 
(a, a ) (a, B) (a, C) (a, D) (a, E)
(b, A) (b, B) (b, C) (b, B) (b, E)
(c, a) (c, B) (c , C) (c , B) (c , E).
Suppose that you are totally unprepared for the quiz, so 
you place each of these pairs on a separate slip of paper and 
then draw one at random- Suppose that the correct answers are 
c on the first and B on the second. Then the probability that 
you answer both correctly is the probability that you
Qanswer both incorrectly is and the probability that you
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Oanswer exactly one correctly is ^
Example 3 In the crossing of red-flowered and white- 
flowered peas, the color is determined by a gene for redness, 
X, or a gene for whiteness, y. Each plant has a pair of 
genes, either xx, xy, or yy. Since x is dominant, a plant 
that has xx or xy has red flowers, and one with yy has white 
flowers* When a germ cell is formed, it receives one of the 
two flower-color genes that each parent has- If the parent 
is a hybrid, i.e«, a plant with xy, each germ cell receives 
either x or y. Biological evidence indicates that the out­
comes are equally likely, so the transmission of color genes 
by a hybrid plant can be described by a probability measure 
on n = {x, y} when P([x]) = P(Cy}) = (See Note 4.)
Thus, we can use as a model for the mating of hybrid 
plants the experiment of tossing a fair coin twice since 
each offspring receives two color genes — one from each 
parent — via the germ cells that form the seed* The sample 
space is {xx, xy, yx, yy} with the probability of each simple 
event equal to (xy and yx are normally both written xy,
the dominant gene being placed first; they are written this 
way here for clarity*) Therefore,
a) P(seed is pure-bred red) = P({xx}) =
b) P(seed is pure-bred white) = P(Cyy} = ■̂*
c) P(seed is a hybrid) = P({xy, yx}) =
d) P(grows a red flower) = P({xx, xy, yx}) =
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Example 4 Suppose that in the World Series between the Red 
Sox, R, and the Mets, M, Boston has won the first 2 games. 
There are 32 ways in which the last 5 games could end, assum­
ing for a moment, that all of them are played. The following 
table summarizes the possible outcomes of such a Series:
Summary
RRRRR
ERRRM
RRRMR
RRRMM
RRMRR
RRMRM
RRMMR
RRMMM ■
RMRRR
RMRRM
RMRMR
RMRMM
RMMRR
RMMRM
RMMMR
RMMMM
Who Wins in How Many Games
R in 4
R in 4
R in 4
R in 4
R in 4
R in 4
R in 4
R in 4
R in 5
R in 5
R in 5
R in 5
R in 6
R in 6
R in 7 
M in 7
Summary
MRRRR
iMRRRM
MRRMR
MRRMM
MRMRR
MRMRM
MRMMR
MRMMM
MMRRR
MMRRM
MMRMR
MMRMM
MMMRR
MMMRM
MMMMR
MMMMM
Who Wins in How Many Games
R in 5
R in 5
R in 5
R in 5
R in 6
R in 6
R in 7
M in 7
R in 6
R in 5
R in 7
M in 7
R in 7
M in 7
M in 5 
M in 5
If we assume that the outcomes are equally likely, then we 
have the following probabilities:
a) P(Red Sox win the Series) = ^
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b) P(Mets wins the Series) = ^
c) P(Series ends before the 7—  Game) = ^
Exerciser 2*3
1. A card is drawn at random from a standard deck of 52 
cards. Find the probability of each of the following events:
a) a club.
b) an ace.
c) a red card.
d) a red ace.
e) a heart or a spade.
2. Suppose that a computer produces two digits in such a 
way that all 100 cases 00  ̂01, — , 05* 10* 11* “““* 19* —  ̂
90 , 9 1 *---* 99 are equally likely. If we interpret 00, 01,
 * 09 as 0, 1, — , 9* the machine produces a number be­
tween 0 and 99- What is the probability that this number
a) is less thar̂  20?
b) divides 80?
c) is prime and less than 25?
d) is divisible by 7?
e) is even or divisible by 15?
3. Eefer to Example 4 to find the following probabilities:
a) P(Series ends in exactly 6 games),
h) P(Series goes 7 games).
c) P(Boston wins the third game but loses the Series).
d) P(Boston wins the Series in less than 7 games).
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e) P(no team wins two in a row in the 5 remaining 
games)»
4. Eefer to Example 2 to find the probability that you will 
give
a) at least one correct answer.
b) the correct answer to the first question.
c) at most one correct answer.
d) the correct answer to the first but not to the
second.
e) the correct answer to the second but not to the 
first.
5- Assuming that all possible orders in which 5 children 
can be b o m  are equally likely, find the probabilities of 
each of the following:
a) at least 2 boys.
b) the oldest a boy.
c) more boys than girls.
d) the oldest a girl and the youngest a boy.
e) no girl younger than a boy.
5. In a crap game, a player throws two (fair) dice together 
and wins au once if the total on the first throw is 7 or 11 
and loses at once if it is 2, 5, or 12. Any other total is 
called his "point." If the first throw is a point, the player 
continues to throw the two dice until he either wins by throw­
ing the same total again (his point) or loses by throwing a 7. 
Find the following;
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a) P(player wins on first throw).
b) P(player loses on firôt throw).
c) PCgame continues past first throw).
7. A group of 5 students is asked to evaluate a new course 
as either "interesting" or "not interesting." If all out­
comes are equally likely, find each of the following:
a) P(all 5 2?eply "interesting").
b) P(all 5 make the same reply).
c) P(first 3 questioned reply "not interesting").
d) P(at least 3 reply "not interesting").
e) P(exactly 3 reply "not interesting").
Summary
A sample space is the set of all possible outcomes of 
interest in a conceptual experiment; the sample space is not 
necessarily unique. The elements of the sample space are 
called sample points.
A coimtably infinite set is one which can be put into 
a one-one correspondence with the set of positive integers.
A set that is finite or countably infinite is called countable, 
Most of our work will deal with finite sample spaces.
An event is a subset of a sample space. A simple 
event consists of exactly one sample point; a compound event 
is any event which can be expressed as the union of distinct 
simple events. The empty set is called the impossible event.
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and Q is the certain event,
E*, the complement of E, is the set of all points in 0
that are not in E<, E U E* = fi, and E fl E' = 0 for all events
k —  ■of Q» The occurrence of E^ = E^ U E2 U  Ü Eĵ  is
equivalent to the occurrence of at least one of the Ê *̂s; the
k
occurrence of fl Eg fl fl E^ is equivalent to
the occurrence of all of the Ê '̂s* Events E and P are called
dis.ioint if E n P = 0 ;  events E ^ ,  E g ,  ,E ^  are mutually
nexclusive if E^  ̂ n E . = 0  whenever ± ^ a^ = a^ + ag
n+ — - + a^ is the siRma notation for a summation, ^S^Ca^^+b^) 
n n n n
^iil^i and ĵ g^ca^ = ^iil^i'
A probability measure is a function P defined on the 
events of a sample space such that
1) P(E) > 0 for all events E
2) P(n) = 1
3) If E^, E2» --- 9 are mutually exclusive events,
A sample space equipped with a probability measure is called 
a probability space. If E ̂ ü ,  P(E*) = 1 - P(E), If 
E c p c n, then P(E) < P(P). If E £ CÎ, 0 < P(E) <1. If E 
is a compound event, P(E) is the sum of the probabilities of 
the simple events which compose it.
The equally likely probability measure assigns the 
same probability to each simple event of 0. If Q has n
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elements, P(Cm^3) = Pj_ = and P(E) = ^ ® has k sample
points. A popular use of this measure is in random sampling 
in which selections are made so that the choices are equally 
likely.
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CHAPTER 5
EAKDOM VARIABLES
"Statistical thinking will one day be as necessary for 
efficient citizenship as the ability to read and write,"
H. G. Wells
Random Variables and Functions of Random Variables
Often in performing and analyzing an experiment, we wish 
to summarize the results by associating some numerical value 
with each outcome. For example, suppose that a medical re­
searcher selects people at random from a designated popula­
tion, Some numbers that he might be interested in are blood 
pressure, height, weight, and white blood count. In the ex­
periment described in Exercise 7, Section 2,5» the number of 
interest might be the number of "not interesting" responses 
received.
By assigning a number to each outcome of an experi­
ment, we are actually defining a function on the sample 
space. In statistical usage, such a function is called a 
random variable — a real-valued function defined on a sample 
space. Although some restrictions must be imposed on random 
variables defined on uncountable sample spaces, when we are 
dealing with a countable situation, we can allow random 
variables to be arbitrary real-valued functions.
"RTcamnle 1 In order to test a new serum, a researcher
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injects the serum into 100 guinea pigs having a certain type 
of tumor. Each guinea pig is then classified as either "c" 
(cured) or "n" (not cured). Appropriate sample points are
th100- tuples of c's and n*s with, for example, a c in the i—  
position denoting a cure of the i—  guinea pig. Each sample 
point indicates precisely which ones were cured and which 
were not. The researcher, however, is more interested in 
knowing how many were cured, rather than which ones were 
cured. He, therefore, defines a random variable X such that
X(uj) is some integer between 0 and 100. In this case, tu is
one of the 100- tuples of c*s and n"s.
Example 2 A coin is tossed three times. The following are 
random variables that might be of interest. The table lists 
the sample points and the values of each random variable.
N Y fIL :LjC i—  toss is a head 
' i ‘0 otherwise for i = 1, 2, 3.
b) X = total number of heads.
c) Y = total number of heads on last two tosses.
For example, X^(w2̂) = X^(HTT) = O because the third toss is 
a tail.
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Sample Points ^1 X2 X ■■ Y
c«i HHH 1 1 1 3 2
"̂ 2 HHT 1 1 0 2 1
"̂ 3 HTH 1 0 1 2 1
HTT 1 0 0 1 0
THE 0 1 1 2 2
"'G THT 0 1 0 1 1
0Ü7 TTH 0 0 1 1 1
TTT 0 0 0 0 0
If X is a random variable, we will use the symbol 
(X=a) to denote the set of all sample points uu such that 
X((jü) = a. Since it is a set of sample points, (X=a) is an 
event. Other events can also be represented by varying the 
notation. For example, (X > a) denotes the set of all ou such 
that X(ou) > a. In general, if S is a set of reals, then 
(X in S) denotes the set of uu such that X(ou) e S.
Example 5 In Example 2, X represents the total number of 
heads. Thus, (X = l) {oû , oû , oû } and (X is even)
= {«>2» *̂5’ oû , ougl. Since (X in S) represents an event, we 
can assign a probability to it. In this case if we assume the
? Il -1equally likely measure, P(X=l) = ^ and P(X is even) = ^ = -g.
If X and Y are random variables defined on the same
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sample space, we can define a new random variable X + Y which 
assigns to each m e n  the value X(m) + Y(m). In Example 2 
above, for instance, (X + Y)(i«g) = X(m^) .+ Y(mg) = 2. An 
analogous definition is appropriate for the sum of any finite 
number of random variables defined on n. The random vari­
able X^ + X2 + --  + X^ assigns to the sample point m the sum
of the values that X^, X g ,  , X^ individually assign to to#
n nIn other words, (ĵ X̂ X̂ )(«)) = ^S^[X^(cu)3#
Various other operations can be performed on random
variables to obtain new random variables. For example,
24X and X are the random variables which assign to m the 
values 4[X(u))] and [X(m)] , respectively. XY assigns the
2 Pvalue X(m)Y(m) to m, and 1 + 5X^ - XY assigns to m the value
1 + 3CxCm)]^ - X(m)CY(m)]^. In general, if X^, Xg, -, X^
are all random variables on a sample space 0, and if f is a
real-valued function of n variables, we define the random
variable f (X^, X g ,  , X^), for each ou 0 n, by
[f (X^, ^2* — , X^)](m) = f(X^Cm), X2(m) , — , X^(m)). A 
random variable defined in this way is called a function of 
the random variables X̂ ,̂ X2, -- , X^.
Examule 4 Refer to Example 2 to verify the following table.
For example, (X^ + X2)^(m2) = [X^(HHT) + X2(HHT)]^ = (l + l)^
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Sample Points X^+ Xg+ X^ V 2 ^ 3
.■■y.—.g.
^1 ^2 (X^+ Xg) XY X ^ ^
HHH 3 1 2 4 6 36
"2 HHT 2 0 2 4 2 4
HTH 2 0 1 1 2 4
HTT 1 0 1 1 0 0
THE 2 0 1 1 4 16
"6 THT 1 0 1 1 1 1
TTH 1 0 0 0 1 1
“̂8 TTT 0 0 0 0 0 0
Exercises 3,1
1. Suppose that you throw a die twice and that you assign 
the equally likely measure to the ordered pairs (a, b), where 
a represents the number that falls &ce up on the first throw 
and b represents the number showing on the second throw. If X 
is the sum of the numbers showing and Y is the larger of the 
two, find each of the following:
a) X[(5, 3)]; T[(3, 3)].
b) P(X = 7); P(Y = 4).
c) P(X is even); P(Y is prime).
d) P(X < 11); P(Y > 6).
e) X^CCl, 3)]; (Y^ - 2XY)(4, 3)].
2. Suppose a random sample of size 10, i.e., a sample with
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10 items in it, is drawn from a lot containing 25 acceptable 
and 7 defective items. Let D be the number of defective items 
in the sample. What are the possible values of D?
3# Refer to Example 2, Section 2.3, and let X represent the 
number of correct answers. Find
a) (X = 2).
b) P(X = 2).
c) P(X < 1).
4. Refer to Exercise 2, Section 2.3, and let Y represent the 
product of the two digits. Find
a) (T = 12).
b) P(y = 12).
c) (0 < Y < 5).
d) P(0 < Y < 5).
5* Suppose a number is selected at random from the integers 1 
through 20. Let Z be the number of (positive) divisors of the 
number selected. Find
a) (Z = 2).
b) P(Z = 2).
c) (Z > 4).
d) P(Z < 4).
6. At a party, baby pictures of Diane, Johna, and Mary are 
tacked on a wall, and you are given three name tags and asked 
to match the tags with pictures.
a) In how many different orders could you attach the 
tags?
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b) Suppose that the correct order is Diane, Mary,
Johna and that X represents the number of correct 
matches that you make. Find (X = l).
c) Suppose that all possible orders in part a are 
equally likely. What is P(X = l)?
d) What are P(X = O) and P(X =5)?
Indicator Random Variables
One of the simplest, yet most useful, random vari­
ables is one which assumes only two values, 0 and 1. Notice
that each X̂ ,̂ i = 1, 2, 5» in Example 2, Section 3.1, is such
a random variable. If A is any event of a sample space, there 
is a random variable I^ defined on O that takes on the value 
1 at each sample point in A and 0 at each sample point in A'. 
Thus, the value of Î (uu) indicates whether or not u) e A. For
this reason, I^ is, called an indicator random variable, and
-  (o II : X '
If X is a random variable defined on Q which assumes 
only the values 0 and 1, then X is an indicator random vari­
able of some event A of Q, namely that A which consists of 
exactly those «j's such that X(m) = 1. Thus, there is a one- 
one correspondence between events of Q and indicator random 
variables. The random variable that is equal to 1 for all uu 
e n is Iq and will be denoted by 1; the random variable equal 
to 0 for all U) e Q is l0 and will be denoted by 0.
The following are basic relationships that hold among
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indicator random variables.
Theorem 3.1 = Ig iff A = B.
Proof; i) I^(m) = Cq if / 1* But if A = B, then 
Î Ctu) “ ^0 if m ^ B ” I g C f o r  each iw in £1. Thus, = Ig.
ii) Assume = Ig. Let e A. Then = 1» so
lB(t«i) = 1- Thus, (jü̂ e B for each in A, so A c B. Simi­
larly B c A, Consequently, A = B.
Theorem 3.2 = 1 - I^.
KEOOf: Zj^.W = fo if “ / = fà if “ s A-
1 - = {f_o if % A = if % X A" Therefore,
Theorem,;.^ = V b *
T fl if m e AnB _ rl if tu e A and u) e B^AnB^“*̂ - ^0 if m / AnB " iQ if w / A or w / B '
\ fl if I. (m) « 1 and I-d(id) = 1 rl if lu e A and m e B(IaIb)(») = . 0 or i j .)  = 0  = (o if . X A or . X B '
Thus, = lA^B" general, Z^ = ^A,(^A_) --  (̂ A )'
iOi^i ^
Theorem 3. 4- ^^UB ® ^ (l-ljl̂ ) (l-Ig).
^ o o f  : Î ,3(») . if : ; X  B = (o if : X  and“u.V\
= Co if : : t'°and X  B.- Cl - (1-Ia)(1-VK«-) = (I-Ia-IbX»)
_ T  \ _  rl-1 if m G À' OB' _  fO if u) e A* and m e È'_= ̂“'-‘'A'nB''̂ "̂̂  - ^1-0 if U) / A'HB» " 1̂ if m / A' or m / B' -
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I : I Therefore,  ̂‘
In general, In =  ̂"   (̂ -̂ A *̂..A I d .  niWl\
Theorem 3»3 ^a ^A “ ^A'
Bpoof: From Theorem 3*3» ^a^A ” ^AOA “ ^A'
These five properties are useful in .developing various 
theorems about sets that will be important to our study of 
probability theory. Two of these are proved below; others 
are included in the exercises which follow.
Theorem 3.6 (AUB) ' = A' (IB'.
^(AUB)' = 1 - ^a uB = 1 - 1̂1 “ (1-I^)(l-Ig)]
= (l-I^)d-Ig) = ^a '^B* " ^A'nB'* Therefore, (AUB) ' = A'OB'.
n nIn general, (See Note 5*)
Theorem 3.7 A U (BAG) = (AUB) A (AUO).
^AU(BAC) = ^ - d-TA)(^-%AC^ = 1 ^ + ^A
■^^BAC *” ^A^BAC “ ^A ^B^C “ ^A^B^C' Also I(AuB)A(AuC)
“ ^AUB ^AAC “ - (l-Ij^)(l-Ig)] [1 - (1-Ij )̂(1“Iq )]
= [1 - 1 + ^A ^B " ^A^B^^^ ” ^ == ^A^A
+ ^A^B ” ^A^B^A ^A^C ■*' ^B^C "" ^A^B^C " ^A^A^C " ^B^A^C 
+ ^A^B^A^G ^A ■’■ ^B^G " ^B^A^G* Therefore, Ta u (BAG)
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= Ia + “ ^(AüB)n(AüC) consequently,
A u(B nC ) = (AUB) n (A U C ). (This is one of the distributive 
laws for sets*)
Exercises 3.2
1. Let A and B be two events of 0. Prove that
^A ^A' " ^n'
^AUB = ^A ^B " ^AnB'
2. Let A and B be events of n. Express each of the follow­
ing in terms of Ia and 1 .̂
^AnB*'
^A'OB '
^A'nB''
^A'UB''
5» Prove A fl (BUG) = (A flB ) U (A flC )« (This is the other
distributive law for sets.)
4. Prove (A flB ) = A 'U  B '. (This is the second of DeMorgan's
Laws.)
5* Prove Ia < Ig iff A c B. (Hint: Use the definition of
Ia ((«)-)
Expected Value
Although today probability theory has practical 
applications in many fields, early theory arose primarily 
from games of chance. (See Note 6.) The notion of expected 
value for such games stems from consideration of a player's 
long-run average gain (or loss). To illustrate the ideas
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underlying the definition of expected value, we consider the 
following scheme: A gambler repeatedly plays a game with
three possible outcomes Wg, with p^ = »1, pg = .2,
Pj = .7* On a given trial, if the outcome is he wins 
320, if it is IÜ2» he wins 310; if it is he loses 310. 
Suppose that he plays N games and that games result in 
Ng in Wg, and in His average gain, then, is
20 N, + 10 Np - 10 N, N, Np N,
---------------------------ÎT" ÏÎ TT"' fre­
quency interpretation of probability (See Chapter 1.)N, Hp N,suggests that, for large N , g— , and ̂  are close to .1,
.2, and .7, respectively. Thus, the gambler's average gain, 
in the long run, is close to 20(.l) + 10(.2) - 10(.7) = -5.
In other words, he loses, on the average, 35 per game.
Further, if X represents his gain on each trial, X(w^) = 20, 
XCwg) = 10, and X(uĵ ) = -10. Thus, his average gain can 
also be expressed as X(oü^)p^ + X(o)2)P2 + 2̂ Cuĵ )p̂  = 20(.l)
+ IOC.2) 1 - IOC.7) = -5.
The above example, which relies upon the frequency 
interpretation of probability, was given merely as an intro­
duction to the theoretical development of expected value. As 
far as the mathematics is concerned, this concept must be 
logically independent of any interpretation of probability 
and depend solely upon our previous theory. Expected value, 
then, is defined as follows: Suppose X is a random variable
defined on Q and P is a probability measure defined on the
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events of Q. The expected value of X, denoted by E(x), is 
defined by
E(X) = S X(uu)P(fuo)).Oü€Ü
The right-hand symbol indicates that the summing is done 
over all u) e C2. It is important to understand that E(X) is 
a constant, not a random variable. In the gambling example, 
for instance, E(x) - -3» The expected valpe is also called 
the mean. Also, E(X) is commonly written EX, and we shall 
use the two interchangeably.
Another important point must be made: if 0 is infi­
nite, EX does not necessarily exist, i.e., there is not 
necessarily any real number r such that EX = r. When fi is
finite, however, EX always exists, and if Q has n elements, nEX = X(w^)p^. (Notice that this is precisely what was
calculated in the gambling example.) Thus, EX is a "weighted
average" of the possible values of X, where the values with
higher probabilities influence EX more heavily than those
with lower probabilities.
The frequency interpretation of expected value given
at the beginning of this section for a particular gambling
game can be applied to any chance experiment to give an
empirical notion of expected value. Suppose an experiment
with outcomes , W g ,--, and probabilities p^, p2$
 , p^ is repeated N times. Of these N repetitions, N^
result in outcome for each i = 1, 2, ---, n. The actual
average of the X values over the N repetitions isn n N.(iE^X(u)i)Ni)/N Since, by the
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N.frequency interpretation, for large ^i’ then the
n
average of the X values ^ which is, by defini­
tion, EX. Thus, the frequency interpretation asserts that, 
over a large number of repetitions, the average of the 
observed X values will be approximately equal to EX.
Example 1 An honest die is thrown. If X is the number 
obtained on the throw, possible values of X are 1, 2, 5, 4,
3<i 6. Since the die is honest, the equally likely measure 
is appropriate. Thus, EX = l(^) + 2(^) + 5(^) + 4(^) + 5(^)
n "I ry+ 6(g) = g(2l) = -g. (Notice that ^ cannot be obtained on a 
throw. Hence, EX is not necessarily a possible value of X.)
Example 2 (Gelbaum and March, 10:85-87) A vendor at an 
annual Fourth of July celebration has three alternatives: he
can stock no umbrellas, 100 umbrellas, or 200 umbrellas. If 
it rains hard, he can sell 194 umbrellas (if he has them).
If it rains lightly, he can sell 60, and if it does not rain 
at all, he can sell 10. Each umbrella costs him 31; he can 
sell it for 35 or return it for a refund of 3.50. He knows 
that it rains hard on the Fourth of July about 20 q6 of the 
time, rains lightly 20 q6 of the time, and does not rain at 
all 60 q6 of the time. Under these conditions, which alterna­
tive is best for the vendor?
Let X be the net profit if he buys 200 umbrellas, i.e., 
if he choses the first alternative. If it rains hard, he 
vrill sell 194 umbrellas at 33 each and return 6 for a refund
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of 3*50 each. Also he will pay out 3200 for the umbrellas. 
Thus XCrains hard) = 194(3) + 6(.50) - 200 = 385. Similarly, 
xCrains lightly) = 60(3) + 140(.50) - 200 = 50, and X(no rain) 
= 10(3) + 190(.50) - 200 = -75* Reasonable probabilities 
for "rains hard," "rains lightly, and "no rain" are p̂  ̂= .2,
Pg = -2, and P3 = -8. Thus, EX = 385(.2) + (50)(.2) -
75(»8) = 42- If he chooses alternative one, then, the 
expected value of his net profit is 342.
Let Y be the net profit if he buys 100 umbrellas. Then 
Y(rains hard) = 100(3) - 100 = 200. Also Y(rains lightly) = 
60(3) + 40(.50) - 100 = 100, and Y(no rain) - 10(3) +
90(.50) - 100 = -25. In this case, EY = 200(.2) + 100(.2) - 
25(.6) = 45.
Let Z be the net profit if he buys no umbrellas. Then 
Z(rains hard) = Z(rains lightly) = Z(no rain) = 0. Thus 
EZ = 0(.2) + 0(.2) + 0(.6) = 0. Consequently, if he wishes 
to maximize the expected value of his net profit, he should 
stock 100 umbrellas.
Expected value has several properties that simplify 
calculations. Some are given here; others are found in the 
exercises at the end of this section.
Theorem 3.8 If X(tu) = C for all co e 0, then EX = 0.
Proof; EX = S X(u))P({m}) = S CP({uu}) = C Z P(fco})tueQ ujcQ ujeQ
= 0(1) = C.
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Theorem 3»9 If X and T  are random variables defined
on Q and a, b 0 R, then E(aX+bY)
= aEX + bEY.
Proof; E(aX+bY) = Z (aX+bY)(«))?({{«})
oueQ
= X CaXCuj) + bYCüü)]P({«)3)(weQ
= E !aX(uu)P({tt)}) + bY((Jo)P({uj})] weO
= S aX (tu )P ({u )3 ) + E bY(u))PC{u)}) (JÜ0Û ujeO
= a E X(w)P([uu}) + b E Y(uu)P({uu}) U)0ü U}0Ü
= aEX + bEY.
In general, if X, , X p ,  , X are random variables definedn
on 0, and C2* ---, are constants, then E(^S^ ^i^i^
n= -E, c.E(X.). (When Q is infinite, the theorem holds onlyX —'-L X  X
if all expected values involved exist.) An important, special 
case asserts that E(aX +'b) = aEX + b.
Theorem 3*10 If I^ is an indicator random variable,
E(I^) = P(A).
Proof: E(I.) = E I* ((u)P( {uu}) = E I. (üü)p C f oo 3) +UJ0Q (ueA
E I. (w)P((uu3) = E l«P({u)3)+ Z 0'P([uu3) = EP(füü3) =
oueA' we A cueA’ cueA
P ( A ) .
This last result leads us to a highly important
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property of probability measures.
Theorem 3.11 If A and B are events of n, then
P(AUB) = P (A ) + P (B ) -  P (A n B ).
Proof: Prom Exercise lb, Section 3.2, I^^g = I^ + Ig
" ^AnB' ^(^AUB^ ^(^A ^B " ^AnB^ ^ ^(^B^ “ ^^^AHB^*
Applying Theorem 3=10 three times, we obtain P(AUB) = P(A)
+ P (B ) -  P (A n B ). Notice that if AflB = 0 ,  then this state­
ment agrees with Axiom 3, Section 2.2.
Exercises 3.3
1. In Example 2, Section 3*1» assume the equally likely 
measure to find EZ, EY, E(3X), E(2X-5Y+7).
2. In Exercise 6, Section 3*1, find EX and E(*^ - 2).
3* Which alternative would you select if you wished to 
maximize expected value? Why?
Alternative 1: Toss a fair coin. If it lands heads,
you win SIO; if it lands tails, you win nothing. 
Alternative 2: Throw a fair die. If a "1" appears, 
you win 312; otherwise, you win31 times the number 
which appears.
4. Suppose one bus arrives at a given corner each hour.
With probability -g, it arrives at 5 minutes past the hour, 
with probability it arrives at 15 past, and with proba­
bility •̂ » it arrives at 50 past. What is the expected value 
of the waiting time for a man who arrives at the corner on
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the hour?
5* An ice-cream vendor finds that he sells 75 fudgsicles if 
the day is warm and 30 if it is cold. Suppose that the 
probability that the day is warm is .8, and that it is cold 
is .2. If he pays S.07 per fudgsicle, sells them at S.10 
each, and must discard left overs at the end of the day, 
what is his expected profit if he orders 30 fudgsicles?
50? 75? Which of these three is best for the vendor?
6. At a certain intersection, it is known that the number 
of accidents during a given hour on Tuesday has the follow­
ing probabilities: P(no accidents) = .94; P(l accident) =
.03; P(2 accidents) = .02; P(3 accidents) = .01. Find the 
expected number of accidents during that hour on one Tuesday.
7. a) X(üü) > 0 for all w e n .  Prove EX > 0.
b) If X(uu) > T(w) for all u) e fi, prove EX > EY.
8. a) If d e E, prove EC(X-d)^] = E(X^) - 2dEX + d^.
b) If ad^ + bd + c > 0 for all d, prove b^ - 4ac < 0,
Oiint: Consider the graph of f(d) = ad + bd + c.)
o oc) Use parts a, b, and 7a to prove that E(X ) > (EX) . 
(Hint: d^ - (2EX)d + E(X^) = EC(X-d)^] > 0. Why?)
9. a) If a, b e E, prove (a+b)^ < 2a^ + 2b^. (Hint:
Consider (a-b)^ + (a+b)^.)
b) Use part a to prove E[(X+Y)^] < 2E(X^) + 2E(Y^).
(Hint: Consider (X+Y)^(uj) and 2CX(uo)]^ + 2[Y(tu)]^
first.)
c) If d e E, prove E[(dX+Y)^] = d^E(X^) + 2dE(XY) + E(Y^).
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d) Use 8b and part c to prove CE(XT):^ < E(X^)E(Y^).
(See Note ?•)
Density Functions
Occasionally, we have referred to the “possible 
values" of a random variable# Formally, if P(X=a) >0, 
then a is called a possible value of the random variable X# 
Under our usual assumption that Q is finite with n elements, 
there are at most n possible values of X# Frequently, the 
same possible value is assigned to more than one sample 
point. For example, in the experiment of tossing a die 
twice, if X is the sum of the two numbers showing, then the 
value 7 is assigned to the 6 sample points (l, 6), (2, 5),
(3, 4), (4, 5)9 (5, 2), and (5, l). In other words, (X=7) 
has 6 elements#
It is often convenient, especially in calculating 
expected value, to consider the probabilities of the events 
(X=a) rather than those of the individual sample points. We, 
therefore, make the following definition; the function f^ 
defined by f^(a) = P(X=a), where a varies over the possible 
values of X, is called the density function of X. The 
density function is also referred to as the frequency func­
tion, the frequency distribution, and the probability distri­
bution. let a^, ag, —— , â  ̂be the possible values of X.
Since (X=a^), (X=a2),  , (X=â )̂ are disjoint events whose
k k k
union is G, i=3_^X^^i^ ~ ĵ U2̂ (X=a^) 1 = P(Q) = 1.
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Example 1 The faces of a regular tetrahedron are marked 1,
2, 3» and 4, and the tetrahedron is tossed twice. The out­
come of interest is the ordered pair of numbers on the sides 
which fall face lown on the two tosses. Thus, Û={(i, i), (i, 2),
 , (2, l), (2, 2), —— , (4, 4)3. Since the tetrahedron is
regular, the equally likely measure is appropriate so the 
probability of each ordered pair is If X is the sum of
the two numbers, f^ is given as follows:
= Ï5 = fe*
= 15 = è = & = i  = Is = è
Since calculating EX from the individual sample points 
is often tedious, we frequently prefer to use the method 
suggested in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.11 If a^, ag, -- , a^ are possible values
k
of X, then EX — i~l^i^X^^i^*
Proof: EX = E X(uu)P({u)}) = Z X(ti))P([u)3)tueQ (Xzzâ )
+ E x(uu)p( f cu 3) 4*----+ E X(u))P( {w3) » Since (X=a. )(X=ag) (X=aĵ )
for i = 1, 2,  , k are disjoint events whose union is Ü,
each u) occurs in exactly one of these sums. Moreover,
X(u)) = a. if u) e (X=a. ). Thus, EX = a, E P(fu)3) + ̂ (X=aj_)
ao Z P([uo3) + — — + a, E P({«)3). But E P((m3) is2 (X=ag) ^ (X=a^) (X=a^)
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merely the sum of the probabilities of the simple events
composing (Z=a. )- Thus, Z P({to}) = P(X=a. ) = f^(a. ) for^ (X=a^) ^ ^ ^
each i = 1, 2 , -- , k. Therefore, ËX = â f̂ Ĉâ )̂ +
k+ -- + = iSiSifxCaj^).
Verbally, this theorem says that the expected value of X 
can be computed by multiplying each possible value of X by 
the probability of that value and adding these products.
This process is exactly what was used to calculate the ex­
pected value in the gambling example of Section 3-3- 
Theorem 3,11 can be extended to gCx), any well- 
defined function of X. Recall that by g(X) we mean the 
random variable that assigns to each u) the value g[X(u))],
Thé extension of Theorem 3»11 is as follows: E[g(X)]k= proof of this property is almost
identical to that of Theorem 3.11 and is left as an exer­
cise, (See Exercise 10,)
We now have available three distinct methods of com­
puting E[g(X)];
1) Sum over the sample space using the original
definition: E[g(X)] = Z gCX(to)3P({u)}),(jueO
2) Use the density function of g(X) and Theoremm I
3.11: E[g(X)] = where the b̂ ’̂s
are the possible values of g(x).
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5) Use the density function of X and the extensionkof Theorem 3.11: E[g(X)] = j|^g^g(a^)f^(a^).
Example 2 Consider the rat in the psychology experiment of 
Exercise 7» Section 2.2. If X is the number of times he
arrives at food, f^(0) = y, f^(l) = f^(2) = and
fx(3) = Therefore, EX = 0(|) + l(|) + 2(|) + 3(§) =
(Compare with Exercise 1, Section 3.3.)
Example 3 Suppose X has the following density function:
^x(-l) = fĵ Co) = y, fg(l) = 7J!» snd f^(2)
1 ^= Yg' Prom methods 2 and 3 for computing E(X ) we have
E(X^) = O(^) + l(^) + 4(^) = 1 
or E(X^) = + l(^) + O(^) + l(^) + 4(Y^) = 1.
Method 1 is not applicable here since we have no information 
about the probabilities of the individual sample points.
Exercises 3» 4
1. In Example 2, Section 2.3, let X be the number of 
correct answers. Determine f^ and EX.
2. In the same experiment as Exercise 1, let A be the event
"at most one correct answer” and B be the event "correct
answer to the first." Find E(l^), E(lg), and P(AUB).
3. In Example 2, Section 2.2, find the expected number of 
the items owned by a student in the given population.
4. In Example 4, Section 2.3* find the expected total
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number of games to be played to complete the Series.
5* In Exercise 5» Section 5*1* find f^, EZ, E(Z^).
6. Consider the experiment of tossing a fair coin 4 times. 
Find the density function and the expected value of each of 
the followingÎ
a) X, the,length of the longest block of consecutive 
tails.
b) Y, the number of the toss on which the last tail 
appears; let T = 0 if no tails occur.
7. In Exercise 1, Section 5.1, find EX, EY, E(l^-5l),
and E(X-2Y+2).
8. Let W be the total number of boys and Z the largest 
number of boys in a row born in a family of 5 children. 
Assume the equally likely measure, and let Z = 0 if there 
are no boys,
a) Find f^ and fg.
b) Find EW, EZ, and E(W^+Z).
9. A fair coin is tossed 5 times. Let X be the number of 
heads on the first 2 tosses and Y be the number of heads on 
the last 2. Find f ^  and E(XY). Does E(XY) = (EX)(EY)? 
Support your answer. (Hint: Consider the original sample 
space bo determine f^y.)
10. Prove ECg(X)3 = iliS(aj^)fyCa^), where the â '̂s are the 
possible values of X.
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Variance and Covariance
Although two random variables have the same expected 
value, they do not necessarily have the same density function. 
Consider, for example, a sample space consisting of sound 
pairs uttered at each of 50 consecutive seconds by two 
people. Let X and Y be the respective sound levels in 
decibels (db) of the first speaker’s sound and the second 
speaker's sound- If the first always speaks at 60 db and 
the second speaks half the time at 30 db and the other half 
at 90 db, EX = EX even though X is constant and Y varies 
appreciably. The expected value gives no information about 
the "spread" of the values of X. We, consequently, need 
some method of measuring this spread.
Although there are several such methods, one of the 
most commonly used is variance: If X is a random variable,
the variance of X, denoted by Var(X), is E[(X-EX)^]. Var(X)
2 2is also typically denoted by a or We shall use these
last two occasionally, = VVar(X) is called the standard
deviation of X, which is important to the study of statistics.
Like EX, Var(X) is a constant, not a random variable; 
unlike EX, Var(X) > O for any random variable X. This 
inequality holds because (X-EX) (uu) > 0 for all uu e Q 
which implies that E[(X-EX)^] > 0. (See Exercise 7a, Sec­
tion 3*5>) Also, since (X-EX)^ is a function of X, Var(X)P k 2= e (X-EX) =ĵ Ê (aĵ -EX) * where the â '̂s are, as
usual, the possible values of X-
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Example 1 Consider again the umbrella vendor in Example 2, 
Section 3.3. X is the net profit if he buys 200 umbrellas, 
Var(x) = (385-42)^(.2) + (50-42)^(.2) + (-73-42)^(.6) = 117, 
649C.2) + 64(.2) + 13, 689C.6) = 31, 756, and = /3Ï7736 « 178
There is another computational formula for Var(xT) that 
is frequently more convenient to use than the definition.
Theorem 3.12 Var(x) = E(X^) - (EX)^.
Proof ; Var(X) = E(X-EX)^ = E[X^-(2EX)X + (EX)^]
= E(X^) - (2EX)EX + (EX)^ = E(X^) - (EX)^. (Remember that 
EX is a constant.)
This theorem, together with thb property that VarCx) > 0, 
provides an alternate way of proving that E(X^) > (EX)^.
(See Exercise 8, Section 3.3.)
The following are some other important properties of 
variance.
Theorem 3.13 If C e R, Var(X+C) = Var(x).
Proof: E(X+C) = EX + C. Thus, Var(X+C) = E[(X+C)
- (EX+C)]^ = E(X-EX)^ = Var(X).
Theorem 3.14 If C e R, Var(CX) = C^Var(X).
Proof; E(CX) = CEX. Var(CX) = E(CX-CEX)^
= E[C^(X-EX)^] = C^E(X-EX)^ = G^Var(X).
Theorems 3.13 and 3.14 together imply that Var(aX+b) = a Var(X),
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Theorem 3>13 Var(x) = 0 iff X is a constant function.
k pProof: Var(X) = EX) which is the sum
of non-negative terms. Thus, Var(x) = 0 iff each term is 0. 
Since a^ is a possible value of X, > 0 for all i,
i = 1, 2, -— , k. Therefore, Var(X) = 0 iff a^ - EX = 0 for 
all i, i.e., iff there is only one possible value, a^ = EX. 
Therefore, Var(x) = 0 iff X is a constant function.
Example 2 If we imagine masses of size placed at
each a^ on the x-axis, an elementary physics formula tells
how to compute the center of gravity of these masses.
Suppose that at points a^, ag, — — , a^ there are masses
m^, mp, — -, respectively. The center of gravity of this
k k
mass distribution is (iEi^i™i^/(i=l™i^' particular,
kwhen m. = f_(a. ), then .g.m. =1, and the centei* of gravityX JL X X""X Xk
is = EX.
PBy definition, Var(x) is an average value of (X-EX)
2and the larger the values of (a^-EX) , the larger is vari­
ance of X. Conversely, a larger value of variance of X 
means that the deviations of X from EX are often quite 
large, which means that the values of X are more spread out. 
Thus, 0-j- can be interpreted as a measure of how concentrated 
the mass distribution is around the center of gravity. Also, 
Var(x) is what physicists call the moment of inertia of the 
mass distribution about its center of gravity.
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PExample 3 In Example 3, Section 3.4, E(X ) = 1. Also
EX = “ iĈ ig) + iC^^) + ZCyg) = j0i so Var(x) = 1
-  ^
We have used considerably the relationship E(X+y )
= EX + EY. In particular, E(X+X) = EX + EX = 2EX. In the 
analogous case for variance, however, we have seen that 
Var(X+X) = Var(2X) = 4Var(X). Hence, Var(X+X) / Var(X)
+ Var(x). Although there are many instances in which 
Var(X+Y) = Var(X) + Var(Y), the relationship does not hold 
in general, as verified by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.16 VarCX+Y) = Var(X) + Var(Y) +
2E[(X-EX)(Y-EY)].
Proof : E(X+Y) = EX + EY.
Var(X+Y) = E[(X+Y) - (EX+EY)]^
= EC(X-EX) + (Y-EY)]^
= EC(X-EX)^ + 2(X-EX)(Y-EY) + (Y-EY)^] 
= Var(X) + Var(Y) + 2EC(X-EX)(Y-EY)].
The term EC(X-EX)(Y-EY)] is called the covariance of 
X and Y and is denoted by Cov(X, Y). In the above theorem, 
then, Var(X+Y) = Var(x) + Var(Y) + 2Cov(X, Y). Frequently, 
Cov(X, Y) / 0, and consequently, Var(X+Y) / Var(X) + Var(Y).
Just as there is a computational form for variance, 
there is a computational form for covariance.
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Theorem 3.17 Cov(X, Y) = E(XY) - (EX)(EY).
The proof is left as an exercise. (See Exercise 6.)
The general version of Theorem 5.15 for n random n nvariables is Var( . Z.X. ) = .E-, Var(X. ) + 2 Z Cov(X. , X.).1“ JL X X*—X X j X J
Here, j varies from i + 1 to n for each i, i = 1, 2, ---, n .
Example 4 Let X be the total number of heads on 5 tosses 
of a fair coin and Y the number of heads on the last two 
tosses. (See Example 2, Section 5.1, and Exercise 1,
Section 5-5.) EX = -|, and EY = 1. E(X^) = 9(§) + 4(^)+!(§-) = 5,
and E(Y^) = 4(ÿ + l(|) = |. Var(X) = E(X^) - (EX)^ = 5
- and Var(Y) = E(Y^) - (EY)^ = § - 1 = ^. Also,
E(XY) = 6(i) + 4(|) + 2(§) 4- 1(|) = 2. Thus, Cov(X, Y)
= E(XY) - (EX)(EY) = 2 - -̂ = ^. Therefore, Var(X+Y)
= Var(x) + Var(Y) + 2Cov(X, Y ) = |  + ^ +  l=-|.
Even though EX and Var(X) are known, not very much 
can be said about f^. Rather rough estimates, however, can 
be made about the dispersion of a density function based 
only on the expected value and variance. These estimates 
are given by Chebychev’s Inequality, which is given below. 
(See Note 8.) Despite its crudeness, it is a useful tool 
and also suggests that variance is at least a rough measure 
of the spread of a distribution.
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Theorem 3.18 (Chêbychev's Inequality) Let X be
a random variable with EX = m and
?Var(X) * cr . If t is any positive real,2then P( IX-ml > t) < t
Proof: Let Y be a random variable defined by
Y(ou) = O if IX(c«) - ml < t and Y(üü) = t^ if IX(cm) - ml > t. 
For all u), (x(uu) - m) > Y(w) so, by Exercise 7b, Section 
5.3, E[(X-m)^] > EY. But EC(X-m)^] = Var(x) = a^, and 
EY = 0[P( IX-ml < t)3 + t^P( IX-ml > t) = t^P( IX-ml > t).
Thus, <ĵ  = EC(X-m)^] > EY = t^P(lX-ml> t). Therefore,
> t^P( IX-ml > t), and P( IX-ml > t) < t*̂
Since t is an arbitrary positive real, to is also a
positive real. Thus, P( IX-ml > to) < Verbally,t o  t
this alternate form of Chebychev*s Inequality states that
the probability that X deviates from its expected value by
1 
Vat least t standard deviations is no more than
Exercises 3.5
1. If P(A) = p , prove Var(l^) = p(l-p).
2. Find Var(Y) and Var(z) in Example 2, Section 3*3»
3. Find the standard deviation of the number showing in a 
single toss of a fair die.
4. Suppose 75 q6 of the voters in a certain election favor 
candidate a and 25 q6 oppose him. A voter is selected at
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random; let X = 0 if he is opposed to candidate a, and X = 1 
if he favors him. Find EX and Var(X).
5* Prove that if a, b e R, then
a) Cov(aX, bY) = ab Cov(X, Y).
b) CovCX+a, Y+b) = Cov(X, Y).
6. Prove Theorem 5*17*
7 • Prove
a) Cov(X, Y) = Co vCY, X).
b) Cov(X, X) = Var(X).
8. Let X^, Xg, — , X^ be random variables defined on fi
each with expected value m and standard deviation a. Suppose__ n nalso that Cov(Xj^, X^) = 0 for i / j. If X = , find
E(X) and Var(X) in terms of m and a.
9* Suppose EX = EY and E(X^) = E(Y^). Show Cov(X-Y, X+Y) = 0.
10. A random variable X is said to be standardized if EX = 0
and 0^ = 1. Show that if EX = m and Var(X) = cr̂ , where
a > O, then — is standardized.CT
Summary
A random variable is a real-valued function defined on 
a sample space. If X g ,  -, X^ are random variables de­
fined on the same sample space and if f is a real-valued 
function of n variables, then f(X^, X2, — , X^) is a 
function of the random variables X^, Xg, — -, X^ and is
defined by [f(X-̂ , X^, — , X^)3(w) = f(X^Cuo), X̂ Ĉ u), — ,
X^(üü)) for each lü e Q.
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Any random variable which assumes only the values 0 and 
1 is an indicator random variable. The following are proper­
ties of indicator random variables:
a) = Ig iff A = B.
b) = 1 -
ÂflB V b *
= Ia -
IauB " 1
The expected value of a random variable X is defined
as EX = S X(uy)P(fcu}). E(aX+b) = aEX + b, E(X+y) = EX + EY, 
weQ
p pand E(X ) > (EX) are important properties of expected value. 
Also, E(l^) = P(A), which is used to prove that P(AUB) =
P(A) + P(B) - P(AnB),
If P(X=a) > 0, then a is called a possible value of X.
The density function of X, f^, is defined by =
P(X=aj^), where the â '̂s are the possible values of X. Using
kthe formula EX = .Z.a.f^(a.), where the a .'s are the k possi-IL — X X  iv X X
ble values of X, simplifies the computation of EX. In addi-ktion, if g(X) is a function of X, E[g(x)] = j^S^g(a^)f2j.(â )
The variance of X is defined by Var(X) - E(X-EX)^
= E(X^) - (EX)^. The standard deviation of X is the princi­
pal square root of the variance. The covariance of X and Y 
is CovCX, Y) = E[(X-EX)(Y-EY)] = E(XY) - (EX)Ce y ). Two 
important properties of variance are that Var(aX+b) = a^ar(X)
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and that Var(X+Y) = VarX + VarY + 2Cov(X, Y).
Chebychev*s Inequality asserts that the probability 
that X deviates from its expected value by at least t stan­
dard deviations (tX>) is no more than Formally, ift^
PEX = m, Var(x) = a and t > 0, then P( IX-ml > t) < -75, or,
-  ~  '
equivalently, P( IX-ml > to) < t
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COMBINATORICS
If you had it to do over again, would you change 
anything? "Yes, I wish I had played the black instead 
of the red at Cannes and Monte Carlo,"
Winston Churchill
The Fundamental Counting Principle
Many examples in probability theory involve the equally 
likely measure defined on a sample space with n elements,
i.e., a sample space where each of the n sample points is 
assigned probability This chapter deals with some pro­
cedures which simplify computations in such problems. The 
topics discussed here apply to a variety of situations in 
mathematics, but our principal interest in them will be in 
their usefulness in probability and statistics.
Suppose that a certain make of car is available in 
four body styles and in six colors. A dealer wishes to 
stock enough cars to be able to show the complete line to 
prospective customers. Since he can match each of the four 
styles with any one of the six colors, he must stock 4(6)
= 24 cars. Suppose, in addition, that there are three kinds 
of upholstery available for each car. He must then stock 
4(6)(5) = 72 cars in order to show the complete line.
The preceding example demonstrates a basic technique
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for counting called the Multiplication Principle or the 
Fundamental Counting Principle : If one operation can be
performed in n^ ways, a second one can be performed in ng 
ways, and so forth, until finally a k—  operation can be 
performed in n^ ways, then the number of ways for all the
operations to be performed together is n^^-ng"---*n̂ ,̂ pro-
"tilvided that the i—  operation can be performed in n̂  ̂ways
no matter which way each of the others is performed.
In Exercise 5, Section 2.1, it was determined that a
%sample space with 5 elements has 2-̂ = 8 events and one with
44 elements has 2 = 1 6  events. In general, a set with n
elements has 2^ subsets- In considering the elements one 
at a time for inclusion in a subset, we have two choices, 
"select” and"reject." Thus, at each of the n steps in com­
posing a subset, there are two alternatives. Consequently, 
there are 2»2»-— *2 = 2^ ways to complete the process, i.e., 
there are 2^ possible subsets of a set with n elements. The 
empty set comes from making the choice "reject" at each step, 
and the set itself comes from always making the choice 
"select."
In many situations it is beneficial to have a simple 
notation for products such as 5(4)(5)(2)(l) and 4(3)(2)(l), 
each of which is the product of a sequence of consecutive 
integers decreasing to 1. Such products are called factorials;
n-factorial, written n!, is defined by nî = n(n-l)(n-2) --
(2)(l)» where n is any positive integer. Since nî is very
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large, even when n is quite small, normally factorials are 
left in notâtional form, rather than computed.
Example 1 a) m  ^ 4(3)(2)(l) + (5;(2)(l) = 24 + 6 = $0.
b) (44-3)! = 7! = 7(6)(5)(4)(3)(2) = 5040.
§f ■ ■ «'7 ■ X,
Example 2 In a certain state, license plate numbers are 
formed by a sequence of 3 letters followed by a 3-digit 
number. If repetitions of letters and of digits are allowed, 
there are 26 possibilities for each of the first 3 positions 
on the plate and 10 for each o;f the last 3* Thus, there are 
(26^)(IQ^) = 17,576,000 possible license plate numbers. If 
no repetitions are allowed, there are 26 choices for the
first position, 25 for the second, 24 for the third, and 10,
9, and 8, respectively, for the remaining 3 positions. Thus, 
there are 26(25)(24)(lO)(9)(8) = 11,232,000 possible numbers.
Example 3 N balls are randomly distributed among 3 boxes 
labeled a, b, and c. Since there are 3 possible choices for 
each of the n balls, by the Fundamental Principle of Counting,
there are 3^ sample points, each with probability (In
-r ^general, there are k ways of distributing r different objects
among k boxes.)
2^a) P(box a is empty) = P(only b's and c's) 
since there are now only 2 choices for each entry.
b) P(only box a is empty) = P(box a is empty) -
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jPCCĈ 9 b  ̂  ̂b)» Cc, c, — , c)}) = —— — — —
c) P(exactly one box is empty) = 3P(only box a is
empty) = 5(— — ) = — tt~T~ since the problem
is symmetric in a, b, and c, and there are 3 
choices for the empty box.
d) P(exactly 2 empty) P(f(a, a, — -, a), (b,-b, ---, b),
(c, o , -- , o)3) = |e “ ^ = 1-
e) P(at least 1 empty) = P(exactly 1 empty) +
PCexactly 2 empty) = ^
f) P(no box empty) = 1 - P(at least 1 empty) = 1
2 ^ - 1
Exercises 4.1
1. A dial combination lock has the 26 letters of the alpha­
bet on it. A combination is formed by dialing 5 letters, no 
2 the same, in a particular order. If the owner of the lock 
forgets the combination, how many trials may be needed to 
open the lock? Assume that he knows that the dial is turned 
left, right, left.
2. How many possible batting orders are there for a given 
9 players? How many are there if the pitcher always bats 
last? Compute these.
3. How many 7-digit telephone numbers can be formed by
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using any arrangement of the ten digits 0-9, if a number 
cannot begin with zero? Leave the answer in notâtional form.
4. In the process of translating from Russian characters to 
characters in various other languages, there are several 
choices for spelling the name of the mathematician Chebychev 
as outlined by the following table:
tsch y sCh ê f
tch eb i ch e ff
ch sh 0 V
V VC S
How many ways are there to spell his name?
5- A college student receives an A, a P(for pass), an L 
(for listener), and an N(for non-completed course). If 
the grades are randomly listed on the grade sheet, what is 
the probability that they spell "Plan"?
6. In Example 2, how many possible plates are there, if 
zero is not allowed as the first digit and if repetitions are 
allowed on letters but not on numbers? Leave the answer in 
computational form.
7- Evaluate « when n = 12 and r = 4 and when n = 10
and r = 6.
Permutations and Combinations
In Exercise 2 of the previous section, we found that 
there were 9' distinct ordered arrangements of 9 players and 
81 distinct ordered arrangements of 8 players. In general.
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there are nî orders in which n objects can be arranged, if 
n is any positive integer. There are n possible choices for 
the first position. After the first position is filled^ there 
are n-1 choices for the second, then n-2 for the third and 
so on until there remains only one possible choice for the
n-^ (last) position. Thus, there are n(n-l)(n-2) --  (l)
= nî ways in which to order the n objects.
In Exercise 1 of the last section, we found that the 
number of ordered arrangements of 26 letters taken 3 at a 
time, with no repetitions, was 26-25*24. Consider a collec­
tion of n distinguishable objects, and let k < n. An ordered 
arrangement of k of these n objects is called a permutation 
of n things taken k at a time. The number of all such per­
mutations will be denoted by (n)^. Other common notations 
are P(n; k), and n^^\ A formula for computing (n)̂ ^
is given below.
Theorem 4.1 (n), = [EZkTT
Proof: There are k positions to fill, and there are
n possible choices for the first position. After an element 
has been chosen for that position, there remain n - 1 choices 
for the second position, and so on. For the k—  position 
there remain n - (k-l) = n - k + 1 objects to select from. 
According to the Fundamental Counting Principle, there are
*n *n(n-l)(n-2) —  (n-k+l) permutations. But ,
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= ( n i k i )  ■ = n(n-l) —  (n-k.l).
Therefore, (n)^ =
In applying this theorem to the number of permutations
of n items taken all n at once, we have (n) = Fromn o o
the first paragraph we know that the number of permutations 
of n objects taken altogether is nJ. In order for (n)^ to 
equal nî, then, we accept the definition that Oi = 1.
(Since 0 is not a positive integer, OJ is not included in 
the previous definition of factorials.)
Example 1 Consider the number of integers between 100 and 
999 (inclusive) which consist of distinct odd digits. Since 
there are five odd digits, the number of such integers is
(5); = = ir = 5(4)(3) - 60.
Example 2 (Hosteller, 19:4, 16-17). A tennis tournanient 
has 8 players. The number a player draws from a hat decides 
his first round rung on the tournament ladder. Suppose that 
the best player always defeats the second best and that the 
latter always defeats all the rest. The loser of the finals 
gets the runner-up cup. What is the chance that the second 
best player wins the runner-up cup?
The second best can be the runner-up only if he does 
not meet the best until the finals, i.e., if he is not on 
the half of the ladder occupied by the best. There are, 
therefore, 4 rungs which he could occupy and be runner-up;
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there are a total of 7 rungs available after the best player 
is assigned a rung» Thus, the probability that the second 
best player is runner-up is y*
Example 3 First, second, and third prize winning tickets 
are drawn at random from a drum filled with tickets num­
bered 1 through $40. An appropriate sample space consists 
of ordered triples of integers 1 through $40 where no two 
coordinates of the triple are the same. There are then 
(540)^ sample points in Ü.
To find the probability that ticket number 1 wins 
first prize, we must find the number of sample points with 1 
in the first position. If 1 is in the first position, there 
are only 539 choices for the second place and then 538 for 
the third. Thus, there are (559)2 such sample points, so 
the probability that ticket number 1 wins first prize is
(539)- = 5^ -  = 5̂ -  If number 1 wins the first
5 537T
prize and number 2 the second prize, then there remain 538 
choices for the third prize. Therefore, the probability 
that ticket number 1 wins first prize and ticket number 2
. 538 538 538wins second prize is   = “
(540)(5357° The probability that ticket number 1 wins some 
prize is the probability that it wins first or second or 
third prize. Since these are mutually exclusive events.
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each with probability the probability that ticket number
1 wins any prize is
Example 4 Five cards, marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5» are shuffled 
and laid out against five positions marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5»
Let X be the number of matches which occur. There are
5i = 120 possible arrangements of the five cards; assume that 
these are equally likely. Define indicator random variables 
X . such that X, = (1 for
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. For example, if w = (2, 3, 3, 4, l),
then X̂ (o)) = 0 , X̂ Cuu) = 0, X̂ (uo) = 1, X̂ Ĉw) = 1, and
X̂ (u)) = 0. Moreover, since X = EX = If
card i is in position i, there are 4i = 24 permutations of 
the other 4 cards so there are 24 sample points for which 
card i is in position i. Thus, E(Xĵ ) = P(X^=l) = ^
for each i. Therefore, the expected number of matches is
5 1EX = iSiECXj,) = 5(|) = 1.
Sometimes a problem requires a selection of objects 
without regard to order. For example, suppose four drugs, 
labelled A, B, C, and D, are to be tested and the researcher 
has money to study the effectiveness of three of these. He
has only four possible selections ABC, ABD, ACD, and BCD
since BCA, for example, is the same study as ABC. In
general, a selection of k different objects from among n
(k<n) is called a combination of n objects taken k at a time.
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The number of all such combinations is denoted by (^). Other 
commonly used symbols are C(n; k) and ^3^. Remember that 
a combination is a selection without regard to order. The 
following theorem provides a formula for computing
m e o r e m .& 2 (g) = giCn-kji'
Proof: (^) counts the number of ways of choosing k
from n without regard to order. Any one of these choices is 
merely a collection of k objects and can be ordered in kl 
ways. Since for each combination there are k! permutations, 
there must be k! times as many permutations as combinations. 
Therefore, (u)^ = or (g) = = k?(n-k)!'
By direct application of this theorem, we obtain the 
following:
Theorem 4. ̂  a) (q ) = 1.
b) (^) = n.
c) (“) = 1.
( g )  = C k > *
a) ” OJnT =
=) = 3?èr = 1
“  k S (n - k ) T  “  U - k ; ! k J  “  ^ n -k ^ '
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Theorem 4,4 If A has n elements, subsets of A
contain exactly k elements, k < n.
Proof: Suppose B c A and B contains exactly k elements.
Those k elements, since they must have been selected from the 
n elements of A, form a combination of n items taken k at a 
time. There are (^) such combinations. Therefore, there 
must be (^) subsets of A containing exactly k elements.
From Theorem 4.4, there are (q ) subsets of A with no 
elements (the empty set), (^) subsets with exactly one ele­
ment, (g) subsets with exactly two elements, and so on up to
(^) subsets with exactly n elements (set A itself). Hence,nthe total number of subsets of A is Prom Section
4.1, a set of n elements has 2^ subsets. Consequently, n
i=0^i^ = 2 . An alternate proof of this relationship is 
presented in Chapter 6.
Example 3 An exam:ination consists of 24 problems. To save 
time, the instructor corrects only 8 of them selected at 
random. Suppose that you have only one wrong answer on 
your paper. The total number of sample points is (g ); the 
number of these which include the one incorrect problem is 
(y^), since the others that he corrects must be selected from 
the remaining 23. Therefore, the probability that the one
7 23' 8'16*you miss is among those graded is — gTT— = * —^ r -
8 _ 1 (8 ) ' ' '
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Example 6 (Noble, 22: 284—286) In digital systems, data
is stored, transmitted, and recorded in k-state devices, i.e., 
devices which can exist in k different states. Thusn an 
on-off relay is a 2-state device; a counter that records 
+1, 0, -1 is a 5-state device; a counter that records the
digits 0, 1, ---, 9 is a 10-state device. Typically, the
cost of a k-state device is proportional to k. Given r of 
these k-state devices, there are m = k^ possible messages 
that can be stored, at a cost of n = rk. How should k be 
picked to maximize the ratio ^ of data capacity to cost?
A colloquial formulation of this problem is as fol­
lows. A juke-box has two rows of twelve buttons each, for 
selecting records. Since one button is chosen from the
first row, and one from the second, we are dealing with two
2twelve-state devices, and there are 12 possible selections.
If the juke-box manufacturer wishes to maximize the number 
of possible selections for a fixed number of buttons, and 
can arrange the buttons in several rows (a selection then 
consisting of choosing one button from each row), how should 
the buttons be arranged to maximize the total number of 
selections?
We can enumerate the various possibilities as follows.
The total number of buttons is 24(=n).
Buttons in a row (k) : 12 8 6 4 3 2
Number of rows (r = g) : 2 3 4 6 8 12
Total number of choices (kF) : 144 512 1296 4096 6561 4096
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Prom the table we confirm that the design which gives the 
maximum number of possibilities is the case k = 5» involving 
8 rows of buttons. However, this would not give a satis­
factory juke-box design since it is undesirable to ask a 
person to punch eight buttons to perform a simple operation 
such as selecting a record. The juke-box manufacturer might 
compromise by using three rows of eight buttons, which would 
give him more than three times the number of choices availa­
ble compared with two rows of twelve.
Example 7 Suppose a committee of 5 is to be chosen from 4 
married couples. The following give the number of ways this 
can be done under various conditions. g g ra) If all are equally eligible, there are (^) =.... .
= 56 ways to select the committee.
b) If the committee must consist of 2 women and 1 
man, there are = 6(4) = 24 ways.
c) If a husband and wife cannot both serve on the
committee, then 3 couples must be represented on
f 4\the committee- The 3 couples can be chosen in (^)
ways and, after that, two choices (either husband
or wife) can be made from each of the 3 couples. 
Thus, there are (^)(2)(2)(2) = 32 ways.
d) Suppose a committee is selected at random (without 
restrictions). Then P(committee with 2 women and 1 
man) = ^  = y, and P(committee without husband and
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wife) = "̂ 0 = ^9
Exercises 4.2
!• Suppose you select at random an integer between 100 and 
999 (inclusive)» What is the probability that the digits of 
the number you select are all different? (Hint: Consider
zero carefully.)
2. Prove for all positive integers m and n,
a) (n)^ + (m)^ = (n+m)^.
b ) ( n ) ^  = ( b ) n - l -
5» Solve for n: (n)^ = 42(n)^.
4. If 7 accidents occur at random on a highway during one
week, what is the probability that one occurs each day of the 
week? Leave in notâtional form.
5* Suppose n cards are laid out in a row at random. Let A 
be the event that card 1 appears in the first position and B
be the event that cârd 2 appears in the second position.
a) Show that P(A) = P(B) = n"
b) Show that P(AflB) =
c) Show that P(AUB) =
5. Consider n points in a plane, no 3 of which are coll inear.
How many lines can be drawn by joining the points in pairs?
How many triangles can be formed by joining the points in 
threes? Simplify these.
7. How many subsets containing exactly 5 elements can be 
made from a set with 9 elements? Compute.
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8, A basketball roster lists 3 centers, 5 forwards, and 4 
guards* How many lineups of 1 center, 2 forwards, and 2 
guards are possible? Compute.
9* Suppose a tennis tournament like that described in Ex­
ample 2 is played with 2^ players. What is the probability 
that second best is runner-up? Support your answer.
10. Suppose n balls are randomly distributed among 5 boxes.
Let Z be the number of empty boxes. Use indicator random 
variables and Example 3» Section 4.1, to prove that EX2ii
- ^n-l-
11. Refer to Example 4, and find the expected number of 
matches when the deck consists of n, rather than 5» cards.
12. Suppose there are 6 people in a room. Compute each of 
the following;
a) The number of ways they can form a single line.
b) The number of committees of size 4 which can be
formed.
c) The number of lines of length 4 which can be 
formed.
13- Rrove + C^)'
14. From a conventional deck of 52 cards, 13 are dealt. 
Leave in notât ional form- What is the probability of
a) 5 hearts?
b) fewer than 5 black cards?
c) 13 cards of the same suit?
1 5 . Consider all possible eight-letter "words" formed from
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the alphabet to be equally likely. What is the probability 
that
a) a word contains exactly 2 s's?
b) a word contains at least 1 s?
c) a word begins with aaa?
Leave in notâtional form.
16. Prom a half-dozen eggs, of which 2 are rotten, 2 are 
selected at random. If D denotes the number of rotten eggs 
in the sample, find
a) P(D=0) and P(D=2).
b) P(D=1).
c) ED.
17- From a group of 2 men and 4 women, 2 are chosen at random. 
Let X be the number of women chosen. Find f^ and E ( x ) .  If Ï 
is the number of men chosen, find E ( x ) .
18. Verify that (a+b)^ = for n = 1, 2, 5, and 4,
Summary
The Fundamental Counting Principle (Multiplication 
Principle) states that if one operation can be performed in 
n^ ways, a second one in 112 ways, and so on for k operations, 
then the number of ways in which all can be performed to- 
get her is provided that the i—  operation can
be done in n^ ways regardless of which way the others are 
done. An important result is that a set with n elements has 
2^ subsets.
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There are nl ways in which to order n distinct objects,
where n! = nCn-l)Cn-2) --  % for any positive integer
n. 02 = 1, An ordered arrangement of k objects selected from 
a set of n distinguishable objects is called a permutation of 
n things taken k at a time. The number of all such permuta­
tions is denoted by (n)^ = '(n-k)'2 "
A selection of k different objects from among n is called 
a combination of n objects taken k at a time. The number of 
all such combinations is denoted by (^) = • From
this formula we find that (q) = 1, (J) = n, C^) = 1* and
( g )  =
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CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY AND INDEPENDENCE
"He who has heard the same thing told by 12,000 eye­
witnesses has only 12,000 probabilities, which are 
equal to one strong probability, which is far from 
certainty."
Voltaire
Conditional Probability
Often before performing an experiment, we have infor­
mation about the outcomes which can be used to help calculate 
the probabilities of events. For example, suppose Mike is 
taking a quiz composed of five true-false questions. He 
knows that statement 4 is false but must guess at the remain­
ing answers. If he flips a coin to determine his responses, 
associating "false" with a head, the probability that he 
answers all correctly is Suppose, however, that he
knows from previous experience that his teacher never puts 
two false statements in a row and that the first and last 
questions never have the same answer. Using this prior in­
formation, Mike knows that statements 3 and 5 must be true, 
that statement 1 must be false, and that statement 2 must be 
true. The probability of a perfect paper has increased from 
^  to 1 based on his prior knowledge.
In a mathematical setting, if A is an event, P(A) 
represents the likelihood that an outcome of the experiment
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is an element of A, If the eDqfJerimenter knows that the out­
come must be in set B, this information should be used to
reappraise the likelihood that the outcome will also be in A. 
This adjusted probability is the conditional probability of 
A given B which is defined as follows: Suppose B is an event
of 0 and P(B) / 0. Then for any event A of Q, the conditional 
probability of A given B, denoted by P(AIB), is P(AIB)
= Note that P(AIB)P(b ) = P(AHB) = P(BIA)P(A) if
P(A) / 0,
Since A n B 5 B, 0 < P(AflB) < P(b). Because P(B) > O,
0 < = 1. Thus, 0 < P(AIB) < 1. Also,
P(niB) =' ^ = 1. Suppose A^, A g ,  , A^ are
nn P[(.U;,A.)nB]
mutually exclusive events of fi* üi^4 IB) = -----«---- - -
1 p(B )
PC.UtCA.OB)]= — — —  from the distributive law for sets. (See 
Exercise 5» Section 3.2.) If A. n A. = 0, then (A. OB)X  J X
n (A.nB) = 0. Therefore, (A^OB), (AgHB), —— , (A^OB) are
n n
mutually exclusive events, and PCĵ Û Ç̂Â nB)] = Ŝ̂ P̂CÂ PIB).
nn j^S^P(A^nB) n P(A^nB)
From above, we have PC^^U^A^IB) =  ^(bX   “ i=l — p (b )
n= P(A^IB).
Summarizing, we have
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1) P(AIB) > 0 for each event A of Q,
2) P(QIB) = 1
3) If A^, Ag, -— , A^ are mutually exclusive events,
n nthen PC-UtA. IB) = .g,P(A. IB).1—X X X—X X
Consequently, conditional probability gives rise to a proba­
bility measure, the conditional probability measure#
To clarify the empirical meaning of conditional proba­
bility, suppose that an experiment is repeated N times- Let
N(b ) be the number of repetitions among the N that result in 
an outcome in B- According to the frequency interpretation 
of probability, — P(B) if N is large. Now specify 
among all the elements of B only those that are also in A.
The ratio of specified outcomes in B to all elements of B is 
N(AHB)
g y , which from the frequency interpretation
N
will be, in the long run, close to = P(AIB), the
conditional probability of A given B.
Examnle 1 Consider again the true-false quiz outlined at 
the beginning of this section- Recall that Mike knows that 
number 4 is false- Let A be the event "all answers correct." 
The correct answers are false, true, true, false, true, so 
A = {FTTFT} and P(a ) = Let B be the event "no two
falses in a row." Since B = fTTTFT, TFTFT, FTTFT}, P(b )
= P (A IB )  = = i -  i f
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he knows that no two falses occur in a row, his chances
1 1 increase from to
Let C be the event "first and last answers different,"
Since C = fTTTFP, TTPFP, TFTFF, TFFFF, FTTFT, FTFFT, FFTFT,
FFFFT}, P(c) = §5 = PCAIO) = ^
1 1"2 ” 8' if he knows that the first and last ques­
tions never have the same answer, he increases his chances
1 1for a perfect paper from to g.
Suppose now that Mike has both pieces of information. 
P(BnC) = P({FTTPT}) = ig, so P(AIBnC) =
= 1. Thus, if he has both pieces of information, he has 
increased his chance of a perfect paper from ^  to 1.
Example 2 A fair die is thrown twice and the results are
indicated as ordered pairs (a, b). There are 5 ordered
pairs, (1, l). Cl, 2), and (2, l), for which a + b < 4.
Let B be the event "a + b < 4" and A be the event "a = 1."
Then P(a = 1 given that a + b < 4) = P(AIB) =
Example 3 Refer to the rules for a crap game outline in 
Exercise 6, Section 2.3. We found that P(player wins on
Q Pfirst throw) = ^  Assume that the game continues past
the first round. His point can be a 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10. 
After the first round, the only way the game can end on the 
ilA round, assuming that it is played, is if he throws his 
point again or if he throws a 7 on that round.
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If 4 is his point, let A be the event "player obtains 
a 4 on the i—  round" and B be the event "game ends on the 
i—  round. " P(4 on the i—  round I game ends on i—  round)
= P(AIB) = . A n B is the event "player obtains a 4
on the i—  round and he obtains either a 4 or a 7 on the i—  
round." Simplified, A fl B = A. Therefore, P(4 on the i ~  
round I game ends on the i-^ round) = P(AIB) =
%  or Sin.ilarly,
PC5 on i—  roTindlgame ends on i—  round) = ^  = 5 - P(6 on 
i—  round I game ends on i—  round) = Por 8, 9, and 10,
these probabilities are and == respectively.
Example 4 If a person has a certain disease, then a posi­
tive blood test will reveal the presence of the disease with 
probability .9» Unfortunately, if a person is health, a 
positive test will falsely indicate the presence of the 
disease with probability .05- Moreover, only 2 q6 of the 
population has the disease. Mr. Mann, chosen at random from 
the population is given the test, and the test is positive. 
Let T be the event "test is positive," H, the event "person 
is healthy," and D, the event "person has the disease."
P ( T )  = P [H n T ) U (D A T )]  = P (H n T ) + P (D n T ) = ( . 9 8 ) ( . 0 5 )
+ (.02)(.90) = .067» Thus, P(Mr. Mann is actually healthy)
= P ( H I T )  = ^  ' 7 3 .
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Exerciaés 5.1
1, Given A and B are events of 0, prove
a) PC0IB) = 0.
b) P(BIB) = 1.
c) P(Aln) = P(A)'
d) P(A* IB) = 1 - P(AIB). (Hint: Consider P(AUA' IB). 
Remember that A and A' are disjoint.)
e) P(A* lA) = 0.
2. Given A and B are events of fi, prove
a) P(AOBIB) = P(AIB).
b) P(AUBIB) = 1.
5* In a certain school, 10 c/o of the children have defective 
eyes, 12 q/o have defective teeth, and 4 o^ have both. A 
child is selected from the group with defective teeth. What 
is the probability that the child has defective eyes?
4. Records regarding the success of weather forecasts in a 
certain city are kept for a 200-day period. Rain fell on 50 
of the 50 days when rain was forecast. It also rained on 30 
of the remaining days. Calculate each of the following:
a) A picnic was planned for one of the 50 days when
rain was forecast. What is the probability that
it actually rained that day?
b) One day it actually rained. What is the proba-r 
bility that rain was predicted?
c) What is the probability that it did not rain given 
that no rain was predicted?
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d) What is the probability no rain was predicted 
given that it did not rain?*
5- A poll-taker asks teenagers and adults (19 or older) 
their reactions to certain T.V. programs and obtains the 
following results: 25 q6 of those interviewed were teen­
agers; 60 q6 of the teenagers enjoyed the program; 20 q6 of 
the adults enjoyed the program. If a person is chosen at 
random from those interviewed, what is the probability the 
person is
a) an adult?
b) an adult who liked the program?
c) a teenager who liked the program?
d) someone who liked the program?
e) someone who liked the program given the person is 
a teenager?
f) an adult given the person liked the program?
6. A fair coin is tossed n times.
a) Let A^ be the event "heads on the i—  toss" and B 
be the event "total of k heads on the n tosses." 
Assume k > 0 and prove that P(A^nB) = *
KB) = ^(g), and P(A. IB) =
b) Suppose O < r < k and 0 < m < n and all are
integers. Let A be the event "exactly r heads on
first m tosses" and B be as above. Prove<m\/n—m\
P(AnB)= P(AIB) = .
2 (jj.)
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Independence
In the discussion of the frequency interpretation of
conditional probability, suppose that the prior information
makes no difference in the calculations, i.e., that 
N^AnB^ n Ça )■ jj over the N repetitions. In terms of the
theoretical probabilities, if P(AIB) = P(A), or, equiva­
lently, if P(AnB) = PCa )P(B), then we say that A and B are
independent events. In general, A^, Ag, ---, A^ are said
to be mutually independent events if
PCA.RA.) = P(A.)P(A.) for 1 < i < Ü < n,i u *•- J
PCAfnÂ flAĵ ) = P(A^)pCA^)p(Aj^) for 1 < i < j < k < n ,
' nPCifliAi) = —  P(A^).
Verbally, this definition says that n events are 
mutually independent if, for every selection of two or more 
of them, the probability of the intersection is the product 
of the individual probabilities.
Intuitively, the concept of independence implies 
freedom from influence. The statement P(AIB) > P(a ) 
indicates that the occurrence of event B increases the 
probability of event A occurring. In contrast, to say that 
P(AIB) = P(a ) is to say that the occurrence of B has no in­
fluence on the occurrence of A. Moreover, if P(AIB) = P(A), 
then P(AnB) = P(A)P(B) = P(B)P(a ). But P(BIA) =
= = P(B). Thus, if P(AIB) = P(A), then P(BIA) = P(B)
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In other words, the occurrence of A has no influence on the 
occurrence of B either. Therefore, A and B are free from the 
influence of each other, and, in this sense, are independent.
Although independence is frequently difficult to es­
tablish without calculation, there are some occasions when 
two events are obviously not free from the influence of each 
other. In particular, if A and B are disjoint, the occur­
rence of A implies that B does not occur. In the same vein, 
if A c B, the occurrence of A implies the occurrence of B, 
so we would usually expect that A and B are not independent. 
The following examples demonstrate the mathematical meaning 
of independence, rather than the intuitive notion of it.
Example 1 Return to the crap game described in Example 5*
Section 5.1. We wish to calculate the probability that the
player will win the game. We know that the probability that
2he wins on the first round is -g. If we assume independence 
of events, P(he wins with his point being 4) = P(he gets a 
4 on the final round/4 on first round) = P(a 4 on the final 
round)P(4on first round) because of the independence. Prom 
Example 5, P(a 4 on the final round) = and P(4 on first 
round) = Therefore, P(he wins with his point being 4)
= ^(^) = Similarly, P(winning with point 5) = -̂ (-g)
= P(winning with point 6) = (^) ("^) = and for point
25 2 18, 9, and 10, these probabilities are and re­
spectively. Thus, P(winning after round l) = 2 ( ^  + + ^ ^ )
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= .271. Therefore, the probability that the player wins
the game = P(wins on round l) + P(wins after round l) = ^
^ ' 493. If the player bets 310, his expected loss « 
10(.495) - IOC.507) = - .14.
Example 2 One card is drawn at random from a standard deck
of cards. Let A be the event "card drawn is a heart" and 
B be the event "card drawn is a face card." P(A) = ^
P(B) = and P(AHB) = |^. Tp.us, P(AIB) = ^  ^
= ^ = P(A), Consequently, events A and B are independent.
Example 3 light bulbs are produced by a machine which, 
when in good working condition, produces an average of one 
defective bulb per thousand. Assume that outcomes for 
successive bulbs are independent, and let A be the event 
"first bulb produced tomorrow is acceptable" and B be the 
event "second bulb produced tomorrow is acceptable."
P(a ) = P(B) = 1 - .001 = .999* Consequently, P(first two
Obulbs produced tomorrow are acceptable) = (.999) *** .998.
If Z and Y are random variables, then (X=a) and (Y=b)
are events. A reasonable definition for independence of
random variables, therefore, is the following: Z and Y are
independent random variables if PC(Z=a) fl (Y=b) ] = P(Z=a)P(Y=b)
for all a, b e E. Notice it is not sufficient for the equality
to hold for some a and b; it must hold for all pairs of reals.
In general, Z, , Zp, —— , Z are mutually independent randomn
variables if, for all reals a^,  » ^^iSi^^i'^i^^
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A useful property of independent random variables is that
functions of individual independent random variables are also
independent. For example» if X, Y» and Z are mutually inde-
2 . %pendent, then X , (Y-2)-"̂ , and IZI + 2  are also mutually 
independent. Another important property of independent random 
variablesis given below.
Theorem 5.1 If X and Y are independent,
E(XY) = (EX)(EY).
Proof: By definition, E(XY) = Z X(u))y («))P(fm}). Let
(ueQaf, ag, ---, a^ be the possible values of X and b^, bg^ ---,
b]̂  be the possible values of Y. Consider the sample points 
in the event (X=a^) fl (Y=b^). For each id in this intersec­
tion, X((d) = a^ and Y(w) = b^. Also P[(X=a^) n (Y=b^)]
= P(X=a^)P(Y=b^) since X and Y are independent. Hence, the
contribution to the sum Z X ( üü)y Cu))P({üü3) made by the sample
(jueQ
points in E, = (X=a, ) fl (Y=b-, ) is Z a, b,P({u)3)^ -L -L
= a-,b, Z PCfuu}) = a,b,P(E, ) = a,b,PC(X=a, ) D (Y=b-.)] uueÊ  i X X
= a^b]^P(X=a^)P(Y=b]^).
Similarly, the contribution to the sum made by the 
sample points in (Xzzâ ) A (Y=b2) is ^ (̂̂ -̂ ^2^
and, for each j == 1, 2, -- , k, the contribution to the sum
made by the sample points in (X=a^) fl (Y=b^) is aj^b^P(X=a^)P(Y=b^)
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Thus, the total contribution made to Z X(u})y («))P({«)}) by allwenk kthe sample points in.ÜTC(X=a,) n (Y=b.)] is .2,a,b.P(X=a,)P(Y=b.)J — -L X  J J — J- -L J -L jk= a]^P(X=a^) jZ^bjP(Y=bj) = a^P(X=a^^)EY.
In the same fashion, the total contribution made tokS X((«)Y(w)P(f(I)}) by all the sample points in 1̂1-, [(X=ag)n(Y=b .)] wen ^ . J
is a2P(X=a2)EY* Consequently, the total contribution made
kby sample points in all events of the form .U-, [(X=a.) fl (Y=b.)]J — -L 1  Jn nas i goes from 1 to n is . Z-,a• P(X=a. )EY = EY. Z,a-PCx=a• )X X X —X X X
= (EY)(EX).
Since each w must be in exactly one of (X=aĵ ) and in 
exactly one of (Y=b.), each w must be in exactly one ofV
(X=a.) n (Y=b.). Consequently, every w e n is accounted forX J
somewhere in the process outlined above and no w is accounted
for twice. Thus this process gives precisely the sum
Z X(w)Y(w)P(Cw}) and we conclude that E(XY) = (EX)(EY). In 
wefigeneral, if X^, X2, ---, X^ are mutually independent random
variables, E(X^X2 —  X^) = (EX^)(EX2) -- (EX^).
The above theorem provides a condition under which 
Var(X+Y) = Var(x) + Var(Y).
Theorem 5»2 If X and Y are independent, Var(X+Y)
= Var(X) + Var(Y).
Proof: Var(X+Y) = Var(X) + Var(Y) + 2Cov(X, Y )
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= Var(X) + Var(Y) + 2[E(XY) - (EX)CEY)] from Theorems 3.16 and 
3.17. But if X and T are independent, E(XY) - (EX)(EY) = 0. 
Therefore, Var(X+Y) = Var(X) + Var(Y). In general, if
X^, Xg, -- , X^ are mutually independent random variables,
n nthen Var(j^g^X^) = j^Z^Var(Xĵ ).
An important formula, called Bayes' Theorem, provides 
the transition from probabilities of particular events to the 
probabilities of those same events given that B has occurred.
(See Note 9«)
Theorem 3.3 (Bayes' Theorem) If A^, Ag, ---, A^ are
mutually exclusive, P(Aĵ ) / 0 for each i,
n P(A.)P(BIA.)and .U-, A . = 0, then P(A. IB) = —  -- ,
jZ^P(Aj)P(BIAj)
P(A. nB)Proof: P(A^)P(BIAj^) = P(A^)  j = P(Aj ĤB) since
n n P(BflA.)B(A^) / 0 for each i. Also, ^E^P(A^)p (BlÂ ) = jZ^P(Aj)--^̂ ĵ "
0
n n= .g,P(BHA.) = PC^Un(BHA.)] since these events are mutuallyJ — -L d d ” -*- d
n nexclusive. (B A A . ) ]  = P [ B n (-UnA .)] by the generalizedJ—X J J—X J
n
distributive law for sets. P[BH( A .)] = P[BnQ] = P(b ).
P(A.)P(BIA.) P(A.nB)
Therefore, — ------------  = — p/ïj-y ' = P(A- IB) for each i.
I^PCA )P(BIA )
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Example 4 Suppose that records kept over a long period of 
time in a certain city show that, on the average, each year 
it rains on 70 days, snows on 30, is cloudy on 130, and is 
fair on 135* Let A^, Ag, A^, and A^ be the events "rain,” 
"snow," "cloudy," and "fair," respectively. If we had no 
other information, reasonable probabilities to assign for 
tomorrow's weather are P(A^) = .19, P(A2) = .08,
P(A^) = « .35, and P(A^) = .37. Suppose, however,
that for a period of time records have been kept on the 
accuracy of the weather bureau's forecasts which provide the 
following additonal averages: Por every 10 days of rain,
the forecast was "rain" 9 times and "cloudy" 1 time. Por 
every 10 days of snow, forecast was "snow" 8 times, "cloudy"
1 time, and "fair" 1 time. Por every 10 days of cloudy 
weather, forecast was "cloudy" 6 times, "rain" 2 times,
"snow" 1 time, and "fair" 1 time. Por every 10 days of fair 
weather, forecast was "fair" 7 times, "rain" 1 time, "snow"
1 time, and "cloudy" 1 time.
Suppose that the weather bureau predicts that tomorrow’s 
weather will be fair. Let B be the event "forecast of fair." 
Then P(fair I forecast of fair) = P(A^IB). P(BIA^) = P(forecast 
was "fair"Irain) = 0. P(BlAg) = P(forecast was "fair"I snow)
= .1. Similarly, P(BIA^) = .1 and P(BIA^) = .7. Prom Bayes' 
Theorem,
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.g^P(A.)P(BIA.)
(.37(.7'>_____________
U i 9 ) w  + C5F)(:T) + C36Jt..VJ + C.37X-7)
“  “ -85-
We can conclude, therefore, that when this weather bureau 
predicts fair weather, the probability of fair weather is 
approximately .85*
Exercises 5.2
1, A volunteer in a psychology experiment is given 5 pro­
blems. The following probabilities have been assigned on 
the basis of previous experiments: P(he solves the first)
= .3, P(he solves the second Ihe solved the first) = .5,
P(he solves the third Ihe solved the first two) = .9* Find 
the probability that he will solve all three.
2. Prove that if A and B are independent, so are A and B'. 
(Hint: First prove P(a ) = P(AOB) -f P(AnB').)
3* Each of the 3-digit numbers 100, 010, 001, and 111 is 
written on a disc. One of the 4 discs is selected at random. 
Let Aĵ , Ag, and A^ be the events "first digit 1," "second 
digit 1," and "third digit 1." Show that each pair of events 
is independent but that the three are not mutually independent. 
We, therefore, conclude that even if every pair of events is 
independent, the events are not necessarily mutually inde­
pendent. If every pair of events is disjoint, are the events
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mutually exclusive? Support your answer.
4. A factory has 4 machines which produce steering wheels. 
Machine A produces 50 q6 of the output. Machine B produces
25 0^0, Machine C, 20 q6 and Machine D, the rest. Of the
items produced by Machines A, B, C, and D, 5 o6 , 4 ob, 3</o, 
and 2 </o, respectively, are defective. A steering wheel,
chosen at random from the total output, is examined and
found to be defective. What is the probability that it was 
produced by Machine A?
5* Let X^, X2, ---, X^ be mutually independent random vari-
2 -  1 ^  -  ables, each with variance a . Let X = Find Var(X)
6. If A is an event of n, prove
a) A and Q are independent.
b) A and 0 are independent.
7. If A, B, and C are mutually independent events, prove
a) P (A lB n c )  = P ( A ) .
b) P(A U B IC ) = P (A U B ).
8. If P(a) 0, P(b) / 0, and A n B - 0, prove A and B are 
dependent, i.e., not independent, events.
9. There are three traffic lights spaced several miles apart 
on a highway between two towns A and B. The cycle of each 
light is one minute. The three lights are green for 50, 40, 
and 50 seconds, respectively, during each cycle. Assume 
there is only one car on the road between A and B and that 
the driver strictly observes the traffic light regulations. 
What is the probability that he goes from A to B without
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being stopped by any of the lights? that he will be stopped 
by at least one light? by all 5?
Summary
The conditional probability of A given B is defined 
to be P (A IB )  = provided P (B ) / 0, where A and B are
events of Q. If P(A nB ) = P (A )P (B )  or, equivalently, if 
P (A IB )  = P ( A ), then A and B are independent events. In 
general, n events are mutually independent if for every 
choice of two or more of them the probability of the inter­
section of the selected events is the product of the indi­
vidual probabilities of these events.
X and Y are independent random variables if
P[(X=a) n (Y=b)] = P(X=a)P(Y=b) for every pair of real
numbers a and b. X^, X^, ---, X^ are mutually independent
random variables if for all reals a^, ag, ---, a^,
n
PCiQi(Xi=aj^)] = P(X^=a)P(X2=a2^ -- ]^(X^=a^). Functions of
individual independent random variables are also independent.
Two important porperties of independent random vari­
ables are that, if X and Y are independent, E(XY) = (EX)Ce y ) 
and Var(X+Y) = VarX + VarY.
If A^, A^» ---, A^ are mutually exclusive events whose
union is 0, and if P(Aĵ ) / 0 for each i, then Bayes* Theorem 
provides a formula to find P(Aj^lB), the probability of Â  ̂
after the occurrence of event B, from P(A^), the probability
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of prior to the occurrence of B. In particular, 
P(A.)P(BIA.)
P(Aj^IB) - — ------------- for each i = 1, 2, ---- , n.
,g]^P(A.)P(BIA.)
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CHAPTER 6
THE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION
"And I believe that the Binomial Theorem and a Bach 
fugue are, in the long run, more important than all 
the battles of history."
James Hilton
The Binomial Theorem
In Exercise 18, Section 4.2, we found that 
(a+b)^ = for n = 1, 2, 5, and 4. In general,
(a+b)^, where n is a positive integer and a and b are reals, 
can be expanded as (a+b)^ = This identity is
known as the binomial expansion; the theorem which estab­
lishes the equality of the two expressions is the Binomial 
Theorem.
Theorem 6.1 (The Binomial Theorem) If a, b e R and n
is a positive integer, then (a+b)^
Proof: In multiplying oüt (a+b)(a+b) -- (a+b), the
terms a^b^”^ arise if the a in k of the factors (a+b) is 
multiplied by the b in the remaining n - k of these factors. 
Since there are n factors of (a+b), there are (^) ways to' 
pick k of these. Thus, there are (^) terms in the expansion 
of (a+b)^ of the form a^b^“^ for k = 0, 1, ---, n. Therefore,
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(a+b)“ =
Because of the role that they play in the Binomial Theorem, 
the expressions are frequently called the binomial 
coefficients»
The Binomial Theorem is often useful in simplifying 
summations. For example, = 2^ since 2^ = (l+l)^
= ~ k=0^k^' the comments following
Theorem 4,4 for another approach to %is proof.) Our main 
interest in the Binomial Theorem will be its application to 
the theory of the binomial distribution.
Example 1 (2x-5)'^ = = (o)(2x)°(-3)'*
+ C^)(2x )^(-3)5 + (^)(2x )2(-3)2 + (^)C2x )5(-3)^
+ (l[)(2x)\-3)° = 81 - 216x + 216x^ - 96x^ + IGx'*.
Exercises 6.1I ■
1. a) Expand (l+b)^.
b) Use part a to evaluate (l.l)^.
2. Expand (2+^)^.
5* Find the coefficient of a^b^ in (a-b)®.
4. Erove (x+a)^ = J on(n-l)-~j(n~k+l), ^n-k^k^
5. Prove
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Bernoulli Trials
By the term "independent experiments" we suggest that 
the result of one experiment does not influence nor is 
influenced by, any other experiment. Mathematically, we 
say that n experiments are independent if, for each possible 
outcome Wg, ---» of the compound experiment,
(«2» ---*  Here,
(D̂  represents an outcome of the i—  experiment so
(iŵ , («2» -- » uû ) means that experiment i results in u)̂
for i = 1, 2 , -- , n. Thus, we have a method for computing
the probability of a compound experiment if we know that the 
simple experiments which compose it are independent.
Example 1 (Adler, 1:136-138) Part of the pre-induction 
physical examination for the armed forces is a blood test 
for syphilis. In an effort to save time and money, blood 
samples of several people are pooled, and the pooled sample 
is tested. If the test reaction is negative, then the test 
is negative for each person in the sample and one test has 
replaced many tests. If the test reaction to the pooled 
sample is positive, however, each person whose blood was in 
it must have his blood tested separately. In this case, one 
test has been wasted. If the incidence of syphilis is known, 
it is possible to determine how many samples should be 
pooled in order to affect the greatest savings.
According to the Selective Service Administration, for
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the years 1940 and 194-1, the incidence of syphilis among men 
21 to 35 was approximately 45.3 per thousand. Then, for 
individual blood tests made at random, the probability of a 
positive reaction is about .05. Assume that tests of differ­
ent individuals are independent experiments. Let k be the 
number of individual samples that are combined in a pooled 
sample (k>l). The pooled sample tests "negative" iff each 
of the k individual samples is negative. Since the experi­
ments are independent, P(pooled sample negative) = (.95)^. 
Consequently, P(pooled sample positive) = 1 - (.95)^.
Let Z be the number of tests that have to be made for 
each group of k people. Then X = 1 when the test of the 
pooled sample is negative, and X = k + 1 when it is positive, 
since k fresh samples would have to be taken and tested 
separately. EX = (.95)^ + (k+l)[1 - (.95)^3 = k + 1 - k(.95)^< 
Had individual tests been made in the first place, the number 
of tests per k people would have been k so the expected 
saving is k - EX tests per k people. Then the expected 
fraction saved is = (.95)^ - The expected fraction
saved when k = 4 is .815 - .25 = .565; when k = 5, this 
fraction is -774 - .20 = .574;when k = 6, it is .735 - .167 
= .568. Calculation of the expected fraction saved for 
successive values of k shows that the fraction increases as k 
increases from 2 to 5 and decreases for k > 5. Therefore, 
the most economical way of testing the blood samples is to 
mix 5 samples at a time.
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Example 2 (Hosteller, 19:1, 17) To encourage Elmer's 
promising tennis career, bis father offers him a prize if he 
wins (at least) 2 tennis sets in a row in a 5-set series to 
he played with his father and the club champion alternately 
(FOP or CFG) according to Elmer's choice. The champion is a 
better player than Elmer's father. Which series should he 
choose?
Let P(beating father) = f and P(beating champion) = c; 
f < c since the champion is a better player than his father.
In order for Elmer to win the prize, the result of the three 
games must be (W, W, W), (W, W, L), or (L, W, W). If he 
chooses FCF, P(WWW) = fcf, P(WWL) = fc(l-f), and P(L, W, W)
= (l-f)cf, if we assume independence. Thus, P(wins prize if 
chooses FCF) = fcf + fc(l-f) + (l-f)cf = fc(2-f). If Elmer 
chooses CFG, P(WWW) = cfc, P(WWL) = cf(l-c), and P(LWW)
= (l-c)fc. Thus, P(wins prize if chooses CFG) = cfc + cf(l-c) 
+ (l-c)fc = fc(2-c).
To determine which series he should select, we need to 
know which is larger, fc(2-f) or fc(2-c). Since f > c,
-f < - c, so 2-f < 2 - c. Also fc > 0, so fc(2-f) < fc(2-c), 
or P(wins prize if chooses FGF) < P(wins prize if chooses 
CFG). Elmer should, tierefore, select CFG.
Many probability problems involve experiments composed 
of a number of repeated trials- Although each trial may have 
many possible outcomes, we are often interested only in 
whether or not a particular result occurs. In this sense.
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each trial has only two possible outcomes, which are custom­
arily labeled "success" and "failure." For example, in 10 
tosses if a coin, a "success" might be a head, or in 6 
tosses of a die, a "success" might be a 6. An experiment is 
said to be composed of Bernoulli trials if it is a sequence 
of independent trials each with two outcomes (success and 
failure) such that P(success) has the same value, p, on each 
trial. (See Note 10.) Bernoulli trials are highly important 
to the study of probability because of their practical appli­
cations.
Example 3 (Noble, 22:270-271) In an experiment, the con­
versation between two people was recorded and the speech of 
one particular speaker was analyzed. The conversation was 
resolved into 5-millsecond (msec) segments, and each samp­
ling of the speech represented whether speech was present in 
that segment or not. Under the conditions of the experi­
ment, every period of speech had to be longer than 40 msec 
to be considered. In addition, the researchers made the 
hypothesis that if the speaker was talking, the probability 
that he would be talking in the next 5 msec was a constant p, 
regardless of how long he had already been talking.
In such an experiment, suppose speech has occurred for
more than 40 msec. The probability that it will stop in the
next 5 msec is q = 1 - p, and the probability that it will
k 1continue for precisely another k intervals if p ~ q. The 
probability of obtaining j units of conversation or less.
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over and above the 40-msec starting period, therefore, is 
= 1 - p^. (See Exercise 1.)
Exercises 6.2
1. Prove that = 1 - p^ where q = 1 - p.
2. A fair die is thrown 3 times. Find P(exactly 2 5*s). 
5- (Brown, 3= 494—500) The following are probabilities 
assigned prior to the 196 World Series games by a class at 
the Phillip Exeter Academy, Exeter, New Hampshire.
Game Location Scheduled Pitcher P(Mets win)
1 Baltimore Seaver vs. Cuellar .4
2 Baltimore Koosman vs. McNally .5
3 New York Gentry vs. Palmer .4
4 New York Seaver vs. Cuellar .7
5 New York Koosman vs. McNally .5
6 Baltimore Gentry vs. Palmer .5
7 Baltimore Seaver vs. Cuellar ..................
Assume independence of games to find P(Mets win Series in 5 
games).
The Binomial Distribution
Suppose an experiment consists of n Bernoulli trials 
with P(success) = p. Let X be the number of successes that 
occur in the n trials. To find the distribution (density 
function) of X, let X^, X^, ---« be n independent indicator
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random variables as follows:
y _ rl if i—  trial is a success i ^0 otherwise
P(Xj|̂ =l) = P(success on i—  trial) - p for each i. Let
(uû , t>2» -- 9 cû ) be a sequence of k l*s and n - k O's.
nSince X g ,  » are independent, P[^Qĵ (X=üd̂ )] =
P(X^=tt)^)P(X2=ti)2) -- P(X^=m^) - p^(l-p)^” .̂ Since there are
(^) ways to specify which k positions have I's in them,
P(X^=1 for exactly k X^'s) = C^)p^(l-p)^“‘̂. But X =
2 Xi = k iff X^ = 1 for exactly k Xŷ 's. Therefore,X“1
P(X=k) = C^)p^(l-p)^“ .̂ Frequently, it is convenient to 
let P(failure) = 1 - p = q. The distribution of the number
of successes then becomes
-n'k'P(X=k) = (?)p^q^“^ for k = O, 1, ---, n.
This distribution is called the binomial distribution and
will be denoted by B(n, p). Strictly speaking, "the"
binomial distribution is not a single distribution but a
whole family of distributions, one defined for each choice of
values n and p.
The possible values of X are 0, 1, ---, n, and since
B(n, p) represents a density function, we must have n nk=O^X^^^ = j^EQp(X=k) =1. By the Binomial Theorem, 
j^^QPCX^k) = = Cp + (1-p)]^ = 1. Therefore,
= 1.
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Because of its great practical importance, extensive 
tables for the binomial distribution have been prepared. Al­
though none is included here, such tables are available in 
many probability texts and most books of tables.
Example 1 Jerry takes a multiple-choice test in which each 
question has 3 choices. There are 20 questions. Since he 
has not studied at all, he decides to pick an answer at random 
for each question. The probability that he answers exactly 
16 right is (§) •
Example 2 Return to the question that Samuel Pepys asked
Issac Newton as described in the opening paragraph of Chapter
(- 1 k c n-k1. P(exactly k 6's when 6 dice are rolled) = Ĉ )
f- -, k c 6n-kSimilarly, P(k 6 's when 5n dice are rolled) = )(^) (^)
Therefore, when 6n dice are rolled, the probability of at
6n 1 k c 6n-k n-1  ̂ k c 6n-k
least n 6 ’s is )(^) (§) = 1 - (§)
Prom a binomial table, we have the following:
5n n PCn or more 6 's)
6 1 .665
12 2 _______.619 _________
18 5 .597
30 5 .576
96 16 .542
900 150 .514
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From this information, Mr. Pepys should conclude that the 
probability of at least one 6 in 6 throws of a die is the 
most likely of the three.
Finding the escpected value and variance of a random
variable distributed B(n, p) is particularly simple. If
X and X., i = 1, 2,  , n are defined as in the first para-n n ngraph of this section, EX = E(^gj,X^) = ^S^E(X^) = ĵ ĝ p,
since E(X^) = P(X^=l) - p for each i. Thus, EX = np.
n nVar(x) = VarCĵ Ẑ Xĵ ) = ^Z^Var(Xj^) since the X̂ '̂ s are mutually
independent. Also Var(X.) = p(l-p) from Exercise 1, Sectionn3.5. Therefore, Var(x) = j^S^pCl-p) = np(l-p) = npq.
Example 3 In throwing a fair die 6 times, the expected 
number of 6*s is (6)(^) =1. In tossing a fair coin 10 
times, the expected number of heads is 10(^) = 3.
Example 4 24 persons randomly selected from a college are
paired to participate in a comparison test of Norav and
Dazzle toothpastes. One member of each of the 12 pairs is
then selected by a toss of a coin to use Norav. After a 
period of regular dental care for everyone, in all but 2 pairs 
the student using Norav shows a cavity gain greater than 
the cavity gain of the one using Dazzle toothpaste. Let X be 
the number of pairs in which the cavity gain of the student 
using Norav is greater than the cavity gain of the one using 
Dazzle. If there were only chance differences in the paired
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students* cavity gains, the probability that the Norav stu­
dent's gain is greater than the Dazzle student's gain would10 2be Under those conditions, P(X=10) =
Also EX = 12(^) = 6 under those conditions.
Exercise 6.3 
21. Hospital records show that of the cases of a certain 
disease are fatal. If 5 patients are admitted with this 
disease, find the probability that at least 2 will not die 
from the disease. Compute.
2. For a certain type of light bulb, the probability that 
it will burn for at least 200 hours is .8. If 4 of these 
bulbs are installed in a certain room, find the probability 
that after 200 hours none has burned out and that all four 
have burned out. Express these in notâtional form, and then 
compute to two decimal places.
3. (Hosteller, 19:7-8, 41-43) A king's minter boxes coins 
100 to a box. In each box he puts 1 false coin. Since the 
king suspects the minter, he picks 1 coin at random from 
each of 100 boxes and has it tested. What is the proba­
bility that the minter will not be caught? Do not compute.
4. Each ordered triple of digits is written on a separate 
slip of paper and placed in a bowl. 100 slips are selected 
at random. What is the expected number of triples of the 
form (i, i, i) drawn, (i = 0, 1, -- , 9)?
5. Suppose A1 is batting .250. What is the probability
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that he gets at least one hit in 4 times at bat? Compute.
What is the expected number of hits?
6. How many times must a coin be tossed for the ï^roba- 
bility to be at least -99 that at least 1 head appears?
(Hint: Let A be the event "at least 1 head in n trials."
Solve P(A) > .99 for n.)
7. A factory manufactures a certain kind of bearing. In 
the past, it has been found that on the average 9 of
the bearings produced are defective. What is the probability 
that in 500 independent inspections at least 55 bearings are 
defective? Do not compute.
8. Four rivers. A, B, G, and D empty into the ocean. Salmons 
captured, tagged, and released in one of these subsequently 
migrate and return in several years to breed in one of the 
rivers. A biologist hypothesizes that each fish chooses 
among the 4 rivers simply at random. If 5 fish return and 
make their choices independently, what is the probability 
that 2 return to home river B while one returns to another 
river? Compute.
9* Assume that births are independent and that P(a boy)
= Compute the probability that girls will outnumber boys 
in a family with
a) 5 children.
b) 7 children.
c) 8 children.
10. 5 cards are selected from a standard deck of cards, one
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at time, each card being replaced and the deck thoroughly 
shuffled before the next card is drawn. Let X denote the 
number of spades among the five cards drawn. Compute
a) P(X > 3).
b )  EX.
c) Var(X).
Multinomial Coefficients
The binomial coefficient (^) represents the number of 
ways k items can be selected from among n distinguishable 
items. We now consider n items not all of which are dis­
tinguishable. Suppose that of the n items there are of
type one, kg of type two,through k^ of type r where 
r
i=l^r ~ The number of distinct permutations of all n
items is denoted by (k^, kg,  , k^), and the symbol is
called the multinomial coefficient n; k^, kg, --  k^.
Theorem 6. 2 (k^, kg, , k^) = k^t^gJ k^J '
Proof: There are ) ways of choosing positions for
the k^ items of the first type. After that selection is 
made, there are ways of choosing positions for the kg
items of the second type and then ways of choosing
positions for the k^ items of the third type, and so forth.
Therefore, altogether there are (P )(^T^l) ——  (Sr) =^1 ^2 ^r
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ni(n-ki)i --
jkg! (n-k^-kg) : -k^JOi k^ik^i —  k^i '
.21 \ 4*Example 1 The Cp ]_ = •gfjjiY* ~ 12 distinct permutations of
the letters a, a, b, c are aabc, aacb, abac, acab, abca, 
acba, baac, caab, baca, caba, bcaa, and cbaa.
The binomial distribution concerns n independent 
trials, where on each trial one of two outcomes is possible
with probabilities of the outcomes p and 1-p, We consider
now some generalizations to n independent trials, where on 
each trial any one of m outcomes is possible.
Example 2 Suppose you throw a fair die 8 times. There are 
C o o t  i i i) sample points with two 4's, two 5's, and one
each of the others. Thus, P(two 4's, two 5's, one each of 
1, 2, 3, 6) = •
Example 3 When a large-petailed yellow mum is crossbred 
with a small-petalled white mum, the new plant may be large- 
petalled yellow, small-petalled yellow, large-petalled white, 
or small-petalled white. According to Mendel's laws of 
heredity, the respective probabilities of these four events 
are Suppose that 32 plants are produced by
,32 ssuch crossbreeding. There are sequences where the
number of plants in the four categories are 16, 7, 8, and 1, 
respectively. The probability of any one such sequence is
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Q 15 ? 7 % 8 ^
(^) (^) (][̂ )' Therefore, the probability that there
are 16, 7, 8, and 1 plants, respectively, in each of the four 
categories is (i|^7,s,1^^16^ = T5^7!8:(&^
Exercises 6.4
1. A fair die has two red faces, two white faces, one black 
face, and one green face. The die is thrown 40 times. Let
Xg, X^, and X^ be the number of reds, whites, blacks, and 
greens, respectively, that occur. Find
a) P[(X]^=13) n CX2=i2) n (X^=5) n (x̂ =io)].
b) E(X^+X^). (Hint: Show that X̂  ̂+ X^ is binomially 
distributed.)
2. Dennis, Leonard, and Bill are playing poker. Each is 
dealt a hand of 5 cards from a standard deck of 52 cards.
Find the probability that
a) Dennis is dealt 4 aces.
b) someone is dealt 4 aces.
Summary
The Binomial Theorem states that if a,_b e R and n is 
a positive integer, then (a+b)^ = a^^"^. The ex­
pressions (J) are called the binomial coefficients.
If cû represents the outcome of the i—  experiment in 
a series of n experiments, the n experiments are said to be
independent if PC f (w^, ]] = F( 1)P( [^2] ) ---
P({u)n3) for every possible; (w^, ^2 ^ -- ’ *
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An experiment is composed of Bernoulli trials if it is 
a sequence of independent trials, each with two possible out­
comes, called "success" and "failure," such that P(success) 
is the same on each trial.
If X is the number of successes that occur in n 
Bernoulli trials, then X has the binomial distribution, 
denoted B(n, p) where p = P(success). If q = 1 - p, then 
the distribution of X is given by P(X=k) = (^)p^q^*”̂  for 
k = 0, 1, -- , n. EX = np and Var(X) = npq.
Suppose in a set of n items, k^ are of type 1, kg ofrtype 2, and so forth to k^ are of type r where = n.
The number of distinct permutations of all n items isndenoted by kg, -- , k^); the symbol is called the
multinomial coefficient n; k̂ ,̂ kg* -— , k^. The compute-
tional form of k g , ----, k^) is L__ k ,1 £1 r .
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THREE OTHER DISTRIBUTIONS
"It is remarkable that this science, which originated 
in the consideration of games of chance, should have 
become the most important object of human knowledge."
Pierre Laplace
The Hypergeometric Distribution
Many problems in probability and statistics are con­
cerned with drawing samples from a collection of objects, 
each of which can be classified as having one of two possi­
ble characteristics. Such collections are called dichotomous 
populations. We have considered dichotomous populations 
where items were either "acceptable" or "defective." A model 
that is often appropriate is that the population consists of
N balls, numbered 1, 2, ---, N. Suppose the first M balls,
numbers 1 through M, are white and the remaining N-M balls, 
numbers M + 1 through N, are black. A sample of size n, i.e., 
a sample with n balls in it, can be drawn from the population 
in one of two ways: with or without replacement.
Sampling with replacement means that when a ball is 
drawn, it is replaced before the next ball is drawn. In 
this case, n can be any size. If the outcome of the experi­
ment is represented by the n-tuple of numbers drawn, then 
there are sample points because at each stage there are N
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choices. If, before each drawing, the balls are thoroughly 
mixed so that drawings are independent, the equally likely
measure is appropriate. Thus, the probability of each sample
. . . 1 point IS .
Let X be the number of white balls drawn in a sample 
of size n, drawn with replacement. Suppose that k snecified 
drawings result in white balls and the remaining n - k re­
sult in black. Because the sampling is with replacement, 
each of the k white balls drawn can be any of the numbers 1 
through M, and each of the black balls can be any of the 
remaining N - M  numbers. Hence, there are ways
that k specified drawings can result in white balls. Since 
there are (^) ways to specify the k drawings, there are
sample points in (X=k). Therefore,
P(X=k) = ----------     Notice that if drawing a white ball
is a "success," then p = ^ on each trial since the sampling 
is with replacement. Since the trials are independent and X 
is the number of successes,X is binomially distributed.
Thus, P(X=k) = which is precisely the proba­
bility given above.
Sampling without replacement means that when a ball is 
drawn, it is not replaced. Here, n < N. In this case, 
there are (N)^ sample points since at each of the n stages 
there is one less ball to select from than at the previous 
stage. If the sampling is done at random, each sample point
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has probability . In sampling without replacement, the
trials are not independent since what happens on one trial 
does affect what happens on the next. Again, let X be the 
number of white balls drawn. Suppose that k specified draw­
ings result in white balls and the remaining n - k in black 
ones. Since the sampling is without replacement, there are 
(M)^(N-M)n_k that this event can happen. There are
(^) ways to specify the k drawings, so P(X=k) =
(k^CM)kCN-M)n_k. Prom Theorem 4.2, the risht-hand expression isarr
r] [ki (») ] [ (n-k) ! ]--------- — — • Therefore, this distribu-
tion of the number of white balls drawn when sampling is 
without replacement is
P(X=k) = ■ - ■ for k = 0, 1 , ---, n.
(If k > M o r i f n - k > N - M ,  this probability is 0.) This 
distribution is called the hypergeometric distribution. Like 
the binomial distribution, the hypergeometric is not a single 
distribution but many distributions, one for each choice of N,
M, and n.
Although we have the mechanics for answering questions 
about the order in which the balls are drawn, on many occa­
sions the order is not important. In such instances, we 
may as well assume that all n balls are drawn at once. Since
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there are C^) ways to select the k white balls and ways
to select the n - k black ones, (X=k) has elements-
Also, there are (^) ways to draw n balls from the N; if 
the sampling is done at random, each sample point has proba­
bility — Therefore, the probability of k white balls,
^n^
even if the drawing is done all at once, is P(X=k) =
( ^ ( n : k ) ^----  For example, the probability of a certain bridge
hand is the same regardless of whether the cards are dealt 
13 at once to each player or one at a time around the table.
Example 1 Let X be the number of aces in a hand of 15 
cards dealt from a standard deck of 52 cards. P(X=2) =
Example 2 An apple grower claims that in each carton of 
apples that he ships there are 12 large and 8 medium-sized 
apples. 20 cartons are inspected as follows: 6 apples are
chosen at random without replacement from each carton. If 
more than 5 of the 6 are medium-sized, the carton is re­
jected. Let X be the number of medium-sized apples in a 
sample of size 6. Assuming that the grower is telling the
truth, P(X>4) = '•
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The probability that a carton is rejected, then, is 
p = P(X>4). Therefore, the probability that more than 10
20 oo "1 oo 4cartons are rejected in  ̂)p (l-p) ” » assuming rejec­
tions of cartons are independent experiments.
To derive a formula for the expected value of a hyper- 
geometrically distributed random variable, let
= (o for i = 1, 2. — . n. Then
n n j.,X - 8ind EX = ĵ Ẑ EXĵ . EX^ = P(X^=l) = P(i—  drawing is
white). There are M ways for the i—  drawing to be white
and (M-l)^_]^ ways to fill the remaining positions in the n-
tuple representing the outcomes of the n drawings. Hence,
= I- K^e^efore,
E(Xi> = ^ for each i and EX = § = n(|).
Prom E(Xĵ ) = we find that Var(X^) = ^(l-^) since X̂  ̂
is an indicator random variable. Since the X̂ '̂s are not 
independent, we need to find Cov(X., X.) for i / j. Prom± tJ
Theorem $.17, Cov(X. , X.) = E(X.X.) - E(X.)E(X.). X.X. =i j  -LJ V -*-d
|-1 if X^ = 1 and = 1 p(x.X .=l) = P[(X.=l) fl (X.=l)]
0 otherwise  ̂ ^
which is the probability that both i—  and j—  draws result
in white balls, numbers 1 through M. There are M(M-l) weys
to fill those two positions and (N-2)^_2 ways to fill the
M(M-l)(N-2) premaining positions. Thus, P(X^X^=l) = ----------- —
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= M(M-l) ' Consequently E(X^X^.)
- = n{nIi ; and Cov(X^,X^.) = ~ C|) = -
Since there are (2) ways to pick the i—  and j—  positions,
E Oov(X., X.) = - Also, -S,Var(X.) - nÆ)(l-^).i<j 1 a <; n‘̂(n-i) 1-1 1 N w
n nTherefore, Var(X) = VarC-EnX.) = -S,VarCX.) + 2  S Cov(X. ,X.)X— X X X —X X X^Q
N^(N-l)
= n ( f ) C ^ )  -  n ( n - l ) ( g ) ( ¥ ) ( u è r >
= n(f)(^)[l - = n(f)(l - # ) ( ^ ) .
MFinally, if we let p = ^, the proportion of white balls in 
the population, we have EX = np and Var(X) = npqC^^X^*
Example 3 A lot of 10 radio tubes contains two that are
defective. If a sample of size 4 is drawn at random, the
8probability of exactly 1 defective is — Let X
C 4 )
o ilbe the number defectives in the sample. Then EX = 4(^) = 
and Var(X) = 4(-|-) (-̂ ) (^) =
Exercises 7-1 
1, Refer to Example 1 to find EX and Var(x).
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2. 5 cards are dealt from a standard deck of cards. Let X 
be the number of spades dealt. Find
a) P(X>5). Leave in notational form.
b) EX. Compute.
c) Var(X). Compute.
(Compare with Exercise 10, Section 6.5*)
3* An experimental colony of fish has 70 fish divided as 
follows: 20 salmon males, 15 salmon females, 25 trout males,
and 10 trout females. A random sample of size 12 is chosen 
without replacement. Find the probability that
a) there are more salmon than trout in the sample.
b) there are exactly 7 males in the sample.
c) there are more males than females in the sample. 
Leave in notational form.
4. From a council of 4 Republicans and 5 Democrats, three 
are chosen at random for a committee. Specify the density 
function of X, the number of Republicans on the committee. 
Compute these.
5. Let X be the number of white balls drawn in a sample of 
size n, where the entire population has N balls, M of which 
are white, when sampling is done with replacement. Let Y be 
the number of white balls in a sample of size n when samp­
ling is done without replacement. Which is larger, Var(X) 
or Var(Y)?
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Discrete Sample Spaces
Up to this point, our discussion has been limited 
almost entirely to finite sample spaces. We now extend our 
development to discrete sample spaces, sample spaces with a 
countable number of possible outcomes. Recall that a 
countably infinite set is one which can be put into one- 
one correspondence with the set of positive integers, and 
that a countable set is one which is finite or countably 
infinite. Thus, all the finite sample spaces discussed pre­
viously are discrete sample spaces. The following is an 
example of a countably infinite sample space.
Example 1 A ball is selected at random from a box con­
taining 3 black balls and 1 white ball. If the ball is 
black, it is replaced and another ball is drawn at random.
The process continues until the first white ball is drawn.
If the outcome of interest is the number of the drawing on 
which the first white ball appears, every positive integer n 
is a possible outcome since it is conceivable that the white 
ball does not appear until the n—  drawing. The sample space, 
then, is the entire set of positive integers.
Most of the theory presented for the finite case applies 
to the discrete case with only slight, if any, modification.
In the definition of a probability measure, only Axiom 3 needs 
any change : A probability measure is a function P defined on
the events of a sample space such that
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1) P(E) > 0 for all events E of Q.
2) P(n) = 1.
5) If Eg, E ^ , --------- are mutually exclusive events,
P^Ej^UEgUE^U — P(Eĵ ) + P(Eg) + P(E^) + —  *
The left-hand expression is commonly written P(UE.), andi ^the right-hand sum is written SP(E.).i ^
The meaning of "P(n) - 1** needs some clarification 
since P(n) is the sum of an infinite number of probabilities
when 0 is infinite. If aig, cu^, are the sample points
and p^, P2» P^, --  are the respective probabilities, then
P(q) = Pj -+• P2 + P5 + -* This summation is more commonly
GO CDwritten say that = 1 means that as more and
more terms are added, the sum gets closer and closer to 1.
COIn general, ® means that as more and more terms are
added, the sum gets very close to s. This is also expressed
CDby saying that the infinite series converges to s.
Although most of the infinite series with which we will be
working are ones which converge, there are many infinite
series which do not. Consequently, we must define any
probability measure on a countably infinite sample space in00such way that converges to 1.
Finding the number to which an infinite series con­
verges, if it does, is frequently a difficult task. The
following theorem illustrates how to find it when the series
2 3  ®  kis of the form r + r + r"̂  + ----   ĵ gĝ r . Such a series is
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called a geometric series.
00 k T.Theorem 7.1 _ - if Irl < 1.
^ k 2   kProof: First consider = r + r + --- + r .
(l—r)(r+r + —  +r ) = r + r + ——  + r^ — r^ — r^ — •••
- r^^^ = r - r̂ "*"̂ . Therefore — . As more and
k+1and more terms are added, i.e., as k increases, r de-
k+1
creases to zero since Irl < 1 .  Thus, - ^ _ ^ gets very
OD ,
close to -I - ^ which means , Z^r = ^ - if Irl < 1 .i. — r k=l 1 — r
The following three theorems follow almost immediately 
from Theorem 7.1.
00 T_ -1
Theorem 7.2 ^ _  r Irl < 1.
00 k 2 oo ^Proof : j^^Qr = 1 + r + r + — —  = 1 + k~l^
= 1 +
Theorem 7.3 n_E-,kr̂ “^ = — -— if Irl < 1-
 --------------  (l-r)2
00 k—1 _ 2 ^  k—1Proof: = 1 + 2r + 5r + -— . rĵ ĝ k̂r
= r + 2r^ + 3r^ +  . Thus, (l-r)j^Z^kr^”^
2 1= 1 + r + r + -  Y"Z"r Theorem 7.2.
k_l 1Therefore, jj-ĝ kr = -----(l-r)
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00 V- 1 OTheorem 7.4 ,_E-,k(k+l)r =------? if Irl < 1.(1-r)^
Broof: Since either k or k + 1 is even, each term in
00 ^the summation must have a factor of 2. ^g^kt^k+l^r = 2 + 6r
+ 12r^ + 20r^ + — . r jj.^k(k+l)r^"^ = 2r + 6r^ + 12r^  ---
Thus, (l-r)j^Sik(k+l)r^“^ = 2 + 4r + 6r^ + 8r^ + ---
O 2 p2(l+2r+3r +4r + -— ) = -----? from Theorem 7.5* Consequently,
( 1 ^
Let us return now to the discussion of discrete sample 
spaces. With the modification in Axiom 3 to include counta­
bly infinite sample spaces, the proofs of the theorems in 
Section 2.2 remain valid for discrete sample spaces. For 
convenience, we list these again here. E and P are events 
in n.
P(E’) = 1 - P(E).
If E c P, then P(E) < P(P).
P(E) is the sum of the probabilities of 
the simple events composing it.
It is also true in a discrete sample space that P(EUP)
= P(E) + P(P) - P(EnP). The definition of a random variable 
remains the same for discrete sample spaces as do the con­
cepts involving indicator random variables. The definition 
of possible value is unchanged, but the number of possible 
values may be finite or countably infinite. With this
Theorem 2.1
Theorem 2.2
Theorem 2.3
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modification, the definition of density function remains 
intact. The concepts of conditional probability and inde­
pendence also require no change for a discrete sample space.
Example 2 Return to Example 1. Let %2, X ^ ,  be
indicator random variables with Ï, =1 u otherwise
Since the balls are drawn successively, with replacement, a
reasonable assumption is that the draws are independent and
P(X^=l) = ^ for each i. If the first white ball is drawn on
the k—  trial, X^ = 0 for i = 1, 2 , --- , k - 1, and Xĵ  = 1.
Because of the independence, P(first white ball on k ^  draw)
% k —1 1= P(X^=0)P(X2=0)--- P(Xjj._ĵ =0)P(Xĵ =l) = (^) (ÿ. Reason­
able probabilities to assign to the outcomes 1, 2, 5, --- ,
T 1 % "I % ^ GDthen, are TfĈ ) » ---• To verify that ĵ ĝ p̂  = 1,
2
in this case, we use Theorem 7.2. -̂ + + ̂ (^) + ---
= ~ci + -| + (-|) + — 3 = %
The first mayor difference between finite and counta­
bly infinite sample spaces arises with the concept of ex­
pected value. The definition remains the same:
EX = S X(üü)P({to}). If this infinite series fails to con- 
meO
verge, however, we say that the expected value does not exist. 
As was pointed out in Section 3.5, if Q is finite, EX always 
exists; this is not necessarily true when n is countably 
infinite.
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Since the definition of a density function is un­
changed, we still have EX = Za.fv(a.) where the a.'s are ̂1 A 1 1
possible values of X, provided that the series converges. 
Notice that even if the sample space is countably infinite,
X might have only finitely many possible values and then 
Za.fyCa.) is a finite sum. All the properties developed for ̂1 A 1
expected value in a finite setting still hold provided that
all expected values involved exist. In particular, n n
^^i=l^i^i^ “ i=l c^E(X^) provided that E(X^) exists for each
i, i = 1, 2, ---, n (Theorem 5.9)*
The definitions of variance and covariance also remain 
unchanged for countably infinite sample spaces. All proper­
ties proved previously about variance and covariance for 
finite sample spaces still hold if all expected values in­
volved exist. In particular, the computational forms of 
each still apply as follows:
Theorem 3.12 Var(X) = E(X^) - (EX)^.
Theorem 3.17 Cov(X, Y) = E(XY) - (EX)(EY).
Example 3 Refer again to Examples 1 and 2. Let X be the 
number of the drawing on which the first white ball appears. 
Possible values for X are 1, 2, 3,  • Therefore,
00 OD H % k—1 1 OD ? k—1 1 1
EX = ĵ Ŝ k P(X=k) = ^Z]^k(^)(^) = Tf = ifC---
(1^)
from Theorem 7.3* Thus, EX = ^(16) = 4.
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Exercises 7.2
1. Suppose in Examples 1, 2 and 3* that the box contains one
white ball and one black ball. Find appropriate probabili-
00ties for the outcomes and verify that = 1-
2. A box contains one white ball and one black ball. A 
ball is drawn at random. If it is white, the process stops; 
if it is black, the ball is replaced and an additional black 
ball is placed in the box. Again, a ball is drawn at random. 
If it is white, the procedure stops; if it is black, the ball 
is replaced, another black ball is placed in the box and 
another drawing is made. This process continues until a 
white ball is finally drawn. The possible outcomes are the 
number of drawings needed to obtain a white ball. Verify 
that reasonable probabilities are (J)C^), (^) (^), (^),
 ’ nTn+ï)' —
3. A coin is repeatedly tossed until a head appears. Find 
the expected number of tosses required to obtain a head.
4. In Exercise 3, let B be the event that a head first 
appears on an even-numbered trial and C be the event that a 
head first appears on an odd-numbered trial- Find P(B) and
P(G). (Hint: (4) = (4).)n .5. Evaluate ^  for n = 1, 2 , ---, 7. Compute each
answer correct to 4 decimal places.
The Geometric Distribution
In Examples 1, 2, 3 and Exercises1 and 3 of the previous
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section, we considered a sequence of Bernoulli trials which 
were continued until a "success” occurred. In the three 
examples, a "success" was the drawing of a white ball with 
probability of success ^ on each trial. In Exercise 3, a 
"success" was the appearance of a head with probability of 
success We now consider such cases in general.
Suppose we have a sequence of Bernoulli trials with 
P(success) = p on each trial, 0 < p < 1. Let X be the 
number of the trial on which the first success occurs, and 
let q = 1 - p. Then 0 < q < 1. For any integer k > 1, 
conceivably k trials might be necessary to obtain the first
success so the possible values of X are 1, 2, 3,  . For
the event (X=k) to occur, there must be k - 1 failures 
followed by a success. Thus P(X=k) = q^”^p for k = 1, 2,
3, -- . This density function is called the geometric
distribution and is, like the binomial and hypergeometric 
distributions, an entire family of distributions, one for 
each value of p.
CD oo , ^
To verify that “ 1$ consider ~ P*
ĵ ĝ q̂ ”^p = p(l+q+q^+-- ) = = I?q since Iql <1.
CDTherefore, ^ = 1. Since the events (X=k)
are mutually exclusive for k = 1, 2, 3 ,  , PC(X=l)
CD 00
U (X=2) U (x=3) U ——  ] = jj.X̂ PCx=k) = ^Zj^f^(k) = 1. Hence, 
regardless of how small p is, the probability that a success 
occurs sometime is 1. This fact assures us, for instance.
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that the crap game described in Example 5, Section 5-1» will 
eventually end. A more important implication of this fact is 
found in biology: even if a rare mutation is extremely im­
probable in any one generation, the probability is 1 that, if 
the generations continue long enough, such a mutation will 
eventually occur.
Example 1 A coin is thrown until a head is obtained. The 
number of throws required is geometrically distributed with
p =
Example 2 In a dichotomous population of size N, there are 
M objects of type 1 and IJ-M objects of type 2. If drawings 
are made with successive replacement, the number of draw­
ings required to obtain an object of type 1 is geometrically 
distributed with p = ^. In the examples of the previous 
section, N = A, M = 1.
Suppose X is geometrically distributed where 0 < p < 1.
00 ®  It—1 k—]The expected value EX = = ^^g^^pq = p^Z^kq
= — 2— ^ from Theorem 7.5. But p = l -  q s o E X  = ^ = — .Cl-q)̂   ̂ ^
To find Var(X), first consider E(X^). E(X^) =
jj.^k^pq^~^ = Pjj.Z^[kCk+l)-k]q^”^ = pCjj.?^k(k+l)q^”  ̂- ^^^kq^"^]
= p[— -— v - -— -— w] from Theorems 7.2 and 7»5* Thus, E(X^)
(1-q)^ (1-qr •
= p(i^ -  ■-g .̂ Since Var(x) = E(X^) - (EX)^, we have
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Var(x) = —— ^  = - '"'19'̂ =
P P P P
Example 5 In Example 1, EX = ^ = 2. (Compare with Exercise 
5, Section 7.2. ) Var(X) = ^  " & * & " 2.
^   2
Example 4 In Example 2, EX = ^ and Var(x) = (l - ]̂ )(§)
2
= C^ÿ^)(§) = . In the example of the previous sec­
tion, where N = 4 ,  M = 1 , E X = 4 ,  and Var(X) = — = 12.
Exercises 7.3
1. If X is geometrically distributed prove that P(X>k) = q^, 
for k = O, 1, 2, ---•
2. A fair die is thrown until a 6 appears. Find
a) the expected number of throws required to obtain a 6.
b) the probability that more than 6 trials will be 
required to produce the first success. Leave in 
notational form.
5. In a population of 5,000 persons, 50 have a specified 
rare blood type. A search is made for one person with this 
blood type by successively selecting persons at random and 
examining their blood types. Suppose the sampling is done with 
replacement.
a) What is the expected number of trials necessary to 
find a person with the blood type being sought?
b) What is the probability that such a person is 
found on the fiftieth try? Do not compute.
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c) What is the probability that more than 150 trials 
are needed before finding such a person?
4. Two fair dice are thrown. Let X be the number of trials 
needed to have at least one die with a score of 3* Find EX 
and Var(x). Compute-
5. If X is geometrically distributed, determine which is 
larger, the expected value of X or the standard deviation of 
X. Support your answer.
The Poisson Distribution
In Exercise 5, Section 7.2, we found that the values 
^ 1of ^  seemed to be appraoching some specific number as
00 .n increased from 1 to 7- As a matter of fact, does
converge to a number which is usually represented by the
symbol ê. To five decimal places, e = 2.71828. (See Note
11.) It can also be shown that the infinite series 00 kk=0 converges to e for any real number x. The number e
is found in a variety of settings. In particular, it is 
the base of the system of natural logarithms and plays a 
highly important part in the study of calculus. Our inter­
est in it here, however, is its role in the development of 
the Poisson distribution. (See Note 12.)
Suppose a random variable X has the density functionA k — Xf^(k) = P(X=k) = '̂T - for k = 0, 1, 2 , -- , and where X > 0.
Then X is said to have the Poisson distribution. As usual, we 
are actually considering many distributions, one for each
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value of X. Since e > O, e”  ̂> 0 for any real number X. Also, 
GD OD ,k -X . (D . k \ .
j^lof^Ck) = kio ~'Yl' = kio H" = ® Consequently,
■ ' X^e~^f-jjCkj = — —  actually does define a probability measure.
Example 1 Return to the problem of the king attempting
to trap his dishonest minter (Exercise 3, Section 6.3),
Suppose that the coins are boxed n to a box and that the
king selects 1 coin at random from each of n boxes and has
them tested. The probability that the minter will not be
caught is P(0 false coins) = P(good coin on each of the n-, n -, ntrials) = (-“ ) = Cl “ ^) • From the Binomial Theorem,
1. n  ̂ n n -, k
( X  - = (_ - + i) = v5nCv)C-^) - As n grows very large.n “  ̂ n ^ “ k=0^k^^ n'
1— 1 ̂  Tifn—1 ̂  fn—
+  —  *this expansion becomes 1 - ~ - n(n--l)_(n-2)
^ 2:n"̂  3ln^
The (r+l)S^ term is (-l)^ n(n~l)--(n-r+l) ^rJn^ r. n n
 (Sz|±l) = lrp_(i)(i_l)(i_S) Since n is
very large, however,  are approximately zero,
C 1so this term *=« * Consequently, as n increases indefi-
1 n -, -, 00 -I -̂1
nitely, (l-^) 1 - 1 + - yr + ----  ^=0 ®
Thus, the probability that the minter is not caught, when n 
is very large, is approximately e“^ .$68.
Example 2 Suppose now that the minter boxes the coins n to 
a box and each box contains m false coins. The king selects 
1 coin from each of n boxes and has them tested. What is
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the chance that he will find exactly r false coins? Since 
this is B(n, )̂, P(r false coins) = C^)C^) (l-^)
(^)  ̂ 1-^) ^^“n^ * Leave m and r fixed,
and consider what happens as n increases indefinitely.
lkLPr.?-.)r,~~’.C . approaches 1 as explained in Example 1; 
n'̂*
-"I*
(1-^) approaches (l)”^ = 1,since m and r are fixed,
and are fixed since r and m are fixed- From a deviation- nanalogous to that in Example 1, it can be shown that (l-^) 
approaches e“°̂ as n increases indefinitely. Therefore,
P(r false coins) = ^(l)m^(e“°̂ )(l) —? for large n.
What we have shown in this example can be applied to
the binomial distribution in general. If n is large and
p = ^ where X is a fixed positive real, then p is very small.
Let X be distributed B(n, p). Then P(X=k) = Cv)p^(l-p)^”’̂-X^ — . In other words, if n is large and p is small, the 
binomial distribution can be approximated by the Poisson 
distribution with X = np.
Example 3 Suppose n = 100, p = The following table
compares B(n, p) with the Poisson distribution where X = np = 1,
The entries are correct to 4 decimal places.
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B(100, .01) Poisson, X = 1
k P(X=k) k P(X=k)
0 .5660 0 .5679
1 -5697 1 .3679
2 .1849 2 .1859
5 .0610 5 .0615
4 .0149 4 .0155
5 .0029 5 .0051
6 .0005 6 .0005
7 .0001 7 .0001
8 .0000 8 .0000
Table 7-1
Example 4 Suppose that P(triplets) = .0001. Let B be the
number of sets of triplets in 10,000 births. Since np = 1
and n = 10,000 is large, we may use the Poisson approxima-
00tion. For example, P(B>4) = j^S^P(X=k) .0155 + .0051 
+ .0005 + .0001 + .0000 = .0190.
oo
Suppose X has a Poisson distribution. EX = j^EQkf^(k)
00
“ ^ k=l^
00 .k-1X^e“^
~ 1  - ® '^k=l Ck-l)
Thus, EX = X- To find Var(X), consider first
00 , k -X . P 00 .k-2
E[X(X-1)]. ECX(X-l)] = ^ZQk(k-l).  ̂|y  = 0 + 0 + e"^X k&2 Ck-2)J
 ) = Q-Xx^e^= X̂ . Since Var(X) = E(X^) - $X)^,
we have Var(X) = E[X(X-l)+X] - (EX)^ = E[X(X-l)] + EX - (EX)^
= e
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P 2= \ + X - X . Therefore, Var(X) = X.
The Poisson model applies to a wide variety of situa­
tions in which an event occurs repeatedly, but haphazardly. 
These events may occur at points in time, at points along a 
wire, at points in a plane region, and so on. Typical situa­
tions are those in which the event is the arrival of a tele­
phone call in an exchange, the breakdown of a piece of equip­
ment, the emission of a radioactive particle, a defect along 
a wire or a chain, a defect in a sheet of manufactured 
material, a typing error, a bacterial colony on a Petri dish, 
and so on.
In such cases, the random variable that has the Poisson 
distribution is the number of events in a given time inter­
val or a certain region, depending on the application. In 
particular, the Poisson model applies whenever it may be 
assumed that the following hold:
a) The numbers of events in nonoverlapping regions 
are independent.
b) The probability of an event in a region of size
h is approximately proportional to h for small h, 
independent of the location of the region.
c) The probability of two or more events in a region 
of size h is negligible in comparison with the 
probability of one event, for small h.
These conditions can be shown to imply that P(n events 
in time t) = e ?—  for n = 0, 1, 2, — . Let X be theXI #
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number of events in time t; then EX = mt, which is the 
expected number of events in time t. Thus, m is the expected 
number of events per unit time.
Example 3 A telephone company anticipates that there will 
be, on the average, 5 lines in use at any given moment be­
tween two communities during peak hours. The management 
wishes to know how many lines should be built so that there 
is less than a .05 probability that a person will find all 
lines in use when he tries to make a call. Let S be the 
number of people using their phones for a call between the 
two communities at a given moment. Under ordinary circum­
stances, the Poisson distribution is appropriate. Prom 
Table 7.2 at the end of this chapter, with X = 5» P(S>9)
= .0680 and P(S > 10) = .0517- Thus, the company will want 
to install 10 lines.
Example 6 Suppose that customers arrive at a service 
station according to a Poisson distribution, and that there 
are an average of 24 per hour. We wish to find the proba­
bility of no arrivals in a given 5-minute interval. The 
expected number of arrivals in 5-minutes is ^(24) = 2 = X.
P(0 arrivals in a 5-minute period) = .1553 from Table 7-2.
Example 7 Airborne spores produce tiny mold colonies on 
gelatin plates in a laboratory. There are, on the average, 
three colonies per plate. We wish to determine the probability
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that a plate has exactly 3 colonies. Suppose the surface of 
the plate is broken into n small equal areas. For each area, 
let the probability of a colony be p. The probability of 
exactly r colonies in n small areas is (^)p^(l-p)^"^ with 
np =5* If n is very large, we can use the Poisson to 
approximate this probability with X = np = 3* Thus, P(a 
plate has exactly 3 colonies) = P(X=3) where X is Poisson 
with X = 3. This probability is .2240.
Exercises 7«4-
1. In Example 6, find P(more than 2 arrivals in one minute).
2. A machine is claimed on the average to produce only one 
defective in a hundred. What is the probability that 5 or 
more are defective in a lot of 100?
3. A random variable X has a Poisson distribution with 
variance .2. What is P(X>l)?
4. Calls come into an exchange at random at an average
rate of 300 per hour. Assume that the number of calls coming 
in during a given period is a random variable with a Poisson 
distribution. Find the probability that
a) one call comes in during a given 1-minute period.
b) at least 2 calls come in during a given 1-minute 
period.
c) no calls arrive in interval of length t minutes.
5. Failures of electron tubes in airborne applications have 
been found to closely fit the Poisson model. A receiver with
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16 tubes suffers a tube failure on the average once every 50 
hours of operating time. Find
a) the probability of more than one failure on an 20- 
hour mission,
b) the expected number of failures in 1000 hours of 
operating time.
Summary
Sampling with replacement means that when an item is 
selected, it is replaced before the next item is selected. 
Sampling without replacement means that when an item is 
selected, it is not replaced.
From a dichotomous population with N items of which M
are of type 1, a sample of size n is selected at random. If
the sampling is done with replacement, and X represents the
number of type 1 items selected, X is distributed binomially 
Mwith p = If the sampling is without replacement, X has
the hypergeometric distribution, and P(X=k) = — —  for
■n'
cî!x“ :î3) 
(?)
M0, 1, — , n. In the latter case, if p = ^, EX = np and
Var(x) = '
A discrete sample space is one with a countable number 
of possible outcomes. Most of the theory developed for 
finite sample spaces holds for the discrete case. In working 
with expected value and variance, however, we must be certain
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that EX and Var(x) exist before using them.
A geometric series is an infinite series of the form
p  5 Vr + r + r + --- • It can be shown that if Irl <1,
ĵ ĝ r = From this it follows that if Irl <1,
00 Tr 1 00 ]
IsSô  = IZF k=l^^ = (13^'
In a sequence of Bernoulli trials with P(success) = p 
on each trial, 0 < p < 1, if X is the number of the trial on 
which the first success occurs, then P(X=k) = (l-p)^“^p for
k = 1, 2, 3* --- . This density function is called the
geometric distribution. EX = ^, and Var(X) -
P
00 .The series ^  converges to e 2.7183» and, in
00 kgeneral the series converges to e . A random vari­
able X which has the density function P(X=k) = — —  for 
k = 0, 1, 2, — , and where X > 0 is said to have the Poisson 
distribution. If n is large and p is small, the binomial 
distribution can be approximated by the Poisson distribution 
with X = np. If X has a Poisson distribution, EX = X and 
Var(X) = X.
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THE POISSON DISTRIBUTION
i5(.S’)« .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .0 .7 .8 .9 1.0
0 .9048 .8187 .7408 .6703 .6005 .5*88 .4960 .4193 .4066 .36791 .0905 .I(«7 .2222 .2081 .30:13 ..329:1 .3476 J1.595 .3659 .36792 .0045 .0104 .0%)3 .0510 .07.58 .0988 .1217 .14:18 .1617 .18:193 .0002 .0011 .0033 .0072 .0120 .0198 .0284 .0383 .045)4 .06134 .0001 .0003 .0007 .0010 .00:10 .0050 ,0077 .0111 .015:1
S .0001 .0002 .0001 .0007 .0012 .0020 .00310 .0001 .0002 .0003 .00057 .0001
E{S) = X• 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 .3079 .1353 .0498 .018.3 .0007 .0025 .0009 .0003 .0001 .00001 .3079 .2707 .1494 .0733 .0337 .0149 .0064 .0027 .0011 .00052 .18.39 .2707 .2240 .1405 .0842 .0440 .022.3 .0107 .0050 .002.33 .0013 .1804 .2240 .1954 .1404 .0892 .0521 .0286 .0150 .00764 .0153 .0902 .1080 .1954 .1755 .13:19 .0912 .0572 .0337 .0189
5 Æ03I .0301 .1008 .1503 .1755 .1606 .1277 .0910 .0607 .03786 .0005 .0120 .0504 .1042 .1462 .1600 .14!*) .1221 .0911 .0(W17 .0(K)1 .0034 .0210 .0595 .1044 .1377 .1490 .1.396 .1171 .0901S .0009 .0081 .0298 .005.3 .10:1:1 .1304 .1396 .1318 .11269 .0002 .0027 .01.32 .0:163 ,0688 .1014 .1241 .1318 .1251
10 .0008 .00.5:1 .0181 .041:1 .0710 .0993 .1186 .125111 .0002 .0019 .0082 .0225 .0452 .0722 .0970 .11:1712 .0001 .0006 .oo:i4 .011:1 .0264 .0481 .0728 .094813 .0002 .001:1 .0052 .0142 .0296 .0504 .072914 3)001 .0005 .0022 .0071 .0169 .0324 .a521
15 .0002 .0009 .00:13 .0090 .0I!)4 .0:14716 .0003 .0014 .0045 .0109 .021717 .0001 .0006 .0021 .0058 .012818 .0002 .0009 .0029 .007119 .0001 .0004 .0014 .00:17
20 .0002 .0000 .001921 .0001 .000:1 .0009222324
.0001 .0004
.0002
.0001
TABLE 7.2
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CHAPTER 8
ELEPŒNTARY STATISTICS
"There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and
statistics."
Disraeli
Probability and Statistics
At this point, we turn from the development of proba­
bility theory to some basic concepts of statistics. In order 
to clarify the relationship, as well as the distinction, 
between probability and statistics, we consider an example.
A customer is interested in what fraction of a carload 
of electric motors conform to a specified quality standard. 
Since it would be too expensive and time consuming to inspect 
all of the motors, he selects a random sample for examina­
tion. Suppose that in the shipment there are N motors, M of 
which are below standard, and that he selects a sample of 
size n. Let X be the number of motors examined that are
below standard. Then P(X=k) = ^ k = 0, 1 , ---- ,
n. This is a typical problem in probability theory.
Before we can compute this expression, however, we 
must know M, and if we know M, there is no need to inspect 
the shipment in the first place. Also, this probability 
merely gives the chance that X will take on various values, 
while the customer will observe the value that X actually
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has. The problem here, then, is not to find the distribu­
tion of X knowing M, but rather to draw a conclusion about M
after observing X. This is a statistical problem; to draw 
a conclusion about a population on the basis of a sample.
In a sense, we can think of probability and statistics 
as working in opposite directions. Probability theory pro­
ceeds from a known population to derive distributions re­
lated to a sample; statistics proceeds from the observed 
sample to draw conclusions about unknown characteristics of 
the population.
In general, statistical problems arise when we observe
a random variable whose distribution is only partially
known. These problems fall into certain classes according 
to the nature of the conclusion we wish to draw. Sometimes 
we wish to make the best estimate that we can of some un­
known quantity such as the value of M in the above example. 
Such problems are problems in estimation. At other times we 
are confronted with having to choose between two or more 
actions, the proper course depending upon some unknown 
feature of the population. For example, the customer in the 
above illustration must either purchase the consignment of 
motors or return it to the manufacturer. If he knew the 
value of M, then he would know what action to take. Pro­
blems in which one is faced with making a choice are problems 
in hypothesis testing. The rest of this chapter is devoted 
to developing some basic concepts of estimation and hypothesis
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testing.
Unbiased Estimators
The term "estimation” is used in statistics in a way 
very similar to its use in every day language. We may want, 
for example, to estimate the probability of a cure in a 
group of patients, each of whom is given a new treatment, or 
the probability of a defective in a sequence of items pro­
duced by a certain manufacturing process. In the case that 
the trials of the experiment are independent and the proba­
bility of success is constant, the binomial model is appro­
priate .
If X is a random variable having the binomial distri­
bution B(n, p), usually n is known but p, the population 
parameter, is not. Since the number p is intended to be the 
long-run relative frequency of success, it is natural to
yuse the observed frequency — as an estimator of the unknown 
parameter p. For example, if a slot machine is observed to 
pay off 23 times in 1000 trials, we would estimate the pay­
off probability to be .023- Similarly, if there are 521 
males in 1000 births of some species of bird, we would 
estimate the probability of a male to be .521 in the species.
An estimator, since it is computed from random vari­
ables, is itself a random variable. In the binomial case
•y 1 2“ is a random variable whose possible values are 0, — , — ,
   — 1. The distribution of the estimator will, in* n  ’
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general, depend upon the distribution of the random variable 
and, hence, upon the population parameter. The estimator
for example, will equal ^ iff X = k, so is the same
as P(X=k) = (^)p^(l-p)^*"^ which depends on p. Generally, an 
estimator T for a parameter 0 will be a random variable whose 
distribution depends on Q.
There are several criteria used in statistics for 
deciding how good an estimate is. The objective of estima­
tion is to find an estimator T which is close to the actual 
value of the quantity Q that is being estimated. Since T 
is a random variable, however, it is frequently impossible 
to be certain that T is close to 0. We may be able to find, 
however, an estimator T having high probability of being 
close to 0. Under those circumstances, we would want to 
require that the distribution of T is centered at or near 
0, i.e., that ET = 0, whatever the value of 0 might be.
Such an estimator T is said to be an unbiased estimator of 
the parameter 0. If ET / 0, T is said to be biased, being 
biased toward large values if ET > 0 and toward small values 
if ET < 0.
yExample 1 Return to the estimator T = — proposed for the
•ybinomial case. Since X is B(n, p), EX = np and E(—)
-1 Y= ~EX = p, whatever the value of p is. Thus — is an unbiased 
estimator of p.
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Example 2 Suppose that X g ,  , X^ are mutually inde­
pendent indicator random variables such that X^ =
rl with probability p » ^ . n o  ^ ^^0 with probability 1-p * * - ^ h .  Consider the
-| n 1 n -I n  ̂n
sample average ^^n i^l^i^= n A ^ ^ i ^  H
1 ^  1/ V"n i=l^ ” n P “ P ’ regardless of what the value of p is. 
Therefore, the sample average is an unbiased estimator of p.
Suppose that X has the hypergeometrie distribution.
Recall that X is the number of type 1 items in the sample.
The distribution depends on the parameter M(the number of
type 1 items in the population) as well as on the known
quantities N(population size) and n(sample size). We wish to
Muse the observed value of X to estimate the parameter the
fraction of type 1 items in the population. For example,
this may be the fraction of voters in an election favoring
a certain proposal, the proportion of people watching a
certain television program, or the fraction of defective
items in a shipment. Of course, the hypergeometric model
will be appropriate only if the sample is a random sample
Mwithout replacement. A reasonable estimate for the frac-
Xtion of type 1 items in the population, is — , the fraction of 
type 1 items in the sample. Since X has the hypergeometric 
distribution, EX = Thus E(~) = ^EX = g, whatever the
Yvalue of M may be. Therefore, — is an unbiased estimator of
M1'
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Example 3 Return to the electric motor consigment in Sec­
tion 8.1, Suppose that the customer selects a random sample 
of size 50 and finds ? to be defective. Then an unbiased 
estimator of the fraction of motors which are below standard
IS
Exercises 8.2
1. In Example 2, show that is also an unbiased estimator 
of p.
2. Find an unbiased estimator for the probability of failure 
if X is B(n, p).
3« a) If X is B(n, p) and p is known but n is not, find 
an unbiased estimator for n.
b) If you were told that in a number of tosses of a 
fair coin, heads occurred 10 times, what would be 
your estimate of the number of tosses?
4. If T^ and Tg are unbiased estimators of 0, show that
T^ + 2Tg ^----  is also an unbiased estimator of 0.
5. In Example 2, suppose a^, a^, ---, a^ are constants
that sum to 1. Show thatj^ĝ a X̂^^ is an unbiased estimator of p.
6. A lot of 1000 items contains 200 defectives. A random 
sample of size n contains 18 defectives. Find an unbiased 
estimator for n.
Mean Squared Error
There is no unique way of measuring how close an 
estimator comes to the true value of the parameter it is
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estimating. In one sequence of trials, the estimator may- 
come close and in another it may not. We never really know 
how close it is unless we know ©, in which case we would not 
he experimenting to estimate 0. A common criterion for 
"closeness" is the mean squared error (m.s.e.) between the 
estimator and the true value of the parameter. If 0 is 
the true value and T the estimator of 0, the m.s.e. is 
EC(!T~0) ], where the expected value is taken with respect 
to the distribution of T. If T is an unbiased estimator of 
0, ET = O. Then the m.s.e. is E[(T-0)^] = E[(T-ET)^]
= Var(T).
In the binomial case, T = — is an unbiased estimator
of p. E[Æ-p)^] = Var(ÿ) = ^  Var(X). Since X is B(n, p),n
Var(X) = np(l-p). Thus, the m.s.e. is n
Notice that as the number of trials increases, the m.s.e. 
decreases.
An estimate becomes much more useful if it is accom­
panied by some indication of its accuracy. The most common 
way to provide this information is to give along with an 
estimate, the square root of the mean squared error, abbre­
viated r.m.s., since the unit of measurement of this square 
root is the same as that of the estimator and can be measured 
on the same scale.
For the estimator where X is B(n, p), the r.m.s.
error is The r.m.s. error depends on p, the
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unknown parameter being estimated and so cannot be computed 
exactly. If the sample is fairly large, howeyer, ~ tends to
■xr "5Tvbe close enough to p so that —(l-^) is a fairly good approxi­
mation to p(l-p). The term standard error of estimate is 
applied to the approximation to the r.m.s. error obtained by
Yreplacing p by — , i.e., standard error of estimate =
-  § )  •
In the case that the sampling is without replacement,
X has the hyp ergeome trie distribution. EX = ^  and Var(X)
= n(^)( 1-^) " Since ^ is an unbiased estimator of the
m.s.e. is Var(^) = -^Var(x) = * and the r.m.s.
is the square root of this last expression. Again, as the 
sample size increases, the m.s.e. and r.m.s. decrease .
Example 1 An unfair coin is tossed 50 times and lands 
"heads” 55 times. Assume'independence of tosses. If p is 
the probability of a head on a single toss, the estimate of 
p is .70 + /  9JL.:392^ = .70 _+ .055. The significance of
the standard error .065 is simply an indication of the dis­
persion, or spread, of the random variable. The " ± “ implies 
that the error in the estimate can be either positive or 
negative. If 550 out of 500 tosses resulted in heads, the 
standard error would be smaller, namely / =  ,0205. 
Thus, the increased number of observations gives a more pre­
cise estimate of p.
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Example 2 Five people are selected at random from a group 
of 50 people, M of whom are Democrats and 50-M are Republi­
cans. Let X be the number of Democrats in the sample. Since
X
5X has the hypergeometric distribution, # is an unbiasedMestimator of and lOX is an estimator of M. The m.s.e.
2in estimating by ^ is E(^ — “̂q ) = Var(^) =
Suppose that there are 4 
Democrats in the sample. Then an estimate for is -̂  +
y  ̂ ( 5X 5) = I  ±  §5-
Exercises 8.3
1. If a certain treatment is found to be effective in 120 
out of 200 cases, estimate the probability that it is effec­
tive in a single case and give the standard error of estimate.
2. A sample of 1000 is drawn at random without replacement 
from a population of 10,000 voters. If 480 are found to 
favor candidate Stephens and the remaining favor candidate 
Michael, determine an estimate of the proportion of the 
population in favor of Stephens and give to three decimal 
places the standard deviation of the estimator used. (Hint:
-9 and .2496 «  .25.)
Hypothesis Testing
By a statistical hypothesis, we mean a statement about 
the way a random variable is distributed. We observe a 
random variable X and the hypothesis states that X is
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distributed in a certain way. Usually the hypothesis will 
assign positive probability to all possible values of X.
Thus, no matter which value is observed, it could have occurred 
under the hypothesis so that no observation can rule out the 
hypothesis with certainty. Certain values of X, however, may 
cause strong doubt about the hypothesis and persuade us to 
reject it. Consider, for instance, the following example.
Example 1 In the dairy industry, a female calf is more 
valuable than a male calf. A biochemist claims to have 
discovered a new treatment that increases the probability 
of a female above its usual value of An association of 
farmers, however, is skeptical about the claim and proposes 
an experiment to test the hypothesis that the claim is 
unfounded. The treatment is applied in 20 cases and the 
number F of female calves born is observed. According to 
the association's hypothesis that the treatment is worth­
less, the probability of a female calf is ^ so F is B(20, ^).
Since each of the possible values 0, 1 , ---, 20 has positive
probability, no observation can definitely disprove the 
hypothesis. An observation of F = 20 or even F = 18 or 19 
might well persuade the association to reject its hypothesis, 
however, since such observations would be quite unlikely if 
the hypothesis were true.
We now present the elementary concepts of hypothesis 
testing by developing the specific example that follows.
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The theory involved applies in general.
Kevin claims that he has unusual powers and can predict 
the outcome of the toss of a coin before it is tossed. His 
brother Monte, however, does not believe him and asks for 
evidence. The two conduct the following experiment: Monte
tosses a fair coin 5 times, and before each toss Kevin 
announces the outcome. He is right 4 of the 5 times. Monte 
must then decide whether this result indicates any special 
powers since Kevin could call 4 out of 5 correctly even if 
he were merely guessing,
Monte asserts that since Kevin was wrong once, he has 
no special powers. Kevin, however, insists that he only 
meant that he could predict the result correctly more often 
than an ordinary person, i.e., that his probability of being 
right is greater than that of an ordinary person. This 
statement introduces a probability model: On a given trial,
Kevin is correct with probability p and incorrect with 
probability 1-p. The number of successes in 5 independent 
trials is then distributed 3(5» p)« The positions of Kevin 
and Monte are hypotheses about the true value of p. Monte, 
assuming Kevin to be an ordinary person, would insist p = 
while Kevin claims p >
After the 5 trials, Monte can either accept or reject 
Kevin’s claim. In either case, he might be wrong since the 
evidence is based on a finite number of trials and is incon­
clusive. Monte's hypothesis that p = ^ is called the null
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hypothesis, denoted by and the hypothesis that p > ̂  
is called the alternative hypothesis. The random
variable X, the number of successes, which is used as the 
basis for accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis, is 
called the test statistic.
Before the experiment, Monte, knows that the test
statistic can have values 0, 1, -- , 5 and that he must
make his decision according to what value of X is observed. 
Thus, he will reject if X has certain values and accept 
it otherwise. The test he uses is essentially the rule that 
he will follow and is defined by the values of X that, in 
his opinion, warrant rejection of For example, he may
decide to reject H^, the hypothesis p = -g, only if X = 5»
i.e., only if Kevin predicts all 5 correctly.
Even with this test, Monte may draw the wrong con­
clusion since when p = ^, it is still possible to have 5 
successes on 5 trials. In fact, the probability that X = 5 
given that p = ^, written P(X=5lp=^) = This error,
rejecting the null hypothesis when it actually is true, is 
called a type I error, and the probability of making a type 
I error is called the significance level of the test. Nor­
mally, the significance level is denoted by ot. Thus, a - 
P(rejecting is true). In this example, oc = P(rejecting
Ho Ip = ^) = H(X=5 Ip = -̂ ) =
The test of rejecting only when X = 5 is not the 
only test which Monte could use. For example, he might
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reject the hypothesis that p = if X = 4 or 5. The 
significance level then would be ot = p(x=4 or 5 Ip =
- P(X~4lp = ^) + P(X”5lp = = C^)C‘̂) (^) + (^) =
Thus, there is a greater probability of rejecting when it 
is actually true than there was for the preceding test.
The set of values of a statistic that call for re­
jecting the null hypothesis according to a given test is 
called the critical region of that test. For example, the 
set {5} is the critical region for the first test described 
above and the set {4, 5} is the critical region for the 
second test. A test is defined by a critical region and 
vice versa. If the number of possible values of the test 
statistic is finite, as it is in this case, there are a 
finite number of distinct tests possible, namely the number 
of distinct subsets of the set of possible values. We know
that the number of subsets of a set with n elements is 2 .̂
In this case, then, there are 2^ = 64 possible critical 
regions and, thus, 64 possible tests.
Although there are 64 possible tests, not all of these 
would be sensible to use. For example, consider the critical 
region fO}. This defines a test which calls for rejecting 
p = i if there are no successes in 5 trials. The significance
level of this test is oc = p(X=Olp = 2  ̂= (g) = ^  which is
the same as the oc for X = 5. In other words, the value X = 0
is just as unusual as the value X = 5* If Kevin is wrong all
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5 times, however, Monte would hardly find it reasonable to 
conclude that the probability of a success is greater than 
Certainly the test X = 5 seems better than the test X = 0, 
but the comparison is not based on the size of oc, it is 
based on an intuitive notion about what outcomes he would 
expect if p were larger than This notion, then, along 
with the statistical analysis, will influence his final 
decision on whether or not Kevin actually has any special 
powers.
Exercises 8.4
1. Suppose that a test is to be based on the number of 
successes in 2 Bernoulli trials. Find all critical regions 
that could be used.
2. A drug intended to lower blood pressure is to be adminis­
tered to 10 patients. Let X be the number of patients among 
the 10 whose blood pressure is lowered. What critical region 
would be used to test the null hypothesis that the drug is 
ineffective against the alternative that the probability of 
lowering the blood pressure is greater than ^ if a signifi­
cance level of approximately .05 is desired? If X turns out 
to be 9, would you reject using this test?
Summary
If T is an estimator of a parameter 0, T is unbiased 
if ET s= Ô, whatever the value of 0 is. If X has the binomial 
distribution, — is an unbiased estimator of p. If X has the
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X Mliyperseometric distribution, — is an unbiased estimator of ÿ.
The mean squared error between the estimator and the
, " 2parameter is ECCT-Ô J. If T is unbiased, the m.s.e. is
Var(T). In the binomial case, m.s.e- is The standard
error of estimate is / (l-%) and is used to indicate then'n'' n 
spread of the random variable.
In testing a null hypothesis against an alternative 
hypothesis the random variable X which is used as a 
basis for accepting or rejecting is called the test 
statistic. The error of rejecting when it actually is 
true is called a type I error. The P(rejecting is
true) = «• is called the significance level of the test. The 
set of values of the statistic that call for rejecting 
according to a given test is called the critical region of. 
the test.
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CHAPTER 9
PUZZLES, PROBLEMS, AND PARADOXES
"Is it more probable that Nature should go out of her 
course, or that a man should tell a lie?"
Thomas Paine
This chapter presents a few interesting problems re­
lated to probability theory. Although most of them can be 
solved by use of the material in the previous chapters, a 
few stretch the imagination beyond the scope of this book. 
They are all intended to demonstrate, however, that proba­
bility and statistics can be fun as well as useful.
The Birthday Problem
Suppose that there are n people in a room. What is 
the probability that at least two of them have a common 
birthday?
For simplicity, suppose that there are 565 possible
birthdays and that they are equally likely. Let A be the
event "at least 2 birthdays the same." Then A' is the event
"all birthdays different." There are 565^ sample points,
since there are 565 choices for each of the n birthdays. If
all birthdays are different, there are 565 choices for the
first person's birthday, 564 for the second one's birthday,
565 for the third, and so on. Thus, the number of sample(365)points in A' is (565)„* Consequently, P(A') = --- —  and^ 565
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(365)^P(A) = 1 —
565n The values of P(A) for some differentvalues of n are given below:
n 10 20 22 23 30 50 60
p Ca ) .12 .41 .48 .51 .71 .97 "99
From the table we see that if there are at least 25 people in 
the room, there is a better than even chance that at least 
two will have the same birthday# If there are 60 people, 
the event is almost certain to occur.
The Odds on Hamlet (Sprinchom, 27:14-17 )
In Act 7, Scene 2 of Hamlet. Osric presents Hamlet 
with the terms of a proposed match with Laertes: "The king,
sir, hath laid, sir, that in a dozen passes between your­
self and him, Laertes shall not exceed you three hits. He 
hath laid on twelve for nine."
Two bits of information seem quite clear: the match
is to consist of twelve hits, and the odds are twelve to 
nine in favor of Laertes, who is rated the better fencer.
Some obscurity arises from the king's wager that Laertes will 
not exceed Hamlet by three hits. This may be interpreted 
in two ways. To win, Laertes must either score three more 
hits than Hamlet does in twelve passes, or he must get three 
successive hits before the match ends. To calculate the 
odds against Laertes in each case, we consider the following 
two problems:
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I, Given a bout between equally able players $ A and B, 
that is to continue until either A has won 8 games or B has 
won 5» what are the odds against A?
II, Given a bout between equally able players, A and 
B, that is to continue until one of the players has scored 
5 hits in a row within a total of 12 games, what are the odds 
against A?
In each case, the odds against A represent the odds 
Laertes is accepting in the unequal match in which he is 
considered Hamlet's superior. In the first case, for A to 
win, we have the following probabilities:
Sxact Number )f games nlayed A must win
t........ .. ■ "
1 Hrobabilitv
8 first 8
9 7 out of first 8 and game 9 C^)C|)^
10 7 out of first 9 and game 10 (5)(|)"°
11 7 out of first 10 and game 11
12 7 out of first 11 and game 12 n  1 12 (^^)(%)
-, 8 o -, 9 Q -, 10
Thus, the probability that A wins is (^) + + (.7)(2^
+ = (̂) £2  ̂+ 8(2 )̂ + 55(2̂ ) + 120(2)
+ 3 3 0] = " .194- Expressed, in odds, this is approximately
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four to one against Laertes —  not at all close to twelve to 
nine.
Consider, now, the second case, where A must win 5 hits
in a row in no more than 12 hits. A's probability of winning
1 3in 3 hits is (-̂ ) . For A to win in 4 hits, he must win the 
last 3 and B must win the first, or the game would have 
ended in 3 hits. Thus, P(A wins in 4 hits) = P(BAAA) = (^) . 
There are two possible ways for A to win in 3 hits: ABAAA
and BBAAA. Thus, P(A wins in 3 hits) = 2(^) .
A scheme for calculating the remaining probabilities 
is as follows: The last 4 games must be BAAA, or else A
would have won sooner. Also, the two positions before BAAA 
must not be BB since then B would have won sooner. More­
over, there can be no more than 2 A's in succession and no 
more than 2 B's in succession prior to the last 4 positions. 
Eliminating the arrangements which violate any of the above 
leads to a count of the ways in which A can win. We 
illustrate for the case in which A wins in 9 hits.
The last 4 positions must be BAAA. This leaves 32
possible ways to fill the first 3 positions. Of these, any 
ending in BB must be eliminated; there are 8 such arrange­
ments. The following must also be eliminated:
AAA__ __ 3 such since AAABB has been eliminated 
BAAA__ 2 such
__BAAA 2 such
BBB  3 such since BBBBB has been eliminated
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ABBBA 1 such
Thus, there are 19 arrangements which must be eliminated. 
Therefore, P(A wins in 9 hits) = 1$(^) .
Using the above scheme P(A wins) is found to be
T 5 1 4 . 9 n 6 T 7 , 8  T 9
(^) + C^) + 2(^) + ^(g) + + 8(^) + 13(^)
+ 2l(|)^° + + 256 + 256
+ 192 + 160 + 128 + 104 + 84 + 68 + 553 = .443.
The given odds of 12:9 are equivalent to the proba­
bility ^  *=« .429- Thus, in this case, the Shakespearan 
odds are only 3 q/o off the actual odds.
Family Size and Independence
Let E be the event "family has children of both 
sexes" and F the event "at most one girl in the family."
Are E and F independent?
Consider first the case where there are 2 children in
a family. The sample space has 4 elements and,assuming the
equally likely measure, the probability of each is Since
E = Cbg, gb), P(E) = since F = {bg, gb, bb}, P(F) =
E n F = E, so P(EnF) = P(E)P(F) = Thus, P(EDF)
/ P(E)P(F), and E and F are not independent.
Consider now the case where the family has 3 children.
P(E') = PCCbbb ,ggg3) = §  = ■!• Thus, P(E) = |. P(f ) =
P ( { b b b ,  b b g ,  b g b ,  g b b ) )  = ^  = P (E n F )  = P ( [ b b g ,  bgb ,  g b b } )
= In this case, P(EflF) = P(E)P(f), and E and F are o
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independent- Thus, independence depends upon the under­
lying sample space, as well as upon the definition of the 
events under consideration-
Bertrand's Box Paradox
There are 3 identical boxes, each having 2 drawers.
The first box contains a gold coin in each drawer, the second 
has a gold in one and a silver in the other, and the third 
has a silver in each. A box is selected at random and one 
drawer is opened and found to contain a gold coin. What is 
the probability that the other drawer also contains a gold 
coin?
People often reason that after a coin is drawn the 
other coin is either gold or silver and the probability is 
This reasoning is fallacious, however, as verified by 
the use of Bayes’ Theorem.
Let A be the event "box has 2 gold coins," B be the event 
"box has 2 silver coins," C be the event "box has one of 
each," and D be the event "first drawer opened has a gold 
coin." By Bayes’ Theorem,
. ^ ----- f  = |.
■̂ (l) + ^CO) + "2
Therefore, the probability that the other drawer also contains
2a gold coin is
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The Prisoner’s Dilemma
3 prisoners, Adams, Bennett, and Clayton, with equally
good records, have applied for parole. The parole board has
decided to release 2 of them, and the prisoners know this but
not which 2. A trustee friend of Adams knows which ones
are to be released. Adams realises that it would be un-
ethical to ask if he is to be released, but thinks of asking
the name of one prisoner, other than himself, who is to be
released. He thinks that before he asks, his chances of 
2release are •̂. He thinks that if the trustee says “Bennett 
will be released,” then his own chances have decreased to ^ 
since either Adams and Bennett or Bennett and Clayton will 
be released. So Adams decides not to reduce his chances by 
asking. However, he is mistaken in his calculation. Why?
Let E be the event "trustee says Bennett will be 
released” and F the event "trustee says Clayton will be re­
leased. "Let A, B, and C be the events "Adams will be 
released," "Bennett will be released," and "Clayton will 
be released," respectively. There are = 5 pairs of 2 
prisoners each; assume that these are equally likely. Event 
E occurs if A n B occurs or if B n C occurs and the trustee 
chooses to say that Bennett will be released. Assume that 
the latter choice is at random. Then P (E )  = P (A n B ) + 
P ( ( B n c ) n E )  = ^ + (^)(|) = Since E fl F = 0, (AHB) H E and 
(A n B ) n F are disjoint. Also, [ (A n B )n E ]  U [ (A n B ) f lF ]  =
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(A n B ) n ( e u e )  = A n B since E ü F = n . Thus, P [(A n B )n E ]
+ P C (A n B )n F ] = P (A H B ) = P [ ( A n s )  n F ] = o ,  however, since
(A n B ) n F = 0* Thus, P [(A n B )n E ] = The only way that
Adams can be released, given that the trustee says that
Bennett will be released, is if A n B occurs. Consequently,
1
P (A n B IE ) = ^ Thus, Adams' chances of
2
pbeing released are still
The Lady Tasting Tea (See Note 15-)
A lady claims that she can tell by tasting a cup of 
tea whether the milk has beeh added to the tea or the tea 
to the milk. She is presented with 4 cups of tea mixed one 
way and 4 mixed the other way. What is the probability that, 
if she is merely guessing, she identifies all 8 correctly?
The lady knows that there are 4 cups of each and that 
they are being presented in a strictly random fashion.
Since there are 8 items, 4 of one type and 4 of another, 
the number of ways that the cups could be arranged is (4^4)
Q 1= TjTTjy = 70. Therefore, the probability that she identifies 
them all correctly if she guesses is
The Nicolaus Bernoulli Problem (See Note 14.)
B is rolling a die. A agrees to give B one crown if 
B gets a 6 on the first roll, 2 crowns if B gets his first 6 
on the second roll, 5 crowns if B gets his first 6 on the
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third roll, and so forth. What can B expect to gain from 
playing this game?
Let X be the niimber of the toss on which B obtains his
first 6. Then X is geometrically distributed with p = i-2 ^Thus, B expects to win ^(l) + (g)(2) + (^) (^)(5) + ---
I
6 k
(1-|)
The Triangle Puzzle
On a line, mark off a unit length AB and pick 2 
points at random on the segment. What is the probability 
that the 3 line segments thus determined can form a triangle?
For simplicity, put A at zero; let AB have length 1,
and let x and y represent the two points. First, let y > x.
A B
-------1----- 1-----H->O X y 1
In order to form a triangle, the segments must be such that 
the sum of the lengths of any two sides is greater than the 
length of the third. We then have the following inequalities 
X + (1-y) > y - x  or y - x < 4
and
(y-x) + (1-y) > X or x < J 
(y-x) + x > l - y  or y > ^ .
The points which satisfy all three are represented by the 
shaded area C in the following diagram.
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X = 2
In the case y < x, we have the following three inequali­
ties which must be satisfied:
y + (l-x) > X - y or x - y < ^
Cx-y) + (l-x) > y or y < ^
and (x-y) + y > l - x  or x > ^ .
In this case, the points which satisfy all three inequali­
ties are represented by the shaded area D in the preceding 
diagram.
Each selection of a pair x and y determines a point
(x, y) which lies somewhere in the rectangle shown above.
Since the selection is made at random, each ordered pair
1 1is as likely as any other. Also area G + area D = y + y 
= so of the points are in C or in D. Thus, P(Cx, y) in 
C or in D) = -̂ and, hence the probability that the line 
segments can form a triangle is
The Coin in a Square Game
In a common carnival game, a player tosses a penny
from a distance of 5 feet onto the surface of a table ruled
%in 1-inch squares. If a penny inch in diameter falls 
entirely within a square, the player receives 5 cents but
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does not get the penny back; otherwise he loses his penny.
If the penny lands on the table, what is his chance to win?
%Since the coin has -g inch radius, the center of the 
coin must not land within g inch of any side of the square 
in order for the player to win. Consider the diagram below.
A B
C, the center, can move to the right until the edge of the 
coin hits the other side, i.e., 0 can move right until 
CB = ^ and AB = Thus, C can move inch right and still
be in the square. Similarly, if the circle is tangent to a 
side of the square at B, then C can move inch left. The 
same holds for moving the coin up and down. The restric­
tion that C cannot lie within g inch of any side, then, 
generates a square with length of side within which the
center must lie for the player to win. The area of this 
region is
It is reasonable to assume that each ordered pair 
(x, y) lying within the 1-inch square is as likely to be the 
center as any other. Thus, P(C is in any given region) =
'P e a  of the^'sqlfrê * Therefore, P(player wins) = P(C is
1 16in the -^inch square) = —
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The Buffon Needle Problem (See Note 15*)
If a needle of length k is thrown onto a set of 
parallel lines whose distance apart is a, a > k, then what 
is the probability that the needle will cross a line?
In the diagram below, and bg are any two of the 
parallel lines a units apart, M is the midpoint of the 
needle, x is the (perpendicular), distance from M to the 
nearest of and L2 (in this case , and 0 is the angle 
the needle makes with any of the parallel lines. is the
line through M parallel to .
a
Case IICase I
The needle will cross L, iff x < y. Since sinO =
Tr§ » 7 = § sinO. Thus, the needle will cross iff x <
•^sinO, Let p be the probability that the needle crosses L^ 
at angle 0, Then p = P(x < ̂ sinO),
Each trial determines a point (O, x) which lies some­
where in the rectangle given below. Since x is the distance
from M to the nearest of and Lg, x must be < or else
a k ”M would be closer to Lg* Also, a > k so > 2*
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area A . total ârea
If no pattern is used in tossing the needle, each 
ordered pair (0 , x) in this rectangle is as likely to occur 
as any other» Thus, the probability that (O, x) is in any 
given region of the rectangle is the area of that region 
divided by the total area of the rectangle. We are inter­
ested in the region A, where x < ̂  sinO. Thus, p =
P(obtaining an ordered pair (0 , x) such that x < ̂  sinO) =
It can be shown from calculus that area A = k.
Also the total area of the rectangle is Therefore,__k___________  ^_ area A zair 2k^ ~ total area ?" ax'
The experimental value of p is the number of times the
needle crosses the line divided by the total number of times
the needle is thrown. Consequently, this experiment pro-
2kvides an interesting way to approximate x, namely x « — .
Experiment; Toss needle 100 times. "Success" occurs if
------- 15"needle crosses a line. In this experiment, k = 1 ^  , and
a = 2^". 15 runs of 100 tosses each were made.
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Run
Number of Successes in Run cumulative number of success 2kap^ cumulative number of tosses
1 64 64W 2.69
5 59 286500 3.01
8 48 446800 5.09
10 54 5491ÔÔ0 5.14
15 55 8201500 5.15
Table 9*1
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NOTES
1. Charles Sanders Peirce (1859-191^), an American logician 
whose philosophy was later termed "pragmatism," reduced 
the study of probability to the study of logic in a 
treatise called "The Red and the Black."
2. The axiomatic approach to probability was developed by 
A, N. Kolmogoroff (l90$- , Russian) in The Founda­
tions of the Theory of Probability, 1953-
5* The Frenchman Pierre S. Laplace (1749-1827) has been 
given credit for contributing more than any one other 
person to probability theory- He gave the classic 
"definition" of probability: if an event can result in
n equally likely outcomes, then the probability of such 
an event is the number of outcomes favorable to the 
event divided by the number of outcomes.
4. The Austrian monk Gregor Johann Mendel (1822-1884)
contributed much to the study of heredity and the appli­
cation of probability theory to it.n n n n
5* The identities Ĉ Uĵ Â )' = îSl'̂ î  ' ~ î l'̂ i*
are called DeMorp:an * s Laws. Augustus DeMorgan (1806- 
1871, English) was one of the first to attempt to simplify 
probability theory so that a layman could understand it.
6. Gerolamo Cardano (1501-1576), an Italian physician, 
is thought to be the pioneer of probability theory.
His book Liber de Ludo Aleae, which is actually a gambler's
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handbook, is considered to be the first book on proba­
bility. After having predicted the day of his death, 
he committed suicide on that day to preserve his reputa­
tion.
The actual study of probability is thought to have 
begun with correspondence between Blaise Pascal (1625- 
1662, French) and Pierre de Fermat (1608-1665, French), 
who are given credit for putting probability theory on 
a scientific basis.
An interesting anecdote about the gambling aspect 
of probability is the following: On August 18, 1913, at
the casino in Monte Carlo, the black came up 26 times in 
succession. Except for the question of house limit, if 
a player had made a S4 bet when the run started and had 
pyramided it for precisely the length of the run of 
black, he could have won S268 million. Players, however, 
kept switching to red, believing that after black had 
come up so many times, the next turn had to come up red.
7. The inequality CE(XY)]^ < E(X^)E(Y^) is known as
Schwarz’s Inequality, attributed to H. A. Schwarz 
(1845-1921, German).
8. Chebychev's Inequality is named for the Russian mathe­
matician Pafnuti Liwowich Chebychev (1821-1894).
9. Bayes' Theorem is due to Reverand Thomas Bayes (1702-
1761, English) and has been used for some rather wild
evaluations of the probability of life on Mars or the
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probability of the sun rising tomorrow.
10. Jacob Bernoulli (l6ĵ 4—170^, Swiss) and Abraham DeMoivre 
(1667-1754, English) made the first extensive analysis 
of experiments involving Bernoulli trials.
11. The symbol e is due to Leonard Euler (1707-1783, Swiss), 
who was one of the principal figures in the transition 
period between the discoveries of Bernoulli and DeMoivre 
to the later ones of Laplace.
12. The Poisson distribution is named for the French mathe­
matician Siméon Poisson (1781-1840).
13» This problem is from the treatise "Mathematics of a Lady 
Tasting Tea" by E. A. Fisher (1890-1963). Fisher, an 
English geneticist and statistician, is credited with 
much of the development of the statistical approach to 
probability.
14. Nicolaus BernOîilli (1687-1759, Swiss), nepheW of Jacob, 
contributed largely to the development of the study of 
vital statistics.
13. The Buffon Needle Problem is attributed to Georges L. L. 
Buffon (1707-1788), a French naturalist.
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ANSWERS TO EXERCISES 
Section 2,1
1. (1, 1) (2, l) (3, 1) (4, l) (5, 1) (6, 1)
(1, 2) (2, 2) (3, 2) (4, 2) (5, 2) (6, 2)
(1, 3) (2, 3) (3, 3) (4, 3) (5, 3) (6, 3)
(1, 4) (2, 4) (3, 4) (4, 4) (5, 4) (6, 4)
(1, 5) (2, 5) (3, 5) (4, 5) (5, 5) (6, 5)
(l, 5) (2, 6) (3, 6) (4, 5) (5, 6) (6, 5)
2. a) {( 2, 2), (2, 4), (2. 6), (3, 2), (3, 4), (3, 6),
(5, 2), (5, 4), (5, 6)3
b) C(3, 6), (4, 5), (4, 6), (5, 4), (5, 5), (5, 6),
(6, 3), (6, 4), (6, 5)» (6, 6)3
c) jô
d) {(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 4), (5, 5), (6, 6)
(4, 6), (6, 4)3
e) {(1, 1), (3, 1) (5, 1), (1, 3), (3, 3), (5, 3),
(1, 5), (3, 3), (3, 3)3
3. 0^ has 16 events, and has 8 events.
4. a) n = {(A, P), (B, P), (G, P), (D, P), (P, P), (A, P),
(B, F), (C, P), (D, P), (P, P)3.
b) A = {(P, P), (A, P), (B, P), (G, P), (D, P), (P, P)3.
B = {(P, P), (A, P), (B, P), (G, P), (D, P)3.
G = {(A, P), (B, P), (G, P), (D, P), (P, P), (A, P),
(B, P), (C, P), (D, P)3.
c) A' = [(A, P), (B, P), (C, P), (D, P)3. Both students
pass.
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B* = {(a , p ), (b , p ), (c , p ), (d , p ) , (p, F)}. They
both pass or they both fail.
C' = 1(F, P)}. They both fail.
5 .  a) A n B' n C  .
b )  A U B U C.
c )  A' n B' n C  o r  (A U B U C ) ' .
d )  (AOBflC’ ) U (A f lB 'n c )  u ( A 'n B n c ) .
e )  A' n C (B n C ' )  U ( B ' n c ) ]  o r  (A 'n B f lC ’ ) U ( A ' n B ' n c ) .
f) They are complements.
3 3
6. a) ;L=l®i  ̂ ] ' iyi\ * “̂’i* ^2* *"3* “'4̂ *
b) - )S. = n.
c) No. n / 0; n n / 0, Any
one will prove they are not mutually exclusive.
d) and E^; E2 and E^; E^ and E^ (any 2 pairs).
Remark: All pairs of distinct events must be
disjoint for the set of events to be mutually
exclusive.
Section 2.2
1. Axiom 1 implies p Ce ) > 0. Since E ^  0, P(e ) ^ P(o) = 1
Therefore, p Ce ) < 1 and 0 < p (e ) < 1.
2. a) ~ (a^+b^) + ^^2*^2  ̂ --- * ^^n^^n^
= (aj|^+a2+-----+a^) + (b^+b2+ — — + b^)
n n
 ̂i^l^i i^l^i*
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5.
6.
b) ca
cCa^+a^ +  +@L )1 «i n
3. Each simple event has probability p^ = ^
a
b
c
d
c
a
b
c
36 “ 4- 
■ 18-
&
§ 6
2
9*
14*
^55k(k-2) 3 + 8 + 15 + 24 = 50.
- 2 + f  + 1^ =
n.2,0 = ne.i=±
P(getting at least to first base safely) = .15 + .16 
+ .06 + ,01 + .03 = .41.
P(getting a hit) = .16 + .06 = .22.
P(being put out) = .22 + .16 + ,21 = .59.
P^ is the only probability measure. Pg is not a proba­
bility measure since P2(Cu)̂ » ) > 1. Also ^2  ̂̂ ^1^  ̂ (wg) )
= 1^2^^^1* ^  / P2({u)-ĵ }) + P2(Îuü23). is not a proba­
bility measure since P^CCu)^} U {(«2) U Cm^)) = P^(o) = 1 / 
P̂ CCoDĵ )) + P̂ ((UU2)) + IPjjCflU:;] ).
7. a) LLL ELL
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b
c
a
b
a
b
a
b
c
d
LliR
LRL
LRR
RLR
SRL
ERE
18
P(at least 2 R's) = 4 = i 8 2 *
Section 2.3
#  - 4-
52 ° 13-
il ‘ 2-
2 152 ‘ 26*
52 * 52 '
26
52 12 *
20
100 15 '
Divisors of 80 are 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 16, 20, 40,
80, P(divides 80) = ^OÔ ' lÔ*
Primes less than 25 are 2, 3, 5» 7, 11, 13, l7, 
19, 23. P(is prime and less than 25) =
P(is divisible by ) = ^  (includes O),
21-100 “
832 "
J2 = 
1
3 2 '  
#  = 
3 2  =
14
14
1116 *
16 *
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4.
d
e
a
b
a
b
c
d
e
1. a 
b
h '
h =
li­
fe-
2
1 5 '
4 _ 1 
8 "  2 -
4 
8
4 
8
12 °
2 '
28
4
8
4*
h
h T
2T*
3 2 '
&
4
3 2
16
3?
i_16
è-
12*
I? “ fe-
Section 3.1 
ÏC(3, 5)3 = 8; X[(3, 5)3 - 5. 
p(x=7) = ^  = ]?(TT'"'*) -
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o) P(Z is even) = ^  + + + + =
P(Y is prime) = +
d) P(X^ll) = 1 — P(x=12) = 1 —
P(r>6) = p(je>) » 0.
e) X^[(l, 5)3 - Cx[(l, 3)])^ = 4^ = 16.
(Y^-2XY)C(4, 5)3 = (Y[(4, 3)]}^.
- 2lx[(4, 3)3}Cy C(4, 3)]]
- 4^ - 2(7)(4) . 16 - 56 - -40.
2. 0, 1 » 2, 3 » 4, 3, 6, 7.
3. a) (X*2) = {(c, b )3.
b) P(X=2)
c) P(X<1) = 1 — p ( x = 2 ) =
4. a) (Y*12) = {26, 34, 43, 62}.
b ) P(r=12) 4 1" 100 ■ 25'
c) (Y^3) = (ll, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21, 22, 31, 41, 51}.
d) P(Y^) _ = 1_ 100 10'
3. a) (2=2) = (2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19}.
b ) P(Z=2) 8 2 “ 20 “ 5*
c) (Z>4) = {6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20}.
d) P(Z^) = Therefore, P(Z<4) = 1 - ^
6. a) 6.
b ) (X=l) = Cd j m , j m d , m d j } .
c) P(X=l)
d) p ( x = o ) = § = J- P(X=3) = g.
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Section 3*2 
1 • 3. ) I — 1 “ I S O 1^ + I I = 1  = 1̂ »
^AUB = ^ = 1 - 1  + I^ + Ig-
= ^A " ^AnB-
^ADB* = V b * ^A^^"^B^ = I.A "- ^A^B
^A'nB ^A*^B  ̂  ̂^B “ ^A^B"
^A'HB' " ^A'^B* " ^ ~ ^A " ^B V b *
^A'UB' = 1 - (l-I^JCl-Ig,) = 1 - % .
5- ÂflCBUG) = V buC = lA[:-(:L_Ig)(l,I(^)] . I^ClB+Ic-Iglc]
= V b + V c  - W c -
^(AnB)u(Afic )  1 “  (^"^AnB^(^"^Anc^ ^AnB ^Anc “  ^AnB^Anc
^A^B ■*■ ^A^C " ^A^bV c ^A ■*■ %  ” ^AVc" 
Therefore, Ij^n(BUC)" ^(AnB)u(AflC)’ ^ (BUC) = (AnB) u(AnC),
^(AHB)'  " ^ ^AHB = ^ “  V b *
^A'UB' = 1 “ (l-Ijĵ i ) (l-lgi ) = 1 -
Therefore, (A n B ) '  = A' U B '*
5* a) Assume Î (uu) < Ig(w) for each eu e 0. Let udĵ. e A.
Then Iĵ(««jj.) = 1, so Ib («Jĵ )=1 which implies cû e B.
Therefore, A ç b .
b) Assume A c B. If üüĵ e A, then Iĵ((«jj.) = 1« Also 
e B so Ig(uû ) = 1. Thus, if e A, I^(w^) <
If {üjj. / A, then = 0. Regardless of whether twĵ g B
or not, Ig(u)̂ ) > 0. Thus, if cwĵ / A, Iĵ(u)jj.) <
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Therefore, for all uj e n.
Section 5*5
1. EX = |(5+2+2+l+2+l+l+0) = ^(12) =
EY = 2+1+1+0+24-1+1+0) = ^(8) = 1.
E(5X) = 3EX = I*
E(2X~5Y+7) = 2EX - 5EÏ + 7 = 5 .
2. = |. EX = ^(5+l+l+0+l+0) = ^ 6 )  = 1, and 
E(ÿ[-2) = ^EX - 2 = -
3* Alternative 1: Let X be the amount you win. EX = ^(lO+O)
= 5.
Alternative 2: Let X be the amount you win. EX = ^(12+2+
3+4+5+6) = ^(32) = 5 .̂
Choose alternative 2.
4. Let X be the length of time he waits if he arrives on 
the hour. EX = 5(|) + 15(|) + 50(|) = ^  = |^.
5. Let X be the amount of profit if he orders 30. Since he
will sell 30 regardless of the temperature, X is a constant
function and X = 30(.03) = .90, Thus, EX = .90,
Let T be the amount of profit if he orders 50.
y(warm day) = .50(.03) = 1.30.
y(cold day) = 30(.10) - 50(.0?) = -.50.
EY = (1.50)(.8) - C.50)(.2) = 1.10.
Let Z be the amount of profit if he orders 75*
Z(warm day) = 75(.03) = 2.25.
zCcold day) = 30(.10) - 75(.07) = -2.25.
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EZ = (2.25)(.8) - (2.25)(.2) = 1.35.
The last plan is best.
6. Let X be the number of accidents during the time period.
EX = 0(.94) + 1(.03) + 2(.02)+ 5C.01) = .10.
7* a) X(u)) > O and P({u)}) > 0 for all m e 0. Thus,
X(üü)P({(!)}) > 0 for all u). Therefore, EX = E X((«)P({cu})uueQ> O.
b) X(uj) > Y(uu) so CX-Y)(m) = X(ou) - Y(uu) > 0 for all w. 
Prom part a, E(X-Y) > 0 s o E X - E Y > 0  and EX > EY.
8. a) EC(X-d)^] = E(x^-2dX+d^) = E(X^) - 2dEX + d^.
b) If ad^ + bd + c > 0 for all d, the graph of the
curve of this quadratic either is tangent to the d-
axis or lies entirely above it. Consequently,
oad + bd + c = O has at most one real root. Therefore, 
b — Aac 0.
c) Since (X—d)̂ (uu) > 0 for all uu e 0, E[(X-d)^] > 0 
by Exercise 7a. Thus, d^ - 2dEX + E(X^) > 0 for all d, 
and, consequently, (2EX)^ - 4(l)[E(X^)] < 0 from part b. 
Therefore, 4[E(X^)] > 4(EX)^ and E(X^) > (EX)^.
9. a) (a—b)^ + (a+b)^ = a^ — 2ab + b^ + a^ + 2ab + b^
= 2a^ + 2b^. (a+b)^ < (a-b)^ + (a+b)^ = 2a^ + 2b^.
b) Since X and Y are random variables, (X+Y) (u)) = 
CX(cu)+Y(uj)]^ where X(uj), Y(uü) e R for each uu. From 
part a, [X(uu)+Y(uu)]^ < 2 [ X ( w ) + 2[Y(m)]^ for all tu. 
Since P(fm}) > 0 for each ou, [X(u))+Y(id)]̂ P(Cm}). < 
2CX(m)]^P(Cuj}) + 2[(m)]^P(Cm}). Therefore,
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ECCX+Y)^] = E [X(u))+Y(«,)]%({d.}) < 2 2  [X(i«)]%({u)})wen men
+ 2 2  CY(u))]^P(C«ü)) = 2E(X^) + 2E(Y^).
uueQ
c) E[(dX+Y)^] = E(d^^+2dXT+Y^) = d^(X^) + 2dE(XY)
+ E(Y^).
d) Since (dX+Y)^(üü) > 0 for all uu, E[(dX+Y)^] > 0.
Thus, E(X^)d^ + 2dE(XY) + E(Y^) > 0 for all à. From
8b, [2E(XY)]^ - 4E(X^)E(Y^) < O so 4[E(XY)]^ <
4E(X^)E(Y^). Therefore, CE(XY)]^ < E(X^)E(Y^).
Section 3*4
!• “ T5’ EX = +
1(f) + 2C^) = 1^.
2. E(I^) = P(A) = P(at most one correct) =
E(lg) = P(B) = P(correct answer to first) =
P(AUB) = P(A) + P(B) - PC AnB) = M  + 1 _ P( correct 
answer to first only) = Y5 “ ^
3* X = number of items owned, f^(0) = .20; f^(l) = .60;
f^(2) = .20. EX = 0(.20) + 1(.60) + 2(.20) = 1.
4. X = number of games needed to complete series. f^(4)
= f^(5) = fg;(6) = fg(7) = ^* EX = •^(4+5+6+7)
22 _ 11 = 4 “ 2 •
5. fgCi) = fz(2) = I0 = I ; = I0 = feî = &
= = & '
EZ = l(^) + 2(j) + 5(^) + 4(-̂ ) + 5(^) + 6(|^) = f§ =
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7.
8.
9.
E(Z ) - + 9(̂ 0̂ ) + 16(^) + 25(’̂ )  + 36C'^)
264 66=
6. a) f^io) = y fx(i) = y fx(2) = y = &
= h  = & '
EX = O(^) + l(j^) + 2(|^) + 5(|^) + 4(^) = y  
b) fy(0) = fyCl) = fY^2) = fg; = |; fy(5) = ^
12'
El =
EX = $0^= 7.
E ( l | x - 5 I )  = H  = | § .
ECX-2Y+2) = EX - 2EY + 2
a )  = ^ 2 ’ ^w C l) “
118'
■ W' “ 31 = 1Ü’
w'
3H’ " 32 = I’ ̂ z(̂  ̂= 32’ ̂ z(̂^fgCo) = f^(i) =
32 = IF’ ^z; f7.(5) =
b) EW = 8035
EZ = II = ||.
'XT
E(W^+Z) = E(W^) + EZ = O(^) 4- l(^) + 4(|^)
+ 9(f^) + 16(|^) + 25 ( ^ )  +
(0) = |; fxyCl) = I = |î = I = è’ ̂ XŶ^̂ 1F'
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E(XY) =
EX = EÏ = O(^) + l(^) + 2(^) = 1. Thus, E(XY) ^ (EX)(Eï ).
10. If u) e (X=a^), g[X(u))] = gCâ )̂ for i = 1, 2 , -- , k.
Thus, E[g(X)] = Z s[XCüü)]P({u,}) = z gCX(u))]P({tt,}) +U)EQ (X—3j|̂)
S gCxCuj)IlP(Cu)}) + —  + Z g[X(uo) ]PC(w}) =(%=ag) Cx=aĵ )
k k
P(X=a = igjSCa^)f2j(a^).
Section 3*3
1. E(I^)^ = l(p) + O(l-p) = p. Therefore, Var(lĵ ) = E(l^)^
- CE(I^)]^ = p _ = p(i-p).
2. Var(Y) = (200-45)^(.2) + (100-45)^(.2) + (-25-45)^(.6)
= 8550.
Var(Z) = 0 since Z is a constant function.
3* X = number showing on die. EX = E(X^) = ^(1+4+9+16+25+56)
= Therefore, a = / Var(X) = / ^  .
4. P(X=1) = .75. EX = .75 and Var(x) = (.75)(.25) = .1875.
5. a) Cov(aX, bY) = E[(aX)(bY)] - E(aX)E(bY)
= E(abXY) - a(EX)b(EY)
= ab[E(XY) - (EX)(EY)] = ab Cov(X, Y).
b) Cov(X+a, Y+b) = E[(X+A)(Y+b)] - E(X+a)E(Y+b)
= E[XY+aY+bX+ab] = (EX+a)(EY+b)
= E(XY) + aEY + bEX + ab - (EX)(EY)
-aEY - bEX - ab
= E(XY) - (EX)(EY) = Cov(X, Y).
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6. CovCX, Y) = EC(X-EX)CY-EY)] = E[XY-(EX)Y - (EY)X +(EX)(EY)]
= E(XY) - (EX)(EY) - (EY)(EX) + (EX)(EY)
= E(XY) - (EX)(EY).
7. a) Cov(X, Y) = E[(X-EX)(Y-EY)] = E[(Y-EY)(X-EX)] = Cov(Y,X)
b) Cov(X, X) = E(X^) - (EX)(EX) = Var(X).
8. E(X) = E[| = I = Z “ “•
Var(x) = Var[J iiiCX^)] = ^  Var(^Z^Xj^) = ^  Var(Xj^)n Ï1
n 2(since Cov(X., X .) = O) = = ^^(na^) =X a n ^
9. Cov(X-Y, X+Y) = E[(X-Y)(X+Y)] - E(X-Y)E(X+Y)
= E(X^-Y^) - (EX-EY)(EX+EY)
= E(X^) - E(Y^) - (EX)^ + (EY)^ = O since 
(EX)^ = (EY)^ and E(X^) = E(Y^).
10. E(^^) = ^(EX-m ) = ^(O) =0.
Vai‘(“~~) — Va]?(X—m) = —̂  Var(X) = ~^(cr ) =1. Tbns,
a (jd. Y X
the standard deviation of 4 ^  = 1, and is standardized.
Section 4,1
1. 26(29)(24) = 15,6000.
2. 91 = 362,880, 8i = 40,320.
5. 9(10^)-
4. 4(1)(2)(4)(5)(5) = 288.
3. There are 4i =* 24 possible "words" made from 4 letters. 
Therefore, P(Plan) = ^7̂-
6. (26)^(9)(9)(8).
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7. ^  = 11,880. ^  = 151,200.
Section 4,2
1. Since zero cannot be the first digit, there are 9 choices 
for the first digit. Thus, there are 9(9)(8) = 648 numbers
with all digits different. Therefore, P(all digits differ-
 ̂_ 648 18e n t ; - - ^  =
2. a) (n)^ + (m)^ = n + m = (n+m)^.
b) (n)^ = nJ (^^n-1 " ii(n-l) —  2 = n:
5* (n)^ = n(n-l) (n-2) (n-5)(n-4) = 42 n(n-l)(n-2). In order
for (n)^ to be defined, n > 5 so n, n - 1 and n - 2  are
all non-zero and may be cancelled from both sides. We have, 
then
(n-5)(n-4) = 42 
n^ - 7n - 50 = 0 
(n+3)(n-10) = 0
n = -3 or n = 10,
Since n > 0, n = 10.
4. The sample points are 7-tuples made up of the days
of the week. Since there are 7 possible days for each acci­
dent, there are 7^ sample points. If one accident is to 
occur each day, there are 7 possible days on which the first 
can happen, 6 on which the second can happen, and so on.
71Therefore, P(one accident each day) -
5. a) There are nJ possible arrangements of the cards.
After the first position is set, there are (n-l)i
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arrangements of the remaining cards. Thus, P(A)
= Similarly, P(b ) =
b) P(AnB) = P(card 1 in first position and card 2 in
second position). There are (n-2)î possible arrange­
ments of the remaining cards. Therefore, P(AAB)
Cn-2)! 1- n l  -  E(E=T) •
c) P(AUB) = P(A) + P(B) - P(AAB) =
7. (|) = 126.
8. C p C p C p  = 180.
9. The second best will win if he is not on the half of the
ladder occupied by the best. There are ^(2^) = 2^ ^ such
rungs out of the remaining 2 ^ - 1  rungs. Thus, P(second best1
xs runner-up) 2^-1
10. I.t Z, = il 2. 5.
% = + Xg + X, so EX = EX]̂  + EXg + EX^. E(X^) = P(i—
pjlbox is empty) = —  from Example 3, Section 4.1. Therefore,
gn pn
EX = 5C|j) = p%ï.
11. Let Xi = {J oLeî^se “  “  i for i = 1, 2, — ,
n. X = .X,X. so EX = .Z.EX.. EX. = P(i—  card in position i)X=± X 1—X X X
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= = n' G)herefore, EX = 1 = n(|) = 1.
12. a) 61 = 720.
b) (|) = 15.
c) (6)^ = 560.
15- Ci> + Cg) . !LlJ:ln_r+U: + §W7T = gjfe n P
“ rUn+i-r) i “
14. There are sample points-
a) There are ways to pick the hearts and (g^) ways
cP)C|̂ )
'52 
■15'
b) There are Cĵ ) ways to pick "the black cards and 
26
to pick the others. Therefore, P(5 hearts) -
Cl %)
ways to pick the rest for each i = 0, 1, 2,
E (26)( 26 ) i&o'̂ i ^^13-i^
_.26^,
Thus, P(less than 5 black cards) - ^
c) There are 4 ways to pick the suit. Thus, P(l3 cards
. 4of same suit) = — •
q p
Q15. There are 26 words since each letter can be used each 
time.
a) There are (|) ways of selecting the two positions for
the s's. There are 25^ ways to fill the other posi-
(1)25®tions. Hence, P(exactly 2 s's) =  v26°
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8b) P(at least 1 s) = 1 - P(no s*s) = 1 - (^) ,
5 3c) P(begins with aaa) = = (^) •
26^16. There are (g) = 15 sample points.
a) If D = 0, the 2 eggs must come from the 4 good eggs. 
There are (g) = 6 ways for that to happen. Conse­
quently, P(D=0) = ^  = -̂. There is (|) = 1 way to
select the eggs so that both are rotten. Thus,
p Cd=2) =
b) P(D=1) = 1 - P(D=G) - P(D-2) = 1^.
™  10 _ 2c) ED - ^  ^2)
17. There are (g) = 15 sample points.f̂ -Ço) =
= ^ -  T 5 " f “ l5' ™  = ^  =
The distribution of Y is precisely the sape as that , of D in
2Exercise 16, so EY = -̂.
18. a) (ô t> + (^)a = b + a = (a+b)^.
b) (§)b^ + (^)ab + (|)a^ = b^ + 2ab + a^ = (a+b)^.
c) (^)b^ + (^)ab^ + (^)a^b + (|)a^ = b^ + 5ab^ + 3a^b 
+ a^ = (a+b)^.
d) + (pab^ + ( p a h ^  + ( p a \  + +
4ab^ + 6a^b^ + 4 a = (a+b) .
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Section 5*1
1. a) PC0IB) = ^  = 0.
b) P(B.B) - = 1-
o) P(Ain) = ^  . p(A),
d) A and A' are disjoint, so P(AUA* IB) = P(AIB) + P(A* IB).
P(AUB* IB) = P(OIB) = 1. Therefore, P(AIB) + P(A' IB) = 1,
and P(A’IB) = 1 - P(AIB).
e) P(A- lA) =
2. a) P(AnBIB) = —  = P(AIB).
b) P(AUBIB) = = ffll = 1.
3* Let E be the event "defective eyes” and T be the event 
"defective teeth. " P(E) = .10, P(T) = .12, P(EnT) = .04.
« I , . ) . ^ ^ . 1.
4. a) P(rainIforecast of rain) =
b) P(rain predicted Irain) = ^
c) P(no rain I no rain predicted) =
d) P(no rain predicted I no rain) = = y.
5» a) P(an adult) = .75-
b) P(an adult who liked tie program) = (.79)(-20) = .15*
c) P(a teenager who liked the program) = (.29)(.60) = .15.
d) P(someone who liked the program) = .19 + .19 = .50.
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e) P( someone who liked the program I teenager) = .60.
f) P(an adult I someone who liked the. program) = = .50.
6. a) Since there are 2 choices for each of the n tosses,
there are 2p~ sample points. Since the coin is fair, each
sample point has probability If the i—  toss is heads,2“
and there are k heads alto get he±', there must be k-1 heads in 
the remaining n - 1 tosses. Thus, P(A. flB) = )* Since
there are (^) ways to select the k tosses which result in 
heads P(B) = P(A. IB) = = cfo)^(n-k)i2k
b) There are (™) ways to select the r tosses (of_the
n̂—m'first m) which yield heads. After this, there are (jj-Ip)
ways to specify the rest of the tosses which result in heads
from the remaining n - m tosses. Therefore, P(AAB) =^m^ ̂ n—m^
Consequently, P(AIB) = ■
Section 5*2
1. Let A be the event "solves the first," B be the event
"solves the second," and C be the event "solves the third."
P(A) = .5, P(BIA) = .6, P(CIAnB) = .9. P(AHB) = P(BIA)p Ca )
= (.6)C.3) = .18. p (A n B n c ) = P C c n (A n B )] = p ( c  lA n B )p (A n B )
= (.9)("18) = .182.
2. A = (AflB) Ü (AAB'), and ARB and AnB' are disjoint. 
Therefore, P(A) = P(AnB) + P(ADB') ~ P(A)p Cb ) + P(AnB ).
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Hence, P(AnB') = P(a ) - P(a )p (B) = P(A)C1-P(b )] = P(A)p (B'). 
Therefore, A and B* are independent.
5. P(A^) = PCA^) = P(A^) = p(A^nAg) = P(A^nA^) =
PCA^HA^ ) = P(A^)p(A2) = P(A^)p(A^) = P(A2 )P( A^ ) =
= Therefore, each pair is independent. PCA^OAgHA^)
* P(Cl* 1, 1]) = P(A^)p(A2)P(Aj) = ^(2)(^) = 3. There­
fore, P(A^nA2nA^) / P(A^ )P(A2 )P(A^ ) , and the three are not 
mutually independent. Since mutually exclusive means that 
every pair of the events is disjoint, then under those 
conditions, they are mutually exclusive.
4. Let E be the event "item selected is defective."
P(eIa) = .05, PCeIb) = .04, P(Elc) = .03, P(eId) = .02, 
and P(A) = .30, P(B) = .25, P(0 = .20, P(d) = .25. Thus, 
from Bayes* Theorem, P(aIe) =
f ;lo}f.‘o|]"T;25') (. 640.( .2oK . o3)+(.25)( .02; ' t # #  - & '
5. Since X. and Z. are independent when i j, CovCx. , X.)1 j 2 "
0. By Exercise 8, Section 3.5, then Var(x) -
6 . a) p(Ann) = p(a) = p(a)p(o).
b) p(An0) = p(fJ) = 0 = p(A)p(je5).
7. a) p(AlBnc)
b) P(AUBlC) =
p(Anc)+pCBnc)-p[(Anc)n(Bnc)]
p (a )p (g )+p (b )p Cc )-p (a )p Cb )p (c )p(c]
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= p (a ) + p (b ) - p (a )p (b )
= P(a ) + P(B) - P(AHB) = P(AUB).
8, p Ca HB) = P(0) = 0. P(A)p (b ) / 0. Therefore, A and B 
are dependent.
9. Let E, F, and G be the events "first, second, and third 
lights green," respectively. P(e) = p(p) = j, P(g) =
P(not stopped by any) = P(EnpnG) = J(j)(^) =
P(stopped by at least l) = 1 - P(not stopped by any) =
P(stopped by all 3) = P(E'nF'nG') = P(E* )p(F')p(G* ) = J(j)(J)
= 3 6 '
Section 6.1
1. a) (l+b)^ = b^ + 5b^ + lOb^ + lOb^ + 5b + 1.
b) (l.l)^ = (.1)^ + 5(.l)^ + lO(.l)^ + lO(.l)^ + 5(.l)
+ 1 = 1.61051.
2. (2*i)^ , 1^ . 12 . ^ 160 , 240 , 122 , 6^.
* x° x^ x^ x“̂ *
3. (®)(-l)^ = -55.
4. (x+a)“ = = J o  rrfs=57T '
S nCn—l) (n—k+l) ^n—kSo r  ® ^  •
5. 0 - 0“ - (-1+1)" . Jo(g)(-l)''(l)"-^ = Jo(-l)(g).
Section 6,2
1. ' (1-p) + Cp-p^)
+ (p^—p^) + — — + (p^ ^”P^) = 1 .
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2. P(5, 5, not 5) = - 2 ^ .
P(5. not 5. 5) » “ jfç.
P(not 5* 5t 5) *= - 2 1 ^*
Therefore, P(exactly 2 5's) =
3. P(Bmiai) = (.6)(.5)(.4)(.7)(.5) = .042.
PCHBNMB) = (.4)(.5)(.4)(.7)(.5) - .028.
P(lHfHtlN) = (.4)(.5)(.6)(.7)(.5) - .042.
P(HSHBN) = (.4)(.5)(.4)(.3)(.5) = .012.
Therefore, P(Mets win in 5) = .042 + .028 + .042 + .012 . .124
Section 6.3
1. Let X be the number that do npt die. P(2>2) = 1 - p(x=0)
- P(X=l) = 1 - - 6(j) (-•) = §^25*
2. Let X be the number of light bulbs which have burned out.4 4
P(X=0) = (.8) = ,41 and P(X=4) = (.2) = .00.
3. P(minter is not caught on box i) = for i = 1, 2 , ---,
QQ 100100. Therefore, P(minter not caught) = (̂ 00
4. p(o, 0, o) = P(l, 1, l)  ----  P(9, 9, 9) = y ’-q q q.
Therefore, P(i, i, i) = YyôÔÔ 1ÔÔ* ^ the number of
triples of this form drawn, EX = (lOO)(^Qg) * I*
5. Let X be the number of hits. P(X>l) = 1 - P(X=0) = 1
- (^) = « .68. EX = J(4) = 1.
6. Let A be the event "at least 1 head in n trials."-, n
P(A) = 1 - P(A') = 1 - P(no heads) = 1 - C^) . If P(A)
> .99, 1 - (J)^ > .99 so^~-> and 2^ < 100. Thus, n > 7.
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7. Let X be the number of defectives, P(X>35)
8. Let X be the number which return to river B, P(X=2)
- (|) = & .
9. a) 1 - (J) - 5(1) _ (|)(J)^ . 1 - ^ , 1 .
b) 1 - (1)^ - 7(1)^ - (p(|)^ - (p(l)^ . 1
c) C|)(l)® ♦ (|)(1)® . 8(i)® . (1)® . 11̂ .
10. a) P(X>3) = (|)(|-)̂ (|-)̂  + 5(J)'^(f) * (1)^ = Ifj. 
b) EX = 5(J) = f.
c) Var(X) =
Section 6.4
1, a) There are ^15^^12, 5, 10^ sequences of 15 reds, 12
whites, 5 blacks, and 10 greens, each with probability 
T 15 T 12 T 5 T 10(j) i p  (§) i p  . Thus, p[(x^=i5)n(X2=i2)n(X3=5)n(x^=io)3
* o !  12!9! 10! (?) (0 ) •
b) X^ + X^ represents the number of successes in 40 
trials where a "success" means the face is red or green.
Then p = P(red) + P(green) = Thus, E(X^+X^) = np = 40(^) = 20.
2. a) The number of deals of 5 cards to each of 5 players
is the number of ways to form 52 distinguishable objects into
52*groups of 5, 5, 5, and 57. This can be done in
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ways, There are 48 hands that have 4 aces and 1 other 
card. After that hand is selected, there are 47 cards to 
he dealt into groups of 5» 5» and 57. This can be done in 
ways. Therefore, P(Dennis is dealt 4 aces) =
b) P(someone is dealt 4 aces) = ).
Section 7.1
1. EX = n(^) = 15(^) = 1. Var(X) = l5(^) ~
2. a) P(3^5) -
(Ç)
b) EX = 5C^) =
c) Var(X) =
(35)( 55 )
3. a)
^12^
 ̂ (^^)(|^)
V’/d)'̂12''
12 (^^)(li^i^
i:7... .(70)— •
4. X is hypergeometric with n = 5, N = 7, and M = 4. 
îbssible values are 0, 1, 2, and 5. There are (^) = 55 
sample points.
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fjrCO) = -^(0^(3)
= 3#'
fx(2) = “ 3#'
5. Var(x) = npq, and Var(r) = npqC^^x^ if p = ^. If 
n = 1, these are equal. If n > 1, Var(Y) < Var(X) since
Section 7.2
- [o J for each
i. P(first white on draw) = = (J)^ for each
k = 1, 2, 3 , ---. Reasonable probabilities, then, for
1 1 1  00 00 -1 k -11. 2, 3 , ---, are g-, jj*, g , -- . - k=l 2 - 1 «
2. Let X, = ll - i Since
there are 2 balls in the box. PCXg^l) = y since there are 
now 3 balls in the box. In general, P(X^=l) = ^ ^ ^
X be the number of drawings necessary to obtain a white ball 
P(X=l) = P(X=2) = P(X^=0)P(X2=l) = j)i P(X=3) =
P(X^=0)P(X2=0)P(X^=l) = = ^(^). In general,
P(X-n) = P(X^=0)P(X2=0)--- P(X^_j^-0)p(Xjj=l) =
 ' n(,n-nr
3. The probabilities are the same as those in Exercise 1.
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XiGi; X til© numl^GP of tli© toss wliszi tli© first liGsd sppssrs, 
P(X=k) = (j) . Therefore, EX = J
" JC--’- '2^= 2.
(l-J)
4, Let X be as in Exercise 5. P(X=k) where k is even is 
P[(X=2)U(X=4)U(X=6)U-- ] = P(X=2) + P(X=4) + P(X=6) + ---
since these are mutually exclusive events. Hence, P(B) =
. 2 T 4 , 6
p Cx =2) + p Cx =4) + p Cx =6) + — — = + —
= 4 + (4 ) + +    k»1^4^ “ J * J*
5. n = 1 1 + 1 = 2 .
n = 2 1 + 1 + ^ =  2.5.
n = 3  l + l + ^ + g =  2.6667.
n = 4 l + l +  ^ +  g + = 2,7084.
n = 5  1 + 1 +  J + J + ̂  + Y&Ô “ 2,7167.
n = 6 l + & + & + + = 2.7181.
n - 7  l + l + 2 * è * 2 4 *  I3Ü * 7È0 * 5ôiô “ 2.7185.
Section 7.3
1. P(X>k) = q^p + q̂ "̂ p̂ + q̂ "**̂ P + --   pq^(l+q+q^+----)
2 . Let X be the number of throws until a 6 appears, p =
a) EX = “ = 6.
C 6
b) P(X>6) = (?) .
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3. Let 2 be tbe nmnber of trials needed to find one sucb
person, p =^Ô05" " ÎOÔ*
a) EX * 100.
b )  p ( x = 50)  .
c) P(X>150) =
^  = if- Var(X) = (§§)(^) lil*
3. EX «= cr̂  = 0 < q < 1 implies that 0 < /q”  < 1,
Consequently, since p > O, Therefore, EX > o^.
Section 7.4
1. X =^^(24) = .4. P(X>2) = .0072 + .0007 + .0001 = .008.
2. Let X be the number of defectives. P(defective) = .01. 
This is B(100, .01) which can be approximated by a Poisson 
distribution with X = np = 1. P(^3) = .0037.
3. Var(X) = X = .2. P(X>l) = 1 - .8187 = .1813.
4. a) X = ^(300) = 5. P(X^l) = .0337.
b) P(X>2) » 1 - P(X=0) - P(X=l) = 1 - .0404 = .9596.
c) X = 9t, P(X=0) = = e"^^.
3. a) X * ^(20) = .4. P(X>1) = 1 - .6703 - .2681 = .0616
b) EX = X = ^(lOOO) = 20.
Section 8.2
1. E(Xĵ ) = P(X^=l) = p so X^ is an unbiased estimator of p.
2. P(failure) = 1 - p. :E(l-̂ ) = 1 - E(J) = 1 - p. Thus,
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1 - — is an unbiased estimator for 1 - p
3, a) E(^) = pEX = ~(np) = n so ^  is an unbiased estimator 
of n.
b) Tbe estimate would be ~  = 10(2) = 20.
T +2Tp
E(— ^-- ) = ÿ:T^ + ÿETg. Since T^ and Tg are unbiased
estimators of O, ET^ = ETg = 9. Therefore,
T +2Tp , P T^+2Tp
EC ^  = 9, and —^ ---  is an unbiased estimator
of 9.
n n n n
5. E( “ i=l^i^ ~ P i=i^i “ “ P»
nTherefore, is an unbiased estimator of p.
6, Since J is an unbiased estimator for X(^) is an 
unbiased estimator for n. In this case, N = 1000, M = 200,
X = 18, so an unbiased estimate for n is 90.
Section 8.3
1. This is B(200, p). P(effective) = = .-6. Standard
error of estimate = /  2ÜÔ^200  ̂^  .035.
2. The proportion in favor of Stephens is estimated by 
480 = ,48. The standard deviation of X is /VarCx)
1000 ___________________
which is estimated by »^000^ .48) ( . 5 2 / . 00l( .48H .52H .9J
« /C.000^)(7257" = .015.
Section 8.4
1, The critical regions are Co), Cl3, (23, Co, l3, Co, 23, 
Cl, 23, Co, 1, 23, and 0 .
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-, T 10 T 10 1 10 in
2. H^:p = 2 ^ 2* 1^8%^ * 1024 i^ô^i ^
^ ( 45+10+1) = ^ .05. Thus, the critical region1024^^^ ■ 1024
is £a, 9, 10]. Reject if X = 9.
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